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Right on trend
Thefivebiggest,and
prettiest,make-up
looksoftheseasonNo ordinary season

Hyper-modern tailoring,
joyful Seventies rebellion
and your perfect coat.
Clothes to make you happy

French fancy
New ways to wear s/s 2015,

from Paris with love
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p253
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Photography: Mariano Vivanco. Fashion:
Anne-Marie Curtis. Hair: Wendy Iles for Iles
Formula. Make-up: Christophe Danchaud at
B-Agency using Chanel. Manicure: Emma
Slee at Lovely Management using Chanel.
Talent: Keira Knightley. Set design: Alexandra
Leavey at Soho Management. Behind-the-
scenes video: Jamie Jones at Beyond Fiction.
With thanks to: Big Sky Studios. On the
newsstand cover: Cotton top, cotton shorts
and leather and pearl sandals, all Chanel.On
thesubscriber cover:Cashmere body, Chanel.
On the Comic Relief cover: Fairtrade cotton
T-shirt, Karl Lagerfeld x Comic Relief at TK
Maxx. Silk jacket, Chanel. Denim jeans, 7 For
All Mankind. Skin: Hydra Beauty Micro
Sérum, £66; Les Beiges Fluid in 20, £34; Les
Beiges Healthy Glow Sheer Powder in 10, £39;
Blush Jardin de Chanel Blush in Camélia
Rosé, £36.0 Eyes: Les 4 Ombres in Tissé
Paris, £40; Le Volume de Chanel Mascara in
Noir, £25. Lips: Rouge Coco Hydrating
Crème Lip Colour in Gabrielle (newsstand
cover), Adrienne (subscriber cover) and
Suzanne (Comic Relief cover), £26 each.
Nails: Le Vernis Nail Colour in Tapage, £18.
All Chanel. Published 29 January 2015
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THEYMADETHIS
e l l e

BEAUTYSCHOOL
Want a tan, despite the cold weather?
See how to get a winter glow on p344.
Plus, on p359, ELLE Beauty Director
Sophie Beresiner tells you how to
simplify your make-up bag, with the
only products you need in your kit.

WHAT ELLE WEARS
From the editors to the interns,
see what we wear to work every
week. Visit elleuk.com/street-style
and let Team ELLE show you
how to style the trends.

‘Themost courageous
act is still to think
for yourself. Aloud’

– COCO CHANEL

#ELLEINSPIRE

GEORGIA
SIMMONDS
Georgia is Acting
Commissioning Editor,
having started at ELLE
in 2012 as an intern. She
studied Textile Design at
Central Saint Martins.
Her biography would be
called ‘Making Faces
Since 1987’ and, in the
film of her life, Emma
Stone would play her, ‘so
I could persuade her to
be my friend between
takes’. The best gift she’s
ever received? ‘A playlist
called Georgia Grooves.’
She writes about Skirt
Club, the underground
all-female bisexual
community, on p230.

#ELLEBookClubpick:
TheDaysOfAbandonment
by Elena Ferrante
(Europa Editions)

KATE GREENE
Kate Greene is a
San Francisco-based
science and technology
journalist. ‘Curious,
excitable, friendly’ is
how she describes
herself. The soundtrack
to her life is Dear Fellow
Traveler by Sea Wolf
and, in 2013, Kate went
on a four-month
simulated Mars mission.
Read about it on p372.

#ELLEBookClubpick:
Rome by Dorothea
Lasky (Liveright)

LI XIAO XING
Shijiazhuang-born, New
York-based model Li
Xiao Xing has appeared
in ad campaigns for the
likes of Nars and Ralph
Lauren. She has also
walked for Dolce &
Gabbana, Mulberry
and Erdem. Her spirit
animal is a camel,
and if she could travel
anywhere in the world
it would be Iceland,
where she did her first
modelling campaign,
because ‘it’s beautiful
and the people are so
friendly’. Li stars in
History Class on p292.

#ELLEBookClubpick:
Never Give Up! by
Joyce Meyer (Hodder)

ROMINA MANENTI
Hairstylist Romina was
born in Bergamo, Italy.
After discovering her
passion for hairdressing,
she moved to Milan and,
since then, has worked
with Winona Ryder,
Julianne Moore and
even Wes Anderson.
The best decision
she has ever made?
Resolving to listen to
her own instincts: ‘They
have taken me further
than I’ve ever dreamed.’
What is she most proud
of? ‘My own recipe for
mushroom risotto.’ See
her work on p254.

#ELLEBookClubpick:
One More Thing: Stories
And Other Stories by B. J.
Novak (Little, Brown)
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SHOP IT
See what Team ELLE
are buying now. Go to
fashioncupboard.elleuk.com
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A
re you ready for a whole new look; a stylish
new you for 2015? Yes? Then this is the issue
for you. Inside, there are hundreds of new
fashion and beauty ideas from Team ELLE
to help refresh your look and shop with
confidence. From our High-Street Edit on

p302 to Shop The Drop on p179, we’ve compiled a well-
edited list of new pieces we believe will transform your
wardrobe, with expert styling advice, too. Our fashion
shoots (from p253) will serve as inspiration, while our
new Street Style pages (p205) will bring other women’s
takes on how you wear it now.

To see exactly what the ELLE editors and I are going
tobuythisseason,turntoourFromThe#ELLEFashion
Cupboard shoot on p166. (I’ve got my eye on that Next
pyjama suit on p306, too.)

In this issue, we have also pulled together a clever
list of books I think you’ll enjoy reading over the coming
12 months (p226) and, as it’s the start of a new year,
I suspect many of you will be thinking about your
career. One of the most important things you can
achieve in life as a woman, I believe, is to find your
voice – to raise it and be heard, especially at work. So,
on p234 we’ve interviewed five successful women who
have sensible and inspiring advice on helping to make
yourself heard. But before you find your voice, you
should decide what you stand for.

This has been the biggest lesson I’ve learnt in my
career. You need to define your opinion on issues that
matter and stay true to it. I know it can be difficult not
to be influenced by others’ opinions or to feel you have
to adopt a persona expected of the industry you work
in, but don’t bend to the pressure to change – in the
end, most of the successful and influential women I’ve
met have made it to the top by being true to who they
are, regardless of what others expect.

p312
Above: Cover star Keira Knightley
is one of the many celebrities
who model the designer Comic
Relief T-shirts. Below: The five
March ELLE Comic Relief covers,
on sale now at TK Maxx
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EDITOR’S LETTER

LORRAINECANDY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A woman who has inspired me in this way over the
past year is my friend Emma Freud. Her partner
Richard Curtis co-founded Comic Relief in 1985, and
Emma is now a director of Red Nose Day – for her
sterlingworkshewasawardedanOBE.(Shedidalways
tell me she slept her way to the top…!) Last year, she
asked me to help produce the fundraising T-shirts for
the 2015 Red Nose Day (Friday 13 March). I contacted
some of your favourite and most generous designers –
Diane von Furstenberg, Henry Holland, Anya
Hindmarch, Matthew Williamson and Karl Lagerfeld
–andtheirenthusiasticresponsewasinspiring,soabig
thank you to them for their time and support. Together
with official stockist TK Maxx, we have created the
super-stylish tees seen below and modelled on p322 by
cover star Keira Knightley, Pixie Geldof, Daisy Lowe,
Kate Upton, Abbey Clancy (and other celebrities). I’m
really proud to have been involved in this exciting,
important and, to be honest, overwhelming project.

I’ve grown up with Comic Relief and never miss Red
Nose Day. It’s veryclose to mine and my family’s hearts.
This year, Comic Relief will hopefully hit the mark of
£1bn raised so far. It is also launching in the US for the
first time – so it’s a landmark campaign, and I’m so
pleased I can use my role at ELLE to offer support for
such a worthy, respected and enduring cause.

Our dream is to raise more than £4m (last year
Stella McCartney’s Comic Relief T-shirts helped to
raise £3.7m). The money will go directly to projects all
around the world, tackling the root causes of extreme
poverty. Please do your bit and buy one (or all five) and
wear with genuine pride. It will be your most important
buy this season!

THE CHARITY
T-SHIRTS
From below
left: Henry
Holland, Karl
Lagerfeld, Anya
Hindmarch, Diane
von Furstenberg
and Matthew
Williamson’s
designs, available
at TK Maxx stores
nationwide and at
tkmaxx.com, from
£9.99 each*

THE T-SHIRT DESIGNERS
Above: Henry Holland,
Karl Lagerfeld and
MatthewWilliamson. Left:
Diane von Furstenberg and
Anya Hindmarch

HOWYOURREDNOSEDAY
CHARITY T-SHIRTSGETMAD
TKMaxxhasbeensupporting
ComicRelief’s RedNoseDay
campaigns since2005, raising
over £13.4m in that time tohelp
thepoorest andmost vulnerable
people in theUKandaround the
world. Adecadeago, the
lab ls-for-less retailer and the
charity startedworking together
toproduce theuniqueT-shirts
– ofwhich 100%of thenet profits
fromthesalesgo toComic
Relief. LastRedNoseDayalone,
whenStellaMcCartneydesigned
her version tobe sold in store,
theT-shirts helpedTKMaxx
customers andstaff raise £3.7m.
Significant time, diligence and
effort is spent to ensure that
the production of the T-shirts
is Fairtrade, ethical, and helps
support local economies –
from the cotton growers to the
factory. TKMaxx sources the
cotton for theT-shirts andonesie
fromAfrican growers inUganda,
Mali andSenegal, all ofwhom
are Fairtrade certified. Once the
cotton is grownandbaled, it
is sent to amanufacturer in
Mauritius, where TKMaxx’s
T-shirts have beenmade for
the past four RedNoseDay
Campaigns. Themanufacturer is
auditedbyFLOCERT(forFairtrade
certification) andan independent
auditor against the Ethical
Trading Initiative (ETI) standard.
The factory passed itsmost
recent audit inDecember 2014.

YOU’VEGOTTHET-SHIRT, OW
HERE’SWHERE YOURMO EYGOES
In the 30 years sinceComic
Reliefwas launched, you’ve
helped raise nearly £1 n,
which has changed the lives
of tens ofmillions of children
andadults across theworld.
Since last RedNoseDay, Comic
Relief-fundedprojects have:
Supported over 5.4million
people affectedbymalaria
Distributed 2.4million
insecticide-treated nets
Bought 1million vaccines
Helped4million people
to access primary
healthcare services
Reunited 7,290 children
with their families
Released 2,700 children from
dangerous conditions andwork.
And, in theUK, in just the past
year, ComicRelief has funded
over 3,000projects, helping
more than600,000people.

Doing something funny for money!
Me wearing the Henry Holland onesie

in the ELLE Fashion Cupboard
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DON’T MISS IT:
RED NOSE DAY IS ON
FRIDAY 13 MARCH

@REDNOSEDAY

@LORRAINEELLE

#RND15
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WE NEED

HAVE YOUR SAYWhat do
you think about Victoria’s
column? Tweet us @ELLEUK

Have
I have
the 88
Benn
opted
even
curly
If Che oss and

had been fed into a computer and
blended, that would be the result.

Then she opened her mouth
to sing. It was remarkable.
To my mind: unforgettable. Or,
to pick another word: terrible.
Attempting the Cole Porter classic
Anything Goes, a song most closely
associated with Ella Fitzgerald
(who had the most beautiful voice
in history), Gaga delivered it in
a sort of loud, flat screech. Singing
the same song, Ella Fitzgerald
sounded like a silver bell. Lady
Gaga looked like a silver bell, and
sounded like a plumber who’d just
dropped a spanner on his foot.

And yet, although I can be
moved to tears by the sheer
God-given talent of Ella
Fitzgerald, there’s something
about the ambition of Lady Gaga
that I love almost as much.

Imagine having the chutzpah
to get up and sing that iconic
number, on live television, alongside
an octogenarian musical hero
who’s sung with everyone from
Bob Hope to Queen Latifah, when
that’s the best you can do!

Don’t get me wrong: I would
do a lot worse. Gaga managed to
get a handful of the notes out
nicely, which I certainly couldn’t.
I’d have murdered literally all of
them. But I wouldn’t try.

Having said that, I do chalk
down any success that I have,
such as it is, to determination
rather than talent. Aged 12, when
other girls who dreamed of being
writers were concentrating on
their English homework and
hoping the teacher would like it,
I was writing a magazine about
our teachers (making it just
gossipy enough that my peers

Catherine Zeta-Jones: a hard-
working hoofer who will learn
the lines, buy the fruit baskets,
set the alarm clock and just
bloody get there.

Office life is full of people
who are overlooked because,
although highly skilled and clever,
they are so quiet and self-effacing
that nobody notices. It must be
incredibly frustrating. But if you
are one of those people, have some
sympathy with those who really
try to be noisy or noticeable, in
the right place at the right time,
in order to compensate for a lack
of special talent!

Obviously, we’ve all met totally
talentless people who rise to the
top for wholly annoying reasons –
sucking up to bad guys and taking
credit for others’ ideas. If you’re in
that group, well, the angels might
not be singing your praises, but
maybe the rest of us have to admit
that those things are, in their own
way, talents too?

By far the biggest group – the
one you’re most likely to be in,
and I know I am – is those who
know they’ll never be the best,
would draw the line at anything
underhand or mean, but have to
think laterally if they’re going
to get anywhere at all. If you’re one
of those people, take comfort in the
fact that you don’t just have to sit
there, accepting a dull fate. It’s a
benevolent universe that allows
us to claw our way somewhere
with hard work, application
and creative thinking.

If you can’t be the cleverest,
be the most well-read. If you
can’t be the most inspired, be
the most trustworthy. If you
can’t be the prettiest, be the
most stylish. If you can’t be the
funniest, be the one that laughs
most readily. And if you can’t be
Ella Fitzgerald, be Lady Gaga.

ld be intrigued) and selling it
10p in the school playground.
he same time, I bombarded
per magazines with short stories

I’d written; on the seventh or eighth
attempt, I sold one. So I moved on
to bombarding newspapers.

Nearly 30 years later, my
continued living as a writer is
still predicated mainly on my
ability to send the correct number
of words to the right place, spelt
right and on time.

As a poker player, I was
never going to be one of those
mathematical whizz-kids who
can solve the game immediately
like a human computer. But I’ve
won more money than many of
those whizz-kids and broken a lot

of records in tournament poker,
through graft alone. I decided it
was something I wanted to do
well, so, until I could do it well, I
didn’t give up. I put the rest of my
life on hold for about seven years.

I can’t relate to super-talented
people like Ella Fitzgerald, I can
only watch with reverence. But
I can relate to a Lady Gaga, who
will put on the wig, grit her teeth
and fight for it.

I can’t imagine what it would
be like to be Olivia Colman –
an actress so talented that she
morphs into whatever role she’s
playing – but I can totally imagine
what it would be like to be

‘Youdon’thaveaccept
adullfate.It’sa

benevolentuniverse
thatletsusclaw

ourwaysomewhere’

http://ELLEUK.COM
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PARTY

PEOPLE

BE AN ELLE INFLUENCER
Join the debate and share
your views at @ELLEUK
#ELLEfeminism
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Third row (L-R), ELLEWedding launch:
Floral centrepieces by Jamie Aston; Editor
Lorraine with Roland Mouret; Fashion
Assistant Esperanza de la Fuente with
ELLE Wedding.Bottomrow(L-R):ELLE
Book Club at The Hoxton, Shoreditch;
Hardys wine on ice at Lorraine’s 10th
Anniversary Party; the ELLE Influencer
dinner at W Residences; ELLE Group
Publishing Director Meribeth Parker
with ELLE columnist Emma Forrest
at the ELLE Influencer dinner.

Top row (L-R), ELLEStyleAwards
2014:Cocktail time; a waitress serving
mini bottles of Moët; Christopher Kane;
Tao Okamoto arriving in her ELLE Style
Awards Audi.Second row (L-R), ELLE
Editor-in-Chief LorraineCandy’s 10th
AnniversaryParty:Henry Holland and
ELLE Senior Fashion Editor Michelle
Duguid; canapés by Bocca di Lupo;
Lorraine with Game Of Thrones
star Gwendoline Christie and ELLE
Fashion Director Anne-Marie Curtis
in the Beaton’s Boudoir photo booth;
making cocktails at The Library.

A
ndwe’d like tothankall thepeoplewhohelpedwithourstylishparties…
First up, as we gear up for this year’s event, we look back on the ELLE Style
Awards last February; the first event to be held at One Embankment (one-
events.co.uk/embankment), thanks to Blonstein Associates (blonstein.co.uk)
and Warehouse (warehouse.co.uk), with plenty of Moët (moet.co.uk) and

cars by Audi (audi.co.uk). Other highlights include the ELLE Influencer dinner at
W Residences (wresidences.com); celebrating the Editor-in-Chief ’s 10 years at
ELLE at The Library (lib-rary.com), with delicious canapés from Bocca di Lupo
(boccadilupo.com) and our favourite Beaton’s Boudoir photo booth (beatonsboudoir.
com); the many ELLE Book Club evenings at The Hoxton (thehoxton.com); and,
finally, the launch of ELLE Wedding in the beautiful Pompadour Suite at Café Royal
(hotelcaferoyal.com), bedecked with flowers by Jamie Aston (jamieaston.com).

2014: IT WAS AN ELLE OF A YEAR

http://one-events.co.uk/embankment
http://one-events.co.uk/embankment
http://blonstein.co.uk
http://warehouse.co.uk
http://moet.co.uk
http://audi.co.uk
http://wresidences.com
http://lib-rary.com
http://boccadilupo.com
http://beatonsboudoir.com
http://beatonsboudoir.com
http://thehoxton.com
http://hotelcaferoyal.com
http://jamieaston.com
http://ELLEUK.COM
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AQUARIUS
21 JANUARY – 19 FEBRUARY
Yourmonthto:Be fearless
Happy birthday, Aquarius!
This month, relationships
could be intense and
overwhelming around
the full moon on the 3rd.
Face things head on and
don’t be afraid to feel it all.
Your intellect is not to be
messed with, so know
your own strength. On
the 18th, the new moon
could reward you with
an influx of cash.
Date for yourdiary: 2nd
Don’t let today’s moment
of genius go unrecorded.
Write it down before
you forget.

LIBRA
24 SEPTEMBER – 23 OCTOBER

Yourmonthto:Network
February’s full moon is
fantastically social – expect
a flurry of invites around the
3rd. Prepare to reconnect with
people from your past, too:
ex-lovers, past colleagues or
old friends. Connecting the
second time around might
be exactly what you need.
Date foryourdiary:9th
You’re brimming with
optimism. Spread the love.

SCORPIO
24 OCTOBER – 22 NOVEMBER

Yourmonthto:Enjoysuccess
A career victory is possible this
February, thanks to the full
moon on the 3rd, when an
ongoing project finally comes
together. The best bit? It’s set
to be lucrative. Get plenty of
work done early in the month
– by the time the new moon
arrives on the 18th, you’ll
crave romance 24/7.
Date foryourdiary: 12th
Charisma is your middle
name. Make it count.

SAGITTARIUS
23 NOVEMBER – 22 DECEMBER

Yourmonthto:Thinkfirst
The first 10 days of February
could be plagued by mixed
messages and communication
chaos. Texts, conversations
and Facebook threads might
get out of hand. Slow down
and consider your words
carefully. Alternatively, switch
off your gadgets and get out
of town – the full moon on the
3rd is ideal for a holiday.
Date foryourdiary: 20th
Your desires rule today.

CAPRICORN
23 DECEMBER – 20 JANUARY

Yourmonthto:Getclose
As a sexy full moon arrives on
the 3rd, February is all about
intimacy. If you’re single, don’t
plan to stay that way. If you’re
already in a relationship, the
new moon demands you start
articulating your feelings on
the 18th. Have that talk you’ve
been putting off.
Dateforyourdiary:25th
Be firm – don’t take on other
people’s stress.

PISCES
20 FEBRUARY – 20 MARCH

Yourmonthto:Get loved-up
You may not think it’s possible
for there to be romance in the
air, but February’s stars test
that assumption. Past lovers
pop up in unlikely places;
prepare to get swept up in it
all early in the month. By
mid-month, it’s time to get
serious and set intentions.
Ready to transform your life?
The new moon in Pisces on
the 18th is the ideal time to
make a six-month plan.
Date foryourdiary: 19th
Starting today, you’ll be
smarter with money. Kerching.

ARIES
21 MARCH – 20 APRIL

Yourmonthto:Beabadass
Your stars say you’re ready
to rule the world – so do it.
The full moon on the 3rd is
bursting with romantic
and creative opportunities.
Seize them. That thing you
started six months ago? It’s
ready to be taken to the next
level. Consider going on a
winter holiday before the
11th, because the pace picks
up wildly mid-month.
Date foryourdiary: 21st
The sexiest Saturday of
2015, hands down.

TAURUS
21 APRIL – 21 MAY

Yourmonthto:Findbalance
The first week of February isn’t
made for doing – it’s about
feeling your way. Confused?
Shake it off. After the 11th,
clarity returns, especially
when it comes to your career.
Your aim: to achieve that
ever-elusive work/life balance.
Near the new moon on the
18th, you might just succeed.
Date foryourdiary: 24th
You’re extremely powerful
today. For best results, be
gentle and precise.

GEMINI
22 MAY – 21 JUNE

Yourmonthto:Lay low
Mercury retrograde persists
until the 11th, making it nigh-
on impossible to get things
done early this month. Don’t
fight it – use this time to
recharge. That way, you’ll be
bulletproof when the 18th rolls
around and it’s time to go back
to being a powerhouse.
Date foryourdiary: 13th
Relationships are tense, but it’s
nothing you can’t work out.

CANCER
22 JUNE – 22 JULY

Yourmonthto:Strike it rich
A lucrative full moon kicks off
February; but you may have to
pay off old debts before you
raise your own profit margins.
Some advice: don’t buy things
on credit – wait until you’ve got
it in the bank. That way, you’ll
be able to treat yourself to an
impromptu holiday near the
new moon on the 18th.
Date foryourdiary: 28th
You smashed it, so celebrate.

LEO
23 JULY – 23 AUGUST

Yourmonthto:Grow
The full moon is in your sign
on the 3rd, and the whole first
week of February shimmers
with opportunities – both love
and work will benefit. You may
have to do a bit of relationship
repair mid-month – your
partnership will be better,
faster and stronger for it.
Date foryourdiary:8th
It’s easy to rile people today
– do you want to go there?

VIRGO
24 AUGUST – 23 SEPTEMBER

Yourmonthto:Revup
Stuck in a rut? Have no fear.
The full moon on the 3rd
signals a switch: productivity
incoming. Catch up on stalled
projects right away, because
by the new moon on the 18th,
you’ll be so preoccupied with
relationships you might
forget your office address.
Date foryourdiary: 16th
Be extra kind to your body.

andShereneSchostak
It’s your birthday, Aquarius!

READ IT
To find out what your stars
hold every day, check out
elleuk.com/daily

http://elleuk.com/daily
http://ELLEUK.COM
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#ELLEINSPIRE
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Catherine Thomas, 31, is an acclaimed
international divorce lawyer and
Managing Director at Vardags solicitors.
Before joining the firm in 2011, she was
made partner at her previous firm at
just 26 – making her one of the
youngest ever at that level of law.
Oxford-educated Catherine has acted
for and against heirs and heiresses,
footballers, celebrities and royalty.

WOMAN OF THE MONTH

CATHERINE THOMAS

HEAR IT To listen to the
songs from the shoot,
follow ELLEUK on Spotify

Turn to
p312 to read
our exclusive

interview
with Keira

#KEIRAELLEUK

THE COVER BYNUMBERS

KeiraKnightley

I’mvery luckytohavesupportive
parents.When I wanted to apply
to the University of Oxford to study
law, my school [a state school in
Wales] told me it would be a waste
of an application. But my parents
taught meto give everythinga go, as
there’s no shame in failure. So I did.

WhenIwasmadepartnersoyoung
[people are usually in their mid-30s/
early 40s] there was extra pressure
to prove myself. But I knew I could
do it, so carried on regardless.

‘Nothinggreatwaseverachieved
withoutenthusiasm’–RalphWaldo
Emerson’s quote really resonates

with me. To make it in law, you
have to be determined. Success
doesn’t come to people who sit
around and hope.

Trytomakeyourboss’ lifeeasier.
Think about how you can lessen
their workload, and what systems
you can put into place to make
the team run more smoothly.

Youneedtohavehighemotional
intelligence infamily law.Often,
my clients are going through an
incredibly difficult time. You need
to empathise and engage with
them, but also make sure they’re
not making snap decisions.

Ican’t standnegativityatwork.
If your team has a positive attitude,
people will help each other because
they know they’ll get credit for it.

I just readSherylSandberg’sLean
In. I’ve found it interesting to read
about the ways in which women
approach their careers. Crucially,
I think it teaches you to be risky.

I loveGlastonburyFestival – I’ve
beenfourtimes. In the sunshine,
it’s the greatest place on earth.
Sometimes, just stepping away
from your normal life is refreshing.

THECOVER-SHOOTPLAYLIST

12people on set

Man InTheMirrorby Michael Jackson
I Don’t Feel LikeDancin’by Scissor Sisters

ManicMondayby The Bangles

9.30am start time

1pm lunch of bruschetta,
roasted potatoes, grilled
chicken and salad

4.30pm finish time

2 rails of clothes
set up for the shoot

6suitcases of clothes,
including looks from
Chanel, J.W. Anderson
and Céline

20pairs of shoes
from Chanel, Proenza
Schouler, Marni and
Michael Kors

2hairstyles: long and
wavy, and a loose bun

1 cover star request
for a banana smoothie

1blue sofa

3make-up looks: one
nude, one red, one dark

10Chanel
looks in total

http://ELLEUK.COM
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See it › love it › shop it › share it
TECHNICOLOR
DREAMCOAT

Burberry’s colourful
springcoatsand

luxurydenim jackets
makeushappy.
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I
t’s a tricky time of year to get dressed,
isn’t it? Technically, the new season
has started and stores are stocked
accordingly, but the weather isn’t
always playing ball and it’s not yet

warm enough to put away your winter
coat and every jumper you own. So how
to shop? As the s/s 2015 collections filter

in, focus on the season’s biggest trends,
the ones that make the leap most easily
from the catwalk to real life and the ones
that you can wear right now without fear
of developing frostbite. Your hit list,

then: 1970s Redux, a softer
approach to polished
dressing; Rock Star, all skinny
silhouettes and bucketloads
of attitude; Military, because
everyone loves to put on a
uniform; Denim, without
doubt the hero of the season;
and Florals, which are having
a superbold moment thanks
to Simone Rocha and Céline.
There’s a whiff of nostalgia to
all of them, don’t you think?
Because, kick-started by last
season’s hit Louis Vuitton
collection (henceforth known
as ‘the Nicolas Ghesquière
effect’), across the board there
has been a relaxed reworking
of Sixties and Seventies
staples, transforming them
into modern classics. The
upshot? Clothes that will

work really hard for you over the coming
months and which you’ll be as excited to
pull on come summer as you are now. We
promise. So, circle your favourites, keep
the pages for inspiration, buy some of
them (or all) and nail your new look for
spring. Simple. ›

WordsEmmaSells

Introducingthefivenewtrendsyoucanwear
rightnow–andhowtoshopthem

S/S 2015

EDITED:
YOUR

WARDROBE
ESSENTIALS
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Pockets aplenty:
the useful way to

tap the trend.

T R E N D T I P

Look for gold
buttons and

military frogging.

T R E N D T I P

SA
CA
I

Attention!Smarttailoringorslouchy
shapes, fulluniformorfemininetouches
–thenewstylearmywelcomesall

Cotton dress,
£1,638, Danielle

Romeril

de skirt, £45,
rehouse

Wool-mix
jacket, £174,
Superdry

Rubber bag,
£115, Hunter

Cotton shirt,
£145, Karen
Millen

Wool jumper,
£25, Beyond
Retro

Cotton shorts, £30,
Vintage Renewal at

Urban Outfitters

Acetate
sunglasses,

£200, Gucci

Leatherr
bboooottss, ££883300,

Casadei

Military

VI
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1
StylingMollyHaylor

TREND

ALERT
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Cotton skirt,
£20, Next

Cotton sandals,
£27.999,
New LLook

Cotton
coat, £69,
Monsoon

Keep shapes simple to make
maximum impact.

T R E N D T I P

Cotton-lace top, £395, and
matching skirt, £350, both

House of Holland

Silk-mmix dress,
£395, L.K.Bennett

Cotton-mix
bag, £35, Asos

Cotton
canvas shoes,

£60, Dr.
Martens

Floral

Cotton-mix
brooch, £470,

Marni

Polyesterr ccooat,
£555, Marc Cain

Polyyeesster dress, £1,600,
Simonnee RRocha

CÉ
LI
NE

SI
M
ON
E
RO
CH
A

2Technicolor,3Dandtoop
totoe.This isflowerpooowweerr
withamodernkick

Wear wwiitthh aa white
shirt for cllassiicc

appeal, or ggo bold
with doublee floral.

Your caall.

T R E N D T I P

Opt for bloom-
covered accessories

if your style is
more muted.

T R E N D T I P

Polyeester
knickkers,, ££7755,

Tophop UUnnique

StylingMollyHaylor

TREND

ALERT
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Polyeste
mix ski
£65, As

Leather
jacket, £269,

Biba at House
of Fraser

Silk-crepe
top, £32,
Topshop

Leather boots,
£345, Zadig &

Voltaire

Platinum glasses,
£745, Linda Farrow

Add sequins for
extra appeal.

T R E N D T I P

RockStar
TO
M
FO
RD

3 Thes/s 2015womanisn’t justwith
theband.She’sfrontingit.Snakeskin,
leatherandheavymetalarepart
ofthejobdescriptionSA

IN
T
LA
UR
EN
T

Gold earring, £295,
Katrine Kristeensen

LO
UI
S
VU
IT
TO
N

Denim jeans,
£175, Sandro

Leather
boots, £690,

Laurence
Dacade

Silk-crepe jacket,
£255, and matching
trousers, £155, both
The Kooples

Viscose and
Lurex shirt, £130,

Laurence Doligé

TO
M
M
Y
HI
LF
IG
ER

Sequined
cotton-mix
waistcoat,
£355, Filles

ÀPapa

StylingCharlieGowans-Eglinton

TREND

ALERT
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Suede skirt, £199, Autograph
at Marks & Spencer

CH
LO
É

ELLEUK.COM

1970s
Redux4Yournewessential
fabric?Suede.Wearinthese
modernshapesandteam
withsoftretrodetails

ET
RO

EM
IL
IO
PU
CC
I

n shirt, £55,
er Stories

Leather shoes,
£325, Coach

Suede shirt, £207,
Second Female

Japanese shape,
retro fabric. A trend

two-for-one.

T R E N D T I P

The clog: it’s
the Seventies

in a shoe.

T R E N D T I P

Silk trousers,
£79, Monsoon

For this season’s
suede, tan and beige

is the only colour
palette to wear.

T R E N D T I P

Suede hat,
£40, and suede
belt, £175, both
Paul & Joe

Suede sandals,
£65, River Island

EM
IL
IO
PU
CC
I

GU
CC
I

Suede jacket,
£110, Oasis

StylingCharlieGowans-Eglinton

TREND

ALERT
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Denim
jacket,
£385, MiH
Jeans

Denimmm ccaapp,,
£35, LLevi’s

SO
NI
A
RY
KI
EL

FE
ND
I

Denim
Thewardrobestaplehas
beengivenaspitandpolish
andtransformedinto
luxurious,refinedpieces

CH
LO
É

Keep the look smart with crisp,
clean-cut shapes.

T R E N D T I P

Denim
culottes,

£90, Karen
Millen

Embroide
denim je

£568, Blis
Mi

Denim
waistcoat

£45,
Wåven

Denim
skirt,

£45,
Levi’s

Denim-mix
sunglasses, £178,

Ray-Ban

Denim
and metal
shoes,
£390, Tod’s

Deenim dress,
£1,320, Gucci

Denim jacket,
£45, Topshop

BO
TT
EG
A
VE
NE
TA

m skirt,
ul & Joe

StylingCharlieGowans-Eglinton

Denim shirt
dress, £50,

Warehouse

TREND

ALERT
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Leatherboots,£1,120,
and leatherbag,£2,185,

bothLouisVuitton

Let’s go
roundagain

This isSeventies, butwith aVuitton spin.
Domodern retrowith a vinyl

knee-highbootand vintage-style bag
StylingDonnaWallacePhotographySaraMorris

ADD TO

BASKET

SHOP IT
See the trends first, direct from
the #ELLEFashionCupboard.
Go to elleuk.com/fashion
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with a meeting at Chanel, and
end on a dinner with Vice media,
so striking the balance between
smart and cool is important.
‘For installations, I wear jeans,
jumpers, trainers and gloves (for
function rather than fashion).
Meetings always sneak into the
diary for future projects, however,
so I keep heels or statement flats
under my desk. I recently bought a
pair of burgundy knee-high boots
from Zara that dress up any outfit.’

She travels a lot for research
and could be anywhere from
Valentino’s French chateau (for
the Valentino: Master of Couture ›

As Fashion Curator of Somerset
House, Shonagh Marshall’s own
wardrobe in her Camberwell flat is
not dissimilar to the overflowing
archives where she spends her
working day. ‘My motto is: don’t
throw it out until it’s falling apart.
So, I’ve got a lot of clothes,’ she
affirms, as though confessing to
a crime. Yet despite the volume of
clothing, Shonagh shops with
longevity in mind, honing a
collection of key designer pieces,
bulked out with high-street basics.

Representing the gallery
means wearing her taste on her
sleeve. A working day could begin

Fashioncuratorandprofessionalhoarder
ShonaghMarshall, 28, sharesher tips
foramassingtheperfectworkwardrobe

SHONAGH’S CV
Education:

BA in Fashion History and
Theory, Central Saint Martins
MA in Fashion Curation,

London College of Fashion

Experience:
Internship at the Museum

of the City of New York
Freelance archivistwith

clients including
Alexander McQueen,
Christian Louboutin

and Daphne Guinness
FashionCuratorat

Somerset House

Leather bag, £850,
Sophie Hulme

Leathher
boots,
£2000,

Carveela

Leathherr shoes,
£395, PPretty
BBBaalllllleerinass

Cotton top,
££240, Michael
Michaaeell Kors

WORK
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exhibition), to Doddington Hall in
Cheshire (where Isabella Blow
grew up), so dresses and all-in-
ones are her packing saviours.

Shopping for Shonagh involves
trawling vintage shops (‘Bang
Bang in London is the best’) or
scouringsamplesales. ‘Christopher
Kane sales are full of bargains,
but my greatest find to date is
my Givenchy coat. Everyone
needs one really smart coat.’

On the high street, she buys
in Zara, Cos and & Other Stories.
‘As a professional researcher, I
love shopping. I marked the day

WORK

SPY

t

NAGH LOVES
Reading:

Tender Is The Night
by F. Scott Fitzgerald

Listening to:
Rumours by Fleetwood Mac

Following:
@graceandthorn,
@jam_jarflowers,
@sammcknight1

and
@SomersetHouse

@SHONAGHMARSHALL

Denim jeans,
£180, DL1961

Faux-leather
jacket, £295,

Topsh

I got my job at Somerset House
with a black Sophie Hulme
satchel (£500), and celebrated
the opening of my first major
exhibition – IsabellaBlow:Fashion
Galore!– with a velvet Christopher
Kane dress. Transforming other
people’s wardrobes into the story
of their lives taught me our clothes
are a collection of our memories.’

The best part of her job?
‘Getting immersed in someone’s
life, and turning my findings into
a sartorial memoir, displayed in
an innovative, visually compelling
way.’ Not too shabby, then. ●

‘Myworkhas taughtme thatour
clothesareacollectionof ourmemories’

152

Cotton-mix
ddungarees,
£35, Next
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RichardNicoll

TheLondondesigner’sfirst
collection for thebrand

drops thismonth–andwe
thinkyou’regoing to like it

If youhaven’t stepped intoaJackWills
store recently, thennowis the time to
cross the threshold.Why? Because this
month, the first collection designed
by new Creative Director Richard Nicoll
will hit stores – and we like it.

Nicoll, 37, has long been a favourite
with fashion insiders thanks to his
British take on modern sportswear, so
his appointment was a very canny move
on the part of the brand – and a no-
brainer for the man himself. ‘It’s a
quintessentially English brand with
a strong DNA and ethos,’ he says. ‘I felt
that with a few simple tweaks and
updates it could feel more relevant, fresh
and modern. I saw loads of potential.’

He set about simplifying the brand’s
aesthetic, bringing in timeless, polished
pieces like crisp shirts and slick tailored
jackets. He’s kept the brand’s youthful
spirit, though, and for s/s 2015 that
means channelling a mix of Sixties mod,
Nineties Britpop and ‘tribes having the
time of their life’. You’ll be able to make
your buys unique, too, via individually
sold patches (letters, cartoon images,
vintage-style logos) and an in-store
customisation service.

The strongest pieces – the checked
shirts, the wool coats with velvet collars
and those trademark sweatshirts (not to
mention the men’s oversized green parka
and navy bomber jacket, which will both
do nicely in our wardrobes, thank you very
much) – are still Jack Wills to the core;
preppy with a traditional British slant.
They’re just a bit more grown-up and
a little bit cooler. ‘I wanted to create
something optimistic and punchy; a
modern and versatile way of dressing for
young adults,’ says Nicoll. And he has.

Cotto

R I C H A R D ’ S E D I T

Cotton
shirt,
£44.50

Creative
Director
Richard

Nicoll (top
left) has

introduced
a retro-

cool vibe

JACK WILLS
TAKES ON

Denim
jeans,
£69.50

Cotton
jumper,
£49.50

Denim
jacket,
£69.50

Leather jacket, £298 SHOP ITDon’t miss our ELLE
Insider x Jack Wills event –
find out more on p374

Polyester
jacket,
£98.50

157
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CLARKS

Elasti
c sa

ndals,
£47

&
OTH

ER
STORIES

Leather andm
etal bracelet, £19

H
&M

M
eta

l e
arri

ngs, £
7.9

9

ALD
O

Leather sandals, £70

MM
AARRNN

II

Res
in

bangle,
£27

0

M
M

6

Gold-p
lated

bra
ce

let
, £

13
5

JIM
M

Y
CH

O
O

Lea
th

er
bag,£

895

3.1 PH
ILLIP

LIM
Leather

sandals, £545

D
RIE

S

VAN

N
OTEN

Cotto
n-m

ix

bag,£
478

W
H

IS
TLES

Lea
th

er
sa

ndals,

£14
0

TH
AKO

ON

Leather-m
ix sandals, £380

FREED
OM

AT

TOPSH
OP

H
owlit

e andm
eta

l

nec
klace

, £
20

SPORTM
AX

Leather

bag,£1,255

SHOP IT
See our pick of the
new-season accessories
at elleuk.com/fashion

H
UG

O
BOSS

Leather
sandals, £850

COS

M
eta

l a
nd ru

bber

ea
rri

ngs, £
15
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MICRO TRENDS

2

ACCESSORIES

MICROSARE
THENEWMINI.
Bags just keep
getting smaller.
So small, in fact,
they’re starting
look more like
charms than
bags – and the
Fendi show
paraded them as
such. High style,
low chance of
losing things
inside them.

CALL IT ASCHOOL
REUNION.Those
pieces that take
you back to the
days when all
you had to think
about was how
to pimp up your
uniform. From
stickered-up
notebooks to
arm band-esque
bags, childhood
memories are
made of this.

RELUCTANT
TO PARTWITH
KNITWEAR
for spring/
summer,
designers have
kept them – sans
sleeves. Pair with
a crisp shirt for
a cool, uniformy
vibe, or team
brights, like
this Prada one,
with print.

M
IC

RO BA
G
S

3
SC

HOO

L
K
IT

T
A
N
K

TOPS

1
n
.99,

M

Co
top, £

New

mere
£5440,

daa

Pink leather
bag, £660,
black and white
patent-leather
bag, £2,770,
and yellow
leather bag,
£930, all Fendi

Above: Embossed leather book, £595, Anya
Hindmarch. Cotton-canvas bag, £1,105,

Olympia Le-Tan x Disney Limited Edition.
Below: Leather belt, £710, Olympia Le-Tan

ELLEAccessoriesEditor
DonnaWallace shows

youhowtomake
small trendsbig fun

JIL
SA
ND
ER

FE
ND
I

RO
CH
AS

OL
YM
PI
A
LE
-T
AN
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Wool-mix jacket,
£2,545, Marc Jacobs.

Leather sandals,
£1,490, Salvatore

Ferragamo. Vanessa
Bruno top and

trousers, Wolford
socks and vintage

bracelets, all Anne-
Marie’s own

Cotton-mix coat,
£1,100, Sacai. Comme
des Garçons trousers
and Céline shoes,
both Rebecca’s own

Cotton top (just seen),
£29.50, J.Crew.
Suede skirt, £80,
Dorothy Perkins.
Leather boots, £650,
Jimmy Choo. Maje
jacket and ring, both
Molly’s own

Cotton jacket, £48,
Warehouse. Cotton
shirt, £55, Cos.
Suede boots, £595,
Russell & Bromley.
Zoe & Morgan
rings, Harriet’s own

‘I LOVED THE MARC
JACOBS SHOW, AND
THIS MODERN TAKE
ON A MILITARY
JACKET WAS ONE
OF MY FAVOURITES.
ITS RAMPED-UP
DETAILING AND
LENGTH GIVE IT A
GROWN-UP FEEL.’

‘I WEAR A LEATHER
JACKET WITH
EVERYTHING.
IT WORKS
PARTICULARLY
WELL WITH THE
MILITARY TREND.’

‘SUEDE IS A BIG
TREND THIS
SEASON, BUT NOT
THE EASIEST TO
WEAR. CHOOSE
A SIMPLE SHAPE,
LIKE THIS SKIRT.’

#ELLE FASHIONCUPBOARD
For the live feed, go to elleuk.com

ELLE FASHION
CUPBOARD

FROMTHE

Swapgrungywinterparkas
forelegantkhaki suede, simpledressesand

sporty jackets.TeamELLEshowsyouhow

THETREND IS:MILITARY

SHOP IT See the ELLE
editors’ pick of the high
street at elleuk.com/fashion

ANNE-MARIECURTIS
FASHION DIRECTOR

REBECCALOWTHORPE
ASSISTANT EDITOR

MOLLYHAYLOR
FASHION ASSISTANT

HARRIETSTEWART
MARKET & RETAIL EDITOR

‘THE CUT OF THIS
SACAI COAT IS VERY

SPECIAL. BUT IT’S SO
VERSATILE, TOO –

FOR JAZZING UP JEANS
OR WEARING WITH
PLAIN, CHIC NAVY.’

166
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Sheepskin jacket,
£1,500, Whistles.
Cotton shirt, £49,

Finery London. Cos
top, Joseph trousers,

Prada boots and Tom
Ford sunglasses,

all Lorraine’s own

Polyester-mix jacket,
£72, Warehouse.

Samsøe & Samsøe
jumper, A Gold E

jeans, Office shoes,
Avec New York

ring and Falke
socks, all

Charlie’s own

Cotton-mix jumpsuit,
£58, Asos. Leather
boots, £228,
AllSaints

‘WITH A JUMPSUIT,
YOU CAN NAIL THE
TREND IN ONE
EASY STEP.
ALMOST NO
EFFORT REQUIRED.’

‘MILITARY IS
A TREND YOU
DON’T NEED
TO TRANSLATE
LITERALLY.
THIS KHAKI
COAT SOFTENS
THE LOOK.’

‘A KHAKI SHIRT IS A WARDROBE
STAPLE. I’LL BE TEAMING MINE WITH

MY OTHER TWO ESSENTIALS: A
WHITE SHIRT AND BLACK BOOTS.’

‘THIS JACKET ADDS A BIT OF
COLOUR TO MY EVERYDAY
UNIFORM OF DENIM AND
SIMPLE KNITWEAR.’ ›

LORRAINECANDYl
EDITOR-IN-CHIEFl

CHARLIEGOWANS-EGLINTON
FASHION ASSISTANT

EMMASELLS
FASHION FEATURES
WRITER
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Neoprene jacket, £38,
Dorothy Perkins.
Cotton shirt, £480,
Jonathan Saunders
at Matches Fashion.
Cotton skirt, £165,
Être Cécile. Maria
Black earring,
necklace and rings,
Donna’s own

Cotton-mix jacket,
£399, Sandro.

Intimissimi top (just
seen) and Gap jeans,

both Michelle’s own

‘THE NEOPRENE
FABRIC OF THIS JACKET
TAKES THE LOOK IN A
SPORTY DIRECTION.’

‘THESE KNEE-HIGH BOOTS
CHANNEL THE MILITARY
TREND, BUT IN AN ELEGANT,
WEARABLE WAY.’

‘LUXE, DRAPEY FABRIC
MAKES FOR A GROWN-
UP TAKE ON MILITARY.’ ●

‘THIS DRESS IS
SUCH AN EASY-
TO-WEAR SHAPE
– PERFECT FOR
THE OFFICE.’

#ELLE FASHIONCUPBOARD
For the live feed, go to elleuk.com

Cotton dress, £180,
Karen Millen. Jimmy
Choo boots and
Swatch watch,
both Kirsty’s own

KIRSTYDALE
EXECUTIVE FASHION &
BEAUTY DIRECTOR

DONNAWALLACE
ACCESSORIES EDITOR

MICHELLEDUGUID
SENIOR FASHION

EDITOR

STYLE IT From the Editor-in-Chief to the interns,
find out what Team ELLE wears to the office
every week at elleuk.com/street-style

WEAR
IT

168
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R
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Spring/summer 2015 is bringing sexy back.
ELLE’s Rebecca Lowthorpe gets seduce

Sexy fashion

@REBECCA_ELLE

Fashion hasn’t e
helped. Where d
the sex go? It bas
stomped off in a
old slut-huff because we rejected
it: we were too busy rhapsodising
about sensible, stylish work-a-
day clothes and being deliriously
happy about how comfortable
we were in our designer flats.

Well, get ready to grip that
doorknob: sex is back in fashion.
You could practically hear the
whiplash as designers – notably
male designers – circled back
to sex: micro, sheer, corset-
laced, bodycon, leather...

What takes your fancy?
Riccardo Tisci’s second-skin
jumpsuits laced from throat to
navel with skin-tight, thigh-high
boots? Ask yourself: are you
stern enough to be a Givenchy
dominatrix? How about Hedi
Slimane’s youth-cool at Saint
Laurent: a skinny blazer,
transparent shirt, leather hot
pants and crystal platforms?
And don’t forget to slide into
sheer black tights – controversial!
But as we all know, anything Mr
Slimane touches catches fire
– so, yes to leaping on his raging

nfire of hot sex. And what o
m Ford and his pasties? No
anks to the sequined nipple
vers, yes please to the
stening lamé tops and giant
k-god flares. Unapologetic,

t-there-on-stage sex! Bravo!
Do women designers

ake good sex? Yes but, being
men, it’s less predictable, a bit

endlier, less pouty, hair-flicky
d brittle. It might even involve

sleeves and a jumper – see the
Rodarte sisters’ take on ‘sex
legs’: high-waisted, second-skin
jeans and corset-laced thigh
boots teamed with… frilly
jumpers. Definitely doable! And
Mrs Prada’s Miu Miu girl – a
totally subversive tart, TBH –
in a pencil skirt, flashing her
midriff and teetering on pointy,
shiny heels with bows.

Question is, where will you
really buy it? Bimba Y Lola
does the perfect pencil skirt,
Whistles has crop-tops galore
and Topshop makes sporty
look sexy. Going out could
involve a crystal choker?
Personally, I like the idea of
feline-shaped spectacles…
Him(lookingatpictures

ofs/s2015): ‘I just need a bit of
cleavage.’

*unbuttons shirt*

Leather and crystal
0, Givenchy

yougetit?’

SEE IT ELLE edits
s/s 2015’s sexiest pieces
at elleuk.com/fashion

RO
DA

RT
E

Acetate
sunglasses,
£395, Cutler
& Gross

Leather
boots, £1,840
Givenchy

Me: ‘Sex is back.’Him: ‘Not in our
house.’Me: ‘Sex in fashion is back.’
Him: ‘Like I said, not in our house.’
He’s got a point. Being sexy requires a
lot of energy, a lot of preparation and
the inevitable consequence – you know
what I’m talking about. It may or may
not involve a boob tube worn as a skirt,
a T-shirt that might fit a six-year-old
and a pair of f*ck-me heels. And, if the
mood takes you, some gold-medal
grinding while gripping the bedroom
doorknob in lieu of a stripper’s pole,
only to be told: ‘You still don’t look
slutty enough. Got any red lipstick?’
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A
mong all the big trends that were
showcased on the catwalk this
season – from military to Seventies,
to sex – a general free-spirited mood
permeated the air. From Chanel’s

slogan-toting ‘feminists’ to Dries’ flower
power line-up and khaki everywhere,
a spirit of protest was in the air. I’d
also just seen the brilliant Dennis Hopper
photography exhibition at the Royal
Academy of Arts, which celebrated the
same era: et voilà, the inspiration for my
Wild, Young, Free story (p254) was born.
Essentially, it’s about individuality and
mixing denim and khaki basics with
more luxe pieces. In other words, you
know, how we all really dress.

Denim was everywhere this season. The
Burberry denim jacket with shearling trim
was the perfect blend of utility and luxury
and, styled with the light, layered chiffon
skirt, created the perfect texture mash-up
– it felt modern and fresh. We sourced the
original protest badges in LA as we wanted

@AMCELLE

an Americana feel, but it’s the idea
of making the look your own that’s
the message. You should feel
inspired to do the same. Talking
of denim, the dungaree trend is
not going away. I’m addicted –
my current favourites are a fit
and flare pair from Frame. They
worked perfectly for the retro vibe
of our story but, as usual, shop
around to find ones that work for
you. They’re surprisingly flattering.

Suede also feels very right again.
I loved the vibe of Chloé’s shorts.
I could imagine Ali MacGraw
wearing these while riding a bike
through the Mojave Desert with
Steve McQueen. Mixed in with the
denim they are perfect, but would
work equally well dressed up with
black for a more conventional feel.

The Dries show felt anything but
conventional, and its flower-child

Anatomy
ofashoot
FashionDirectorAnne-MarieCurtis

explainsher inspiration
behindtheshootonpage254

vibe chimed in perfectly with
the mood of this story. Its rainbow-
striped tank over silk blouse and
hot pants, with its ‘see you at
Woodstock’ vibe, is just perfect.
I styled it with flat, fringed knee-
high boots – the perfect foil to all
those thigh-grazing micro shorts.

Sacai was one of the standout
shows this season and this look (left),
with its perfectly executed hybrid of
khaki military and navy lace, felt so
right. The skirt is top of my wish list,
right up there with everything from
the Saint Laurent show: its psych-
rock vibe is destined to spawn a
thousand imitations. The Breton
top, velvet frock coat and leather
mini are easy to do on a budget –
Free People is a great place to start.

Granted, Valentino isn’t a label
you’d associate with counterculture,
but this suede mini dress (left), with
its muted flower-power print, is
perfect. There are some great dresses
on the high street that will inject that
summer-of-love mood into your
wardrobe. And, while a weekend at
Glastonbury may be the nearest you
get to counterculture-living this
summer, at least you’ll look the part.

Wild, young, free

Iconic Sixties
photography

Mood boards
for the shoot

Sunglasses ready
to be edited

Getting
dressed on set
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Calvin Klein’s racer-back crop
is outerwear – fashion says so.
Wear with something high-
waisted, à la Richard Nicoll.

Expose the season’s
favourite erogenous
zone with a deep,
slashed-to-the-navel
‘V’. Wear a classically
sexy tuxedo jacket over
a sheer body, with

sty protecting
e shields.

SHOP IT
See our pick of the
new-season lingerie
at elleuk.com/fashion
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bra, £28,
Klein
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‘V’

BANDEAU
SEX

It’s the seasonof sheer. Sohowdoyouactually
dounderwearas outerwear?Don’t panic,

followour tips forbraving the trend in real life
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WordsGeorgiaSimmonds StylingMollyHaylor

Cotton bra, £13,
American Apparel

AK
RI

S

BA
LM

AI
N

No straps, no
fastenings. Wiggle
into this tube bra
and make its
simple design
an outfit feature.

PPoo yaaammmmiiidddee
tt oonnggg, £55,,

IInnttiimmmmiissssiii

The ‘sex legs’
trend (aka ‘look
at my thighs’)
requires a no-VPL
thong. Wear
something
seamless under
anything that’s
skintight.

EQUATION
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I
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A beige body sock
might not appeal,

but it’s brilliant
for achieving

a streamlined
no-und rwear

look.

AN
TO
NI
O
BE
RA
RD
I

Add a peep of
colour to your
outfit with a
bra so pretty, it
demands to
be worn under
something
sheer.

PPPolyamide-
mmix knickers,

££140, Eres

RRiiggby

CH
RI
ST
OP
HE
R
KA
NE

ITES

BIGPANTS
VA
LE
NT
IN
O

ii -llaacc
rraa,, ££6622,,

ccooaall

This summer, you
will want to wear a
white dress. And
white that errs on
transparent requires
a bleached slip. Well,
you don’t want to
give everything away
at the garden party.
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A
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Polyester-mix bra,
£334, Triumpph

Sturdy knickers
are marvellous
– a helpful hug
around your waist.
This season,
make a feature
of them. Dare to
wear a sheer skirt.
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BOLDCOLOUR

NUDE

iillkk-- ccee bbrraa, ££99 ,
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Spring and
summer
= florals. Involve
your underwear
with a delicate
flesh-toned set.

FLOWERS
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StylingHarriet StewartPhotographyLukeKirwan

5.4.15
>

SHOP
DROP

IN STORE

SHOP IT
See all these new-season
items in their 360° glory
at elleuk.com/fashion
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Flares
HOWTO
WEAR

Flaresare
synonymouswith
theSeventies,
soembrace the
eraandwear
themwith

fringing, suede
andretroprint.

Go for trousers
withaslim legand
widekick-flare.
This shape is
universally
flattering.

Lo-fislides
addan

unexpected
twist.

>
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EDITOR’S FAVOURITES

Denim, £99,
Karen Millen

Cotton-mix,
£160, Pinko

Cotton, £85,
Hobbs

Cotton, £225,
Paul & Joe

Denim, £35,
Marks & Spencer

Denim, £168,
Free People

Flares
HOWTOWEAR

Thenewdenim
isreinvented

withembroidery
andpatchwork.

Youcandoubleup.

Denimflares
demandaheel,and
gohand-in-hand
withstacked

woodenplatforms.
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confidential
CLOSET

Rodin collects
seashells

and vintage
photographs

Linda’s topNewYork shopping destinations: 1. Acne: ‘Manages to be smart,modern and classic all at once.’ 2. MM6: ‘Love their shoes.’ 3. Creatures of

Her fearlessapproach tostylehas
earnedher fans including the

Olsens.Here’showLindaRodin,66,
getsdressed (noheels required)

LINDA RODIN

P R A D A B O O T S

‘I love these because they remind me of
the 1960s. I had some like them back

then. They’re just so cool and they take
me back to my Sixties moments.’

T
rue style icons have a knack for
toppling expectations about what
a style icon should be. In Linda
Rodin’s case, there’s none of the

froideur you might expect of someone
whose unofficial fan club includes
Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen. Instead,
Rodin – the fashion-world original who,
at age 66, inspires retailers, bloggers and
the Olsen sisters with her classic yet
quirky style – is all warmth. When she
beams at you, it’s with a red-lipped smile
at least as wide as her oversized Miu Miu
specs. And yes, she does in fact share an
email address with her dog.

‘Winky! He’s the love of my life,’
Rodin says of her silver poodle. ‘He’s
sweet, charming and smart: he always
looks at me like he’s going to say
something. He’s a good shopper, too.’

He’d have to be to keep up with Rodin.
Her 40-year career has covered boutique
ownership, design, styling, modelling
and, in a move that surprises even the

woman herself, beauty entrepreneurship.
‘I never had a plan,’ she says, tiny yet
kinetic in a navy J.Crew jumper, Levi’s,
and her favourite vintage belt with studs
that spell out ‘Welcome To Yellowstone’.

Born on Long Island, Rodin has spent
her life in New York, barring a few years
in Italy in her 20s (‘I followed a boyfriend
there and just stayed’). She returned to
the US to pursue fashion photography.
‘But I wasn’t very good,’ she says. So she
opened a boutique, then worked at US

PhotographyAaron Stern

http://ELLEUK.COM
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Comfort: ‘This boutique curates brands in a uniqueway.’ 4. 25th Street FleaMarket: ‘I’m a fleamarket nut. You just never knowwhat you’re going to find.’

Harper’s Bazaar before becoming a
freelance stylist, with clients including
Madonna and Gisele. For recent jobs
with J.Crew and the Olsens’ label The
Row, she moved in front of the camera,
modelling for projects that advanced the
case for age diversity in fashion. ‘It got
lots of attention, which was wonderful,’
she says of her lookbook for The Row.
‘I loved being a part of it.’

Rodin has called the same Chelsea
building home for 35 years, and has lived
in her current apartment for 20. It is a
snow globe of seashells, sequins and
glittering detritus from decades in
fashion. Bell jars are filled with Egyptian
artefacts, tabletops are covered in gold
costume jewellery and charms.

Rodin’s style signatures are bold
eyewear, flats (‘I never wear heels’),
delicate heart necklaces – and jeans,
jeans, jeans. Denim is the starting point
for most of her outfits (she so loves the
fabric, she’s getting an indigo tuxedo
made). Everyday looks start with vintage
Levi’s and a jumper – currently in
rotation is a cornflower blue cable knit ›

E M B R O I D E R E D

T O P

‘I got this at a flea
market. It’s either

Peruvian or
Guatemalan and
looks great with a
black turtleneck

underneath. I wear
it with jeans. It’s just

so colourful.’

D E N I M S H I R T

‘One of the oldest things in my wardrobe.
I’ve had it for 20 years and it’s got holes all

over it. But I still wear it all the time.’

S I L V E R & O T H E R S T O R I E S D R E S S

‘It is made out of Mylar, a heat-resistant
plastic. I wear it with this blue sweater, also

from & Other Stories, over the top.’

http://ELLEUK.COM
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Linda’s topNewYork shopping destinations (cont): 5. JohnDerian: ‘I love browsing the vintage corner.’ 6. Barney’s: ‘Always a happy storewith good energy.’

J E A N S

a denim fanatic.
ear vintage Levi’s.’

M A R N I B A G

‘It’s kind of a
one-off – I’ve
never seen it

anywhere else. It’s
the perfect purse
– and I love to mix

silver and gold.’

Linda matches
her shoes to her
Prada bag

Linda
showcases the

trinkets she’s
gathered over

the years in her
apartment

from & Other Stories with scores of
cashmere sweaters from J.Crew. ‘I like
anything that looks good – it doesn’t have
to be expensive,’ she says. ‘It’s not about
who designed it, it’s about if it’s great.’

Oh, and when feasible, she always
buys doubles. She bought two pairs of her
favourite Zara boots, ‘Because I always
think I’m going to destroy them and need
another pair. I mean, I’m not going to buy
two Céline coats, but these shoes were
inexpensive, so I figure, why not?

‘I wear pretty much the same clothes
all the time,’ she adds, yet her ensembles
never look anything short of original.

In 2007, Rodin launched Rodin Olio
Lusso, a skincare range based on her
personal formula for face oil. Last year,
Estée Lauder acquired the brand – Rodin
treated herself to the aforementioned
Céline coat (black wool, double-breasted,
white-buttoned, perfect) to celebrate.

Age seems irrelevant to Rodin. She
didn’t notice that she had wrinkles until
she was 60. ‘And I never dyed my hair. It
never occurred to me.’ She hasn’t altered
her approach to clothes, either. ‘Many
women get scared at a certain age, and
don’t dress the way they did when they
were 20. I just do what I like to do and
have held on to it,’ she says. Long may
she continue. ●

http://ELLEUK.COM
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T
he Alexander
McQueen:
Savage Beauty
exhibition at
New York’s

Metropolitan Museum of Art was
record-breaking, attracting nearly
700,000 people over three months.
Four years on, the exhibition is
about to open in London.

Its new home is the V&A, where
McQueen himself used to hunt for
inspiration. New pieces have been
added, including a space dedicated
to McQueen’s first seven shows in
London. ELLE Assistant Editor
Rebecca Lowthorpe modelled in one
of the earliest, titled Banshee. ‘There
was something extraordinary about
him, even in the beginning, so I felt
honoured to be asked to walk his show
– although slightly alarmed when
he gave me a crumbling plaster-cast
corset!’ she says (see below).

Sam Gainsbury, McQueen’s
long-time show producer, is helping
to bring his now-legendary catwalk
theatrics to life, including reproducing

In 2009, photographerNickWaplington captured the process leading
up to Alexander McQueen’s show,TheHornOfPlenty. It turned out to
be McQueen’s last autumn/winter show. The pair also collaborated
on a book juxtaposingbehind-the-scenespieces with Waplington’s
artful shotsof landfill sites and recyclingplants. The resulting

exhibition is a moving exploration of destruction and creative renewal.
Nick Waplington/Alexander McQueen: Working Process

is at Tate Britain from 10 March-17 May

that haunting hologram of Kate
Moss. ‘He was so passionate about
his shows,’ she says of McQueen.
‘He taught us to take risks and to
never take no for an answer.’

Ultimately, the exhibition is as much a
tribute to McQueen himself as his work.
Claire Wilcox, V&A Senior Curator, says:
‘I worked with him from 1999, as he
drew inspiration from V&A collections.
We felt passionately that his visionary
work should be presented here.’
Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty,
runs from 14 March–19 July 2015*;
vam.ac.uk/savagebeauty

SAVAGE
BEAUTY

Theretrospectiveof the lif
workofAlexanderM

toLondon.Getyour ticket

ELLE’s
Rebecca

Lowthorpe
in a plaster-
cast corset

for Alexander
McQueen,

a/w 1994

GENIUS AT WORK

SEE
IT

ALEXANDER McQUEEN
S/S 2008

ALEXANDER McQUEEN
S/S 1999

ALEXANDER McQUEEN S/S 1999

READ IT Find out
more about Rebecca’s
experience in the show
at elleuk.com/fashion
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Matches
fashion.com’s
in-house label,
Raey,gets
reinvented
forspring

NEW
LOOK

DESIGNER TO KNOW

SHOP
IT

‘I
want women to really enjoy
wearing it,’ says Rachael
Proud of her first collection for
Raey, the new incarnation of
matchesfashion.com’s in-house
label – formerly known as Freda.

Gone is the rotating list of guest
designers, in favour of a permanent
team and consistent approach.

Proud has been on board since
February last year, channelling
her experience – built up through
14 years at Topshop and three at
Christopher Kane – into creating
a slicker, more masculine and
modern collection of pieces
designed to be the building blocks
of your wardrobe. And you really
are going to want it.

‘It’s for a woman who knows
fashion and is confident with her
style and how she dresses – she
wants something simple and

stylish that she can wear season
after season,’ Proud says, walking
the walk in a navy sweater and a
split skirt from the collection with
pristine white Nike trainers and
gold hoop earrings. It’s clear she
defines the brand. That means
slouchy shirt dresses and wide-
legged trousers, relaxed tailoring
and a criminally comfortable
grey cashmere-mix tracksuit. But
Proud is just as concerned with
how clothes wear as how they
look. Hence, linen is bonded so it
doesn’t crease, jumpsuits are long
in the body so you can sit down in
them, pockets are deep, shirts are
long enough to tuck into the
slouchy trousers. The result?
SSttrraaigghtforward, super-
st cllotthhees that you

ake ooffff..
hed.

Obsessionand
creativitygo hand in
hand in this Barbican
show. Andy Warhol’s
cookie jars; Pae

White’s store of Vera
Neumannscarves;

Sir Peter Blake’s
elephant figurines
and Damien Hirst’s
army of taxidermy

will be included in an
exhibition exploring

how theeclectic
collectionsof a
host of creatives

influenced theirart.
Magnificent

Obsessions: The
Artist As Collector

is at Barbican
Art Gallery from

12 February-25 May

NEW EXHIBITION
THE COLLECTORS

Andy Warhol’s
Monkey

200

m lefft:
ton jumper,
9, ccotton-mix
rtss, £195, and

tton-mix dress,
299, all Raey
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Victoria’s Secret Angel and ELLE
cover star Candice Swanepoel (left), 26,
has teamed up with Mother to create an
effortless, easy-going denim collection.
Taking her cue from Nineties style,
she’s come up with slouchy, sexy
boyfriend jeans and bleached-out
ripped hot pants. ‘I have an emotional
attachment to some of the jeans that
have been in my closet all these years,
and it was really exciting to recreate
them,’ she says. Proceeds from
the collaboration will be donated
to mothers2mothers, a charity
working to prevent mother-to-child
transmission of HIV. Available from
1 March, prices from £162

R
Candi anepoel

7FORA NKIND
Giam taValli

DENIM
Twodenimcollaborationsare

going to transformyour
wardrobe this spring

New online retailer Finery London is the
brainchild of Caren Downie and Emma
Farrow, two women with serious fashion
oomph. Having headed-up the buying and
design departments at Asos and Topshop,
they know what you want before you do. The
collection is based on pieces from the pair’s
own wardrobes, and is eclectic, vintage-
inspired, distinctly British and pocket-
friendly. Look out for the leather pieces,
bold prints and lace. finerylondon.com

r coat,
95

Leather
shoes, £95

WEAR
IT

FINERY
LONDON

Giambattista Valli doesn’t do dressed
down, so his vision of denim is polished.
‘When I think of denim, I see Mick Jagger
and Jerry Hall at Studio 54 and Brooke
Shields in her Calvins,’ he tells us. ‘It’s all
about glamour.’ Which is why his couture-
meets-contemporary capsule collection
for 7 For All Mankind (right) is a joyful mix
of animal print and red skinny jeans,
and tailored tops. ‘I want to make women
feel beautiful, free and elegant,’ says Valli.
Who could argue with that? Available
from mid-February, prices from £210
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See it › buy it ›wear it

e l l e

Street Style… Paris Say ‘bonjour’ to women with style in the City of Light

SHOPMY LOOK
Cotton-mix top,
£32, and matching
trousers, £40,
bothAsos. Leather
sandals, £180, and
leather bag, £110,
bothBimbaYLola.
Ring, Sol’s own ›

ELLESTYLES
SOLWATLE,32,STYLIST

USKTILLDOLLS
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ELLESTYLES JADE LOMBARD, 24, ARTDIRECTOR

‘Versatility iskey– this
outfitwouldbegreat for

bothworkanddrinks’

SHOPMY LOOK
Leather trousers,
£420,Maje. Leather
trainers, £67,Nike.
Coat, top, hat and
ring, all Jade’s own

@JADELOMBARD

ELLESTYLES ANDRÉA-LAURE FINTO, 23, ACTRESS

‘I’dwear this skirtwithablack
crop topandheels todress it up’

SHOPMY LOOK
Cotton skirt,
£170,Maje.
Leather trainers,
£237,Pinko.
Vintage shirt, bag
and jewellery,
all Andréa’s own

@ANDRE
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ELLESTYLES BETTYBENSIMON, 26, DJ

‘I love this fluffy backpack.
I’dwear itwith everything’

SHOPMY LOOK
Cotton-mix
waistcoat, £65,
&OtherStories.
Leather and
shearling bag,
£800,MeliMelo.
Jeans, boots,
earrings and socks,
all Betty’s own ›P
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ELLESTYLES PAULINECHAVEL-RANDONE,
31, FASHIONPRANDBRANDCONSULTANT

‘My style is understated:
I’d pair thiswrapdresswith

flats anda teeatweekends’

@PAULINE_CHAVEL

SHOPMY LOOK
Denim dress, £280,
Whistles.Mansur
Gavriel top, bag
and shoes, all
Pauline’s own
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ELLESTYLES VICTORIA-MINNIE BOTANA
DEBEAUVAU, 28, EVENTSMANAGER

‘I really like this trench coat.
I’d also style itwithdark, slim

jeansandawhite blouse’

SHOPMY LOOK
Wool-mix coat,
£222,Ganni.
Cotton-mix
trousers, £29.50,
Marks&Spencer.
Leather trainers,
£140,F-Troupe.
Uniqlo jumper,
MaisonMichel
hat, necklaces,
Hermèsbracelet,
bangles and rings
all Victoria-
Minnie’s own

ELLESTYLES CÉLIAMILLAT, 24, ACTRESSANDSINGER

‘I alwaysgo forquality
overquantity.

Andflats overheels,
every time!’

SHOPMY LOOK
Cotton-mix coat,
£225,Whistles.
Cotton trousers,
£110,Hobbs. Suede
and leather trainers,
£61.99,adidas.
Jumper and bag,
both Célia’s own

@CLODYW

ELLEUK.COM
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ELLESTYLESMARIONPERROT, 23,
SALESAREAMANAGERATGIVENCHY

‘Imostlywearblack,
so this stripy coatwould

gowellwithmywardrobe’

SHOPMY LOOK
Cotton-mix coat,
£55,Asos. Top,
Cos trousers and
Givenchy shoes,
all Marion’s own

@MARIONNPER
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MAP IT • DO IT
See full Paris listings
at elleuk.com/travel

PASSPORT
TO PARIS

Itmaystill becoldoutside,butwe’re
dreamingof springtime in theFrench
capital.Raceyou to theEurostar

INSIDER’S GUIDE TO PARIS

Shop… at The Broken Arm●(the-broken-arm.com)
before grabbing a coffee at its cafe, then head to

Twins For Peace ● (twinsforpeace.com), for ethical
shoes, clothes and accessories Dine… on tacos at
Candelaria● (candelariaparis.com), or fish and

chips at home-away-from-home The Sunken Chip ●
(thesunkenchip.com) Relax… with a morning

coffee and a croissant, then a late-afternoon drink in
the sun, at Le Progrès ● (restaurant-argentin-paris.fr)
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MIRTHCONTROL
‘This year, our annual night of music and
comedy is adding Sarah Millican to its line-
up,’ says Jude. ‘We’re putting together our
all-female orchestra – the first of its kind
– and the wonderful Sandi Toksvig will be
hosting. A guaranteed sell-out.’

8 OCTAHATE – RynWeaver. Organic catchy lyrics. Hit repeat.

1 YOURGIRL – Tourist. Electronica that evokes sunnier climes? It exists.

2 THOUSANDEYES – Lia Ices. Addictively sweet vocals overlaid with earthy guitar vibes.
3 NEVERMINDTHEEND – Tei Shi. Brooklyn-sourced goodness with seductive layers.

5 COLOURMYHEART – Charlotte OC.Heady and hypnotic sounds. A star in the making.
4 SOLODANCING – Indiana. A beat that gets under the skin. Symptoms include non-stop solo dancing.

6 TALK IS CHEAP – Chet Faker. Electro meets soul, plus a super-smooth voice. We predict a global takeover.
7 TOUCH – Shura. Breathy, grungy and arresting pop; just how we like it.

10 FAULTLINE – Jagaara. The British equivalent of Haim; pop with a dose of nostalgia.

T H E E L L E P L AY L I S T : N E W M U S I C B R E A K I N G T H E I N T E R N E T

HEAR IT To listen
to this playlist, follow
ELLEUK on Spotify

9 GIRLS – Beatrice Eli. Soul-R&B via Sweden. The result? Stuck-in-your-head sounds.

STIMONY
st few years,
ve shared
iences of
ence and
buse,’ says
ghlights the

internalisation and
stigmatisation of such
subjects, but also
provides a wonderful
outlet for women to
open up and hear
similar accounts from
other women. It’s a
truly powerful thing.’

LIZ CARR&
BIRD LABIRD
‘Super-Scousers Liz
Carr [activist and
Silent Witness actor]
and Bird La Bird
[performance artist]
will host a late-night
cabaret,’ Jude reveals.
Women of the World
(WOW) Festival is at
Southbank Centre from
1–8 March; southbank
centre.co.uk/wow

MASSSPEEDMENTORING
‘The open-space events will see women
mentoring others,’ adds Jude. ‘You may hear a
talk on female genital mutilation (FGM), then
sit at a nail bar and have your nails painted with
iconic feminist figures. It’s eclectic fun.’

HAUTECOUTURE
ACTIVISM
Jude explains: ‘We’ve
got a talk by French
designer Sakina M’Sa.
Born in the Comoros
Islands, north of
Madagascar, she works
with female refugees,
and balances being a
women’s activist and a
designer. Her talk will
focus on how she uses
fashion to tell a story.
Ultimately, the role of
fashion and identity
will be explored.’

Nowin itsfifthyear, theSouthbankCentre’s
Womenof theWorldFestivalhasbecome
anoutstandingcultural event, championing
women fromallover theglobe.TheCentre’s
ArtisticDirector, JudeKelly,picksher
festivalhighlights

DEBATE
UP FOR

Left: Speed
mentoring at
the 2013 event

Left: Sakina
M’Sa. Far left
and below:
her designs

Above and left:
Liz Carr and
Bird La Bird

Below: Mirth
Control 2013

READ IT For weekly things
to do, visit elleuk.com/tags/
something-for-the-weekend
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‘W
omen need options,’
says Misha Nonoo,
the latest rising star
enlisted to design an
Aldo Rise collection,

hot on the heels of the brand’s
-wanted collaboration

Ostwald Helgason.
rn in Bahrain and raised in
on, Nonoo is a rising star
e New York
on scene and

onymous label,
hed in 2011,

ts Gwyneth
ow and Sarah
a Parker as fans.
hic sandals and

WATCH
WOMENTO

APPROPRIATEBEHAVIOUR
THEFILM: In this witty, offbeat
indie, a bisexual Brooklyn girl tries
to get over her ex-girlfriend while
assuring her traditional Iranian
parents that she’s straight.

THEDIRECTOR:
Desiree Akhavan writes,
directs and stars in the
comedy. ‘I find clichéd

representations of women on film
to be boring,’ she says. ‘So for the
sake of entertaining narratives
and good storytelling, I care about
how women are depicted i
In more good news, Desire
join Lena Dunham in the fo
series of Girls. Out 6 March

FIFTY SHADESOFGRE
THEFILM:Dakota Johnson p
literature student Anastas
who explores her desires in
S&M relationship with Chri
Grey (Jamie Dornan).

THEDIRECTOR:
Sam Taylor-John
(Nowhere Boy) ta
on the book that t

millions on to erotica. We’r
hoping for a steamy but ref
film, celebrating the compl
female sexuality. Out 13 Fe

SELMA
THEFILM:The rousing sto
a civil rights movement, Se
charts the work of Dr Marti
Luther King Jr (David Oyelo
and his wife Coretta Scott
(Carmen Ejogo).

THEDIRECTOR:
Ava DuVernay wa
first African-Ame
woman to win the

Sundance Best Director pr
and says a lack of strong fe
characters is a ‘deal break
goal is to reflect the real w
she says. ‘Coretta Scott Kin
staunch supporter of her h
yet she was true to herself
dynamic way.’ Selma is produced
by Oprah Winfrey, who Ava calls
‘a true superhero’. Out 6 February

slick clutches that she has
conjured for Aldo are her first
foray into accessories and, like
her namesake label, they have
a quiet femininity and polish.

Inspired by wrapping and
tying, she’s designed
for a modern, forever-
busy woman who
needs pieces to take
her from day to night.
And – newsflash! – the
collection includes the
first ever pair of Aldo
Rise flats: pointed toed,

with sheer panels and just the
right amount of sex appeal.
‘I wanted to create something
special that was really versatile,
practical and effortless,’ she
ays. Just the way we like it.
vailable from March, in store

d at aldoshoes.com

Faux-leather
bag, £80

Threeof themost inspiring
femaledirectors.Addtheir
newfilmstoyourwatch list

ALDORISE
MishaNonoo

Leather
shoes, £70

Meet thehigh-streetbrand’snewrecruit
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I
beyi (pronounced ‘ee-bey-ee’, meaning ‘twins’ in the
Nigerian language Yoruba) are French-Cuban sisters
Lisa-Kaindé and Naomi Díaz (both 20 – Naomi is
two minutes older). They’re the kind of musicians you
want to be the first to tell everyone you know about:
rare and brilliant. Ibeyi’s sound is a hypnotic lyrical

fusion – English, French and Yoruba – with spiritual
undercurrents. Lisa-Kaindé (‘reflective and calm’)
writes the lyrics and melodies and Naomi (‘sensitive
and impulsive’) does rhythms and production.

Their late father was Miguel ‘Anga’ Díaz, a member
of the Buena Vista Social Club and, just six months after
committing to a career in music, their rise has been
steep. The twins have already played at their dream
venue (New Morning in their home city, Paris) and are
signed to XL Recordings (the label of Adele, FKA twigs
and M.I.A.). They tell ELLE about off-stage bickering
and what sets them apart.

a connection. I’ve never found
someone else that knows what
I want to say – she feels what I
want immediately. Also, when
she’s lying to me, I know.

Whenwas the last time
youargued?
L:Two minutes ago.
N: It was not, it was an
hour ago, about mascara.

Areyoubothdecisive?
N:Yes, we know what we
don’t want to do.
L:Being young female artists
you have to be tough. People
can get it really wrong, but
we are lucky because our
label knows how to guide us
without telling us where to go.

Doyoumanageyour image?
L: I prefer people to know the
music, and not to know our
faces. At first we just wanted
to be natural on stage, but
step by step we feel like we
can dress up. Image can be
so cool, you can turn and
twist everything and that’s
interesting. It’s like art – you
can do a lot of things but
you always have to think
about it carefully.

Anypre-showrituals?
N:We dance! We jump!
L: It’s high energy but really
focused at the same time.
There is a lot of concentration.
We try to tap in to something
deep inside ourselves. My
stomach turns so much before
I go on stage. But then, when
you start singing the first note,
it disappears. It’s magical.
Ibeyi’s eponymous album
is released 16 February

READ IT
For more ELLE interviews,
visit elleuk.com/now-trending

I

@IBEYIOFFICIAL

Interview Georgia Simmonds

Sister act: Lisa-Kaindé
and Naomi Díaz on stage

Areyou twosimilar,
personality-wise?
Naomi:Completely different.
But we both love music,
performing and family.
Lisa-Kaindé: I started
composing because Naomi
was always at parties and I
was alone. But the Ibeyi sound
would not exist without our
differences. In music we have

PROFILE
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IBEYIBEY
Twinswhoseextraordinary

sound isat thebitingpointwhere
traditionand innovationmeet
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SweetViolencebySanja Ivekovic
SanjaIveković isafeministactivistandartistwho
grewupinthepost-1968periodintheformer
Yugoslavia. Idon’tknowwhatthatconjuresfor
you,butyoushouldbepicturingthemostcurrent,
clever, radical imagestofillyourTumblrwith.
TheFirstBadManbyMirandaJuly(Scribner
BookCompany)isoutnow

NaturebyDianeCook
ipping back to stare at Diane
author photo – an unlikely

oman in a puffy vest. How does
w what it’s like to be a mother?
r woman? A man? A boy? Again
in, I had to resign myself to the
t she’s just a really, really good

any of the stories in this
on are high-stakes, life or death
’s fascinating to see an artful,

woman approach these themes.

MandybyJulieAndrewsEdwards
When I read this as a child, I didn’t realise it
was written by The Sound Of Music’s Julie
Andrews. But this book was up there with
The Secret Garden and A Little Princess
(probably because it completely ripped
these books off). A girl discovers an
abandoned cottage near her orphanage
and makes it her special, secret place.

The Illustrated I Ching by R.L. Wing
A high school friend (who later went
on to found Buzzfeed) gave this to me
for my 15th birthday and I’ve been
using the same copy ever since. It’s
an ancient divination text – ideal if
you want an oracle that provokes the
big questions you are forgetting to ask.
All my questions from age 15 to 30
revolved around relationships; these
days, I’m more likely to consult
it about a casting dilemma.

Maidenhead by Tamara
Faith Berger
This book is terrifying, weird and
unlike anything else I’ve ever read.
It covers race, class, internet porn,
erotica, teenage girls, feminism and
philosophy. What scares me is that it
seems so outlandish, but it’s more like
my own coming of age than I want to
admit. In fact, I think most teenage
girlscomeintotheirownsexualpower
byaskingtobeused,bycourtingrisk.

How Should A Person Be? by Sheila Heti
Sheila is a dear friend now, but I’d only just met
her when I read this memoir/fiction/self-help
hybrid. She has a unique ability to approach
basic, fundamental ideas completely anew
– without the obscuring lens of knowing.
It’s a funny, groundbreaking book.

Do TheWindows
by Julie Hecht
Not everyone love
her narrator is the
or likeable. But this collection of
short stories was a huge influence
on me; I relate to her very neurotic,
obsessive internal voice.

#ELLEBOOKCLUB

To join the #ELLEBookClub and see our pick of themonth, head to elleuk.com/bookclub

THREE NEWDYSTOPIAN NOVELSAND…

1 3
THE CHIMES BY ANNA SMAILL (SCEPTRE)
A debut set in London and Oxford,
in a time when the written word has
been banned and people communicate
via music. The novel is hypnotic,
melancholic and requires concentration,
but it builds to an incredibly tense and
emotionally satisfying climax that
rewards all the effort. Out 12 Feb

THE WELL BY CATHERINE
CHANTER (CANONGATE)
In a futuristic, Big Brother-like society,
water is running out everywhere
except at The Well. Suspense-
building, supernatural undercurrents
charge this haunting novel about
ordinary people confronted by
extraordinary situations. Out 5 Mar

THE SHIP BY ANTONIA HONEYWELL
(WEIDENFELD & NICOLSON)
Picture a collapsed society in the near-
future. The world’s resources are running
out and 500 people are chosen to board
The Ship – only they will escape starvation,
homelessness, genocide and disease. But
what is the price of salvation? Addictive
and thought-provoking. Out 19 Feb

2

@MIRANDA_JULY
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Julie Hecht –He
pposite of coole

Thescreenwriter,director,
authorandartist, 40, on the
books thatshapedher life
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RULES THE WORLD

I
nside the industrial-chic lobby of
Chicago’s Hotel Lincoln, a publicist,
tour manager and assorted other pro-
tectors of the singer known as Lorde
are busily conferring about the best

place for her to meet with an interviewer.
They’d thought the cafe, but there are
so many people around and they just
don’t want anyone bothering her.

The concern is understandable:
Lorde is one of the biggest pop stars
in the world and has been since 2013,
when her song Royals – written at age
15 in her native New Zealand – became
a kind of post-financial-crisis anthem,
earning her two Grammys, two MTV
Video Music Award nominations,
a dedicated Mac lipstick, a spot on a
Forbes list, and the ultimate honour:
a Weird Al Yankovic parody. Her debut
album, Pure Heroine, has sold more

than 2.6 million units worldwide and
received praise so effusive it borders on
surreal: ‘Listening to you feels like lis-
tening to tomorrow,’ said David Bowie.
The producers of The Hunger Games
think so, too: Lorde was the ‘sole cura-
tor’ of the soundtrack to The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay, Part 1. (‘Lionsgate
had to be flexible,’ an executive at the
film studio told Billboard. ‘Lorde was
not going to do this without complete
creative freedom.’)

The manager and publicist are still
talking when Lorde herself pushes
through the revolving doors, a huge grin
on her face. She looks less like Lorde,
the artist who holds movie executives
over a barrel, more 18-year-old Ella
Marija Lani Yelich-O’Connor. There’s
a blemish on her make-up-free cheeks,
and her distinctive wide-set eyes are ›

Howtoachievemusicalworlddominationby theageof 18:

have thekind ofattitude thatanygrownwomanwouldbeproudof

Words JessicaPressler
PhotographyThomasWhiteside
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overshadowed by a mass of wild brown
curls. In her hands is a gift she’s just
been given, a framed piece of paper
with a quote on it: ‘I do not read the
reviews. No, I am not singing for you.’
‘It’s my favourite Conor Oberst quote,’
she beams. ‘He wrote it out for me.’
The publicist steps up and explains
fretfully that they’re trying to find a
quiet, private place but…

‘I kind of just want to go outside,’ the
singer interrupts, and now she sounds
like Lorde. ‘I’ve been in meetings all
day,’ she explains. ‘We’re going to go to
outside for a walk,’ she tells her people
firmly. Before they can stammer a
response, she’s pushing her way out,
leaving no question of who’s in charge.

From the beginning, it was evident
that Lorde was not to be trifled with.
Giving yourself a moniker like that
for your first record takes gumption,
particularly when you’re a teenager
from the literal end of the earth. But
then the worship followed. Royals was
a hit for all kinds of reasons: the catchy,
schoolyard-snap beat; Lorde’s deep
and smoky voice; but most of all, the
cool authority with which she dumped
30 years’ worth of popular-music
tropes and a cultural mindset into the
historical dustbin. ‘Everybody’s like
Cristal, Maybach, diamonds on your
timepiece […] / We don’t care / We
aren’t caught up in your love affair.’

Is there a thing more shaming than
the bored eye-roll of a teenager? Not to
the music establishment. Embarrassed
by their failure to notice how badly
they’d aged, they embraced the girl
who called them out and speedily
re-evaluated their idea of cool. ‘While
it’s reductive in some ways,’ Questlove
wrote of Royals, ‘it’s also instructive,
because it shows how the signifiers of
hip-hop culture have lost much of their
cool.’ Schooling Questlove in cool: thus
began the First Year of Lorde.

‘Someone told me there’s a zoo over
here,’ she says, pounding through the
grass, eschewing the path as though
she’s in a hurry, or maybe because she
thinks paths are bullsh*t.

Lorde thinks a lot of things are
bullsh*t, like red carpets. ‘Not my
thing,’ she says. ‘You see those pictures
and it’s like make-up and styling and
hair – it’s unrealistic. That’s why you
only see pictures of me from award
shows, talking or performing. I would
rather it serve some kind of purpose,
than “This Is What I Look Like”.’

T
hen there’s the tabloids. In
her first flush of fame, Lorde
gave a series of interviews in
which she reflected on her
Top 40 contemporaries. ‘She’s

too perfect, it isn’t breeding anything
good in young girls,’ she said of Taylor
Swift to a New Zealand entertainment
magazine. ‘I’m a feminist, and her song
is called Come And Get It,’ she sneered
about Selena Gomez to Rolling Stone,
adding: ‘I’m sick of women being
portrayed this way.’ Of Lana Del Rey,
she told The Fader: ‘That kind of […]
don’t-leave-me stuff is not a good
thing for young girls […] to hear.’

The gossips went to town,
positioning Lorde as the angry goth
girl; a hater giving the finger to pop’s
reigning queens. ‘A magazine needs
two women,’ she says of the gossip
press. ‘And they’ll find a picture of
you where you look a certain way.
Usually one of you is blonde, and one
is brunette…’ She shakes her head.
Of her allegedly ‘witchy’ reputation,
she says: ‘Bullsh*t. I’m not scary in
person. I smile a lot.’ This is true. And
she feels bad that the things she said
were taken that way, even though if you
think about it for more than a second
it’s pretty clear she wasn’t taking aim
at her peers as much as sexist music-
industry standards. ‘I feel like I’ve said

too many wrong things,’ she grimaces.
The whole thing caused some
awkwardness: ‘I saw Miley Cyrus at the
Grammys. She didn’t smile [at me].’

But there are benefits to being the
anti-Miley. Lorde has become the
smart girl’s pop star; misfit teenagers
have embraced her: ‘People have told
me that I’ve helped them feel confi-
dent, like they can say things they want
to say. They can talk about feminism
in class without people calling them
a lesbian. That’s so amazing that I can
make someone feel like that.’ Mean-
while, their parents feel good about
her as a role model, even if she does
use the word ‘bullsh*t’ a lot.

Still, as much of the world was
praising Lorde, some seemed unwilling
to accept her existence. People could
not believe a teenager could be so
articulate. Others have suggested she
is manufactured, an experiment that
cleverly turned the tables by giving us
a pop star as an anti-pop star.

And maybe that’s not so weird for
a teenager of her time. ‘People tend
to write about her saving the rest
of pop music from getting slutty or
mainstream,’ says Tavi Gevinson, who,
when she interviewed Lorde for her
magazine Rookie (which she started age
15), commiserated with her about how
annoying it is to be the kind of young
star that adults project complicated
expectations on to, writing: ‘That puts a
lot on her, to be precocious or to be witty
or to be dark. But I don’t think she is
actually this weird unicorn that people
frame her to be. She’s not a weird,
smart, alienating prodigy. She’s 18.’

Lorde agrees: ‘When I talk to adults
and they’re impressed, I feel like, “You’re
just impressed because you haven’t
talked to that many 18-year-olds.”’

Until recently, Lorde hadn’t travelled
much.The daughter of a civil engineer

‘People have toldme that I’ve helped them feel
confident. They can talk about feminism […] without

people calling them a lesbian. That’s amazing’
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and a poet, she grew up in Devonport,
Auckland, and is one of four children.
At first, she thought she wanted to be a
writer (her mother used to take her and
her siblings to second-hand book shops
for a treat), but she also loved music. At
her school, the main outlet for perform-
ers was the talent show, and in 2009
she performed Duffy’s Warwick Avenue,
accompanied by her friend Louis
McDonald on guitar. What happened
next is already the stuff of legend:
Louis’ father, hoping for a break for his
son, sent the video to Universal’s New
Zealand headquarters, and 12-year-
old Ella was offered a development
deal. The initial plan was to get her to
record some covers, like Duffy, or jazz

But the songs, a radio producer told
the label, were too weird – they’d never
get airplay. So they posted it for free
on SoundCloud. She woke up a few
weeks later to the news that Royals had
gone viral in New Zealand and US
label executives wanted to talk to her.
‘They were like: “This is good, but you
need to put more stuff in it,”’ she says.
They hired producers, but Lorde didn’t
mince her words when she heard the
result: ‘It was, like, the worst thing
I ever heard in my life.’

Rejecting that was less difficult
than rejecting their second suggestion:
adding a ‘high-profile rapper’ to the
track. She liked the song the way it was;
she didn’t want to share it. When she
turned it down, everyone told her she
was making a mistake. ‘It was tough,’
she says now. ‘Potentially reckless. That
was the hardest decision I had to make,
but it was the best decision I made.’

Whether it’s scary genius or just
youthful naivety, Ella is decisive in a
way that’s rare to find in a 30-year-old
woman, never mind someone who
hasn’t graduated from high school. Her
parents let her take three months off to
work on Pure Heroine in the autumn
of 2013, right after Royals started pick-
ing up momentum. ‘The way record
labels work is they want you to release
at a certain time. Like, people buy all
their records leading up to Christmas,
then they don’t buy anything. So the
fourth quarter is where record labels
want new artists to be, and if I wanted
to do it, I had to make it in that mid-
dle patch. Otherwise it wouldn’t have
come out until, like, January 2014.’
She exhales. ‘I was so worried that my
parents wouldn’t say yes, but they gave
it their blessing, which was so cool,’ she
says. She never went back to school.

When it comes to managing her
career, she exercises a formidable
amount of control. ‘A lot of times when
people meet me, they’ll definitely try to
make me feel young or inexperienced.
Like: “It’s all taken care of.”’ But Lorde
has studied her peers enough to know
that if she wants to keep her brand
authentic, she can’t turn it over to adults.
When the label execs suggested that
they handle her social media feeds, for
instance: ‘If it were up to them, they’d
want me to be like: “Hey guys! Check
out my new single!”’ she laughs. ›

standards that could be marketed to an
adult-contemporary crowd. But Lorde
had other ideas: she wanted to write her
own stuff. ‘All the other teenagers sang
other people’s songs,’ she said. ‘Which
was fine, but it’s not the authentic teen-
age experience.

‘I’m, like, such a scholar of studying
my friends,’ she says. ‘Just really their
intelligence, being social, knowing how
to navigate those situations and being,
like, fluent in that. I honestly don’t
think there’s a time in your life when
you are more intelligent or more inter-
esting than when you are this age.’

She started writing lyrics and putting
them to music, resulting in the The
Love Club EP, which included Royals.

http://ELLEUK.COM
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‘Teenagers are such a discerning
group of people. They’ll immediately
sniff out anything that feels contrived.
I’m constantly scanning myself to see
if I’m some corporate executive version
of a teenager.’ They backed down.

‘I’ve developed a pretty fearsome
reputation,’ she says. ‘People know
that if they talk down to me, I’ll roll my
eyes.’ Far from being manufactured
by ‘some dude’, she says, her persona
is entirely self-constructed: ‘It’s some-
thing people my age have grown up
with. You can go on any young person’s
Tumblr in the world and see people
marketing themselves. Everyone my
age is like that now. We’re all hyper-
aware of how we’re being seen.’

We’re still sitting on the bench when
Lorde becomes distracted by two girls
loitering behind trying to capture her
in the background of a selfie. ‘I never
really know,’ she says. ‘Sometimes
you’re like, “Am I just so obsessed with
myself that I think everyone is doing
that?”’ I assure her they are. ‘Since the
Grammys, it’s like another level. Now
people take pictures of me when I walk
down the street, or on a plane when
I sleep. They’ll look at me and I’ll see
them lose all social codes. Like, “This
is never going to happen again!” The
way people get infected by celebrity is
a very interesting thing,’ she muses.

She’s not sure whether she’s going
to delve into these themes on her
next album, which she’s working on
now. ‘Everyone has their “fame sucks”
album,’ she says. ‘I don’t want to do
that. Like, “Ugh, life is so hard I have
to wear shades.”’ But it’s safe to say her
perspective has changed. The girl who
rose to fame singing about her disinter-
est in brands is now being given more
designer clothes than she can wear – the
shoes she’s wearing are Céline. She still
has the same boyfriend: James Lowe, a
25-year-old photographer she’s been dat-
ing for more than a year, who accompa-

SEE IT
Check out Lorde’s style file
at elleuk.com/fashion

‘I’ve developed a pretty fearsome
reputation. People know that if they

talk down tome, I’ll roll my eyes’

nied her on trips to Japan and New York
last year. And sure, she still pals around
with her old friends when she’s in New
Zealand. But those days are fewer and
farther between, and she belongs to a
different kind of crowd now.

‘Holy sh*t,’ says Rihanna, envelop-
ing Lorde in a cloud of sweet-smelling
super-stardom backstage at Chicago’s
Lollapalooza festival. ‘How are you?’
She’s just an acquaintance – not like
Taylor Swift, who forgave Lorde for
calling her too perfect and is now a
friend. Though at first, she referred to
her by only her full name: Taylor Swift.
‘You feel like you are united under a
common, strange circumstance,’ she
says of her famous friends. ‘You’re
both, like, in the same boat.’

Indeed: figuring out how to navigate
her career, fame, the media and an
intercontinental relationship with a
non-famous person is complicated.
‘It’s very specific,’ she says, wisely. It’s
changed her. Even though she’s still
opinionated, she’s not as bullheaded as
she once was. ‘I have definitely learned
how to be flexible,’ she says. ‘Before, I
would just be like, “F*ck it.” I have such

a strong idea of what is cool and great
for me. If I think something is sh*t,
I express that. But now the circle of
people I work with is huge and spans
continents, and you have to be con-
scientious. So it’s, like, learning not to
hurt people’s feelings.’

She has grown up. But only to an
extent, she points out. ‘Obviously, I am
hanging out with more people who are
not teenage; I’m in different circles,’
she says. ‘But I am a teenager. My brain
is, like, a certain age.’ And in some
ways, the entertainment industry is
exactly the same as high school. ‘Every-
one is talking about you,’ she says. ‘You
have to learn not to care as much.’

The sun has dropped, bathing Lake
Michigan in a magic light. We walk
to a restaurant by the lake, to use the
toilet. When Lorde emerges from the
bathroom, a fiftysomething woman
squints and steps tentatively closer.
‘Are you Lorde?’ Sensing the singer’s
nervousness, she adds, ‘I won’t make
a big deal of it, I promise. But you are
so wonderful. Do you mind taking a
picture with my family?

‘All of my nieces and nephews, they
want to be her,’ the woman explains,
as Lorde poses with an extended clan
of teenagers. Meanwhile, I turn on
my iPhone, and it immediately begins
beeping like crazy. ‘Where are you?’
reads the first in an increasingly urgent
string of texts from Lorde’s handlers.
Sh*t. I beckon Lorde. ‘I have six voice-
mails,’ I start to tell her as the phone
begins to ring in my hand. Lorde finds
this hilarious. ‘Help!’ she screams over
my shoulder into the phone as I ex-
plain to the frantic publicist that we’re
on our way back. ‘I don’t know where
she’s taken me. Help!’ Just before I
hang up, I apologise for kidnapping the
talent. But looking at the 18-year-old
laughing next to me, I realise that,
of course, I wasn’t in control at all. She
kidnapped me. ●

http://elleuk.com/fashion
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JOURDAN DUNN

KATY PERRY

AND PHARRELL WILLIAMS

TOM FORD
AND DAVID BAILEY

EMMA WATSON

It’s the party of the year and
you’re invited, at elleuk.co

T
his year, ELLE turns 30 and the ELLE Sty
Awards enters its 18th year. So we’ll be cele
with the party to end all parties: the ELLE
Awards 2015 in association with H&M. W
closing London Fashion Week by dancing

night away with VIPs from the worlds of film, T
and fashion, in a jaw-dropping new venue in th
London. It all happens on 24 February 2015: be
following all the action – the winners, the prese
fashion – on elleuk.com and @ELLEUK. See yo

/ellestylea

are coming

SEE
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#ELLESTYLEAWARDS

FOLLOWTHENIGHT
AS ITUNFOLDS AT
ELLEUK.COM
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Behold,a listofbookstoreadandreread.Someofthemyou’llknow,
otherswillbearevelation.Eachonewill inspireyou.Wepromise

BY NORA EPHRON

‘Written in 1792, it’s funny,angry, bold, passionate, insightful
andright.Manyof the issuesWollstonecraftwasconcernedwith remain
today. It’s aworkof inspiredgenius.Trying to condense it into so few
words is impossibleandrude.Sorry,Mary.’ Bridget Christie, comedian

A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN BY MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT

BY SUSAN FALUDI

‘I studied Sylvia Plath
at university and
realised I was reading
something special;
words that transcend
the societal restrictions
imposed upon Plath
by the era she lived in.
Joyce Carol Oates said
that the entries, “Read as
if they’ve been chiselled
with a fine surgical
instrument, out of
Arctic ice.” They’re like
nothing else I’ve read.’

LVVIA PLATH BY SYLVIA PLATH

mmith
toographer
ppof thearts scene in
tist is uniqueand
oousand forgeyourown.’
mpaigns, The Fawcett Society

BY PATTI SMITH

EEiimmeeaarr MMccBBrriiddee, aauutthhoorr

FIVEBOOKSABOUTBEINGAWOMAN
chosenby inspiringwomen

Molly Case, writer and
spoken word artist

25 BOOKS

SHOULDREAD
SMARTWOMEN
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#ELLEBOOKCLUB

FIVEBOOKSTHATEXPLAINTHEWORLD

‘The travel writer
turns his dry wit

and straightforward
writing style to

creating a funny,
informative guide

to science.’

A SHORT HISTORY OF N
EVERYTHING BY BILL BRYSON

‘One of our best long-form
journalists explains the
financial crash and modern
economics in a way that won’t
make your brain ache.’

‘As the author puts
it in the foreword:
“This is a short book,
because most books
about writing are
filled with bullsh*t.”
This one isn’t.’

FIVERECENTLYPUBLISHEDBOOKS

HOW TO BE BOTH BY ALI SMITH
‘Whatdoes itmean tobe
aperson?Andawoman?

Writtenas twodistinctbut
cconnectedhalves, thisplayful

andchallengingnovel
tthrowsuppoignantquestions.’

THE EMPATHY EXAMS: ESSAYS BY LESLIE JAMISON

‘Give this book away, then
discuss. Profoundly affecting and
provocative essays that challenge
you to consider how you perceive
your femininity in a haunting,
brutally honest way.’

I AM AN EMOTIONAL CREATURE: THE SECRET LIFE OF GIRLS AROUND THE WORLD BY EVE ENSLER
‘A book of poetic essays from the creator of The Vagina Monologues. These new fictional monologues
– told from the perspective of girls around the world – are declarations of power and refusals to conform.’ ›

‘A romance for readers who don’t like
romance. Told through letters, it’s a story
of the love shared between two writers.

Bauer has crafted a book that celebrates

WHOOPS! WHY
EVERYONE OWES
EVERYONE AND NO
ONE CAN PAY BY
JOHN LANCHESTER

‘A love letter to the
intensity and power of
female friendship, this
unapologetically rude

and very funny book is
acutely observed and has

a sentimental heart. It will
speak to modern women

about the joys and pressures
of trying to be yourself.’

ANIMALS BY EMMA JANE UNSWORTH

FRANCES AND BERNARD BY CARLENE BAUER

TING BY STEPHEN KING

BY OWEN JONES

A HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN BY NEIL MACGREGOR
‘FromanEgyppti

lamp, thedirectoroff tthheeBBrriittiisshhMMuusseeuummtteellllss tthhee
storyofhumancivilisation.Withpictures!’

cchhoosseennbbyyHHeelleennLLeewwiiss,DDeeppuuttyyEEddiittoorr aatt tthheeNNeewwSSttaatteessmmaann

chosenbyELLE’s contributing bookseditorAnnaJames
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S
o where does a 27-year-old woman (whose sexual
experiences have exclusively involved men) go to find
like-mindedwomen?TotheSkirtClub,I’mtold:aprivate
members’partythatcatersforintelligent,high-achieving

women who think they might like to experiment with other
women. But not confirmed lesbians, or even experienced
bisexuals. I heard about the club at work – my editor was keen
for a volunteer to attend. I let my instinct lead. Libido said yes.

The Skirt Club was set up by an ex-journalist now going by
the pseudonym Geneviève LeJeune. Having attended Killing
Kittens(aneventprofessedlyprioritisingfemalepleasure,where
womenmaketherules)withamaleex,sherealisedshewasdoing
things for his pleasure, not her own. ‘Sexual empowerment is
not about turning your boyfriend on with another girl’ she says.
‘It’saboutdoing stufftoexciteyourself.’ Her lasting imageofthe
night is of ‘a 60-year-old man in boxers ordering a pint at the
bar.’ By contrast, the Skirt Club promises glamour. The club,
which is a year old and now planning overseas expansion, is
designed to facilitate one night of consensual experimentation
– no consequences, no questions. Provided the host approves
yourapplication,iteliminatestheintimidatingaspectsofexplor-
ing same-sex curiosity – all guests share a girl-on-girl interest
andmenaren’tallowedtowatch(they’rebannedentirely).Think
smart,professionalwomenlookingforempoweringexploration
in a private environment. Every female friend I describe it to
wants in, ‘out of interest’.

It’s 9pm on a Saturday night. I am wearing a short dress (the
question of what to wear has been surprisingly vexing: how do
you dress to appeal to women who aren’t sure they want to be
exclusively heterosexual? That’s arguably the majority of the
female population: 90% according to the Skirt Club website).
I’ve been handed a pair of ‘boudoir slippers’ (‘heels damage the
woodenfloors’).GenevièveknowsIamawriter; theotherguests

think I’m an interior designer. I follow her down a candle-lined
corridor, worrying the pom-poms on my toes might ignite; I’m
nervous. There are rose petals strewn about the place – it’s how
most fed-on-romcoms teens would imagine their honeymoon
suite, except there would be a man waiting around the corner.
Infact,I’moneof35womenbetweentheagesof20and40,packed
into the penthouse apartment in Shoreditch. Most have come
alone,althoughabout15regularsgreeteachotherlikeoldfriends.

Things are familiar at first: cocktails, mingling and polite
conversation.Anhourin,aburlesquedancerdoesacheekyturn
andatalkisgivenabouttheartofkissing.I learnaboutthe ‘coital
gaze’(holdingeyecontactandthenglancingatsomeone’scrotch,
FYI). Everyone seems intelligent and attractive (wearing neat
black slip dresses and sharp tailoring), just also extremely tac-
tile – rather than sit next to each other, they sit on top of each
other.Thingsaregettinggiggly.Theroomischargedwithantic-
ipation: everyone has come with expectations. Mine do not
include sex, but at this point I am hopeful of some flirtation and
perhaps kissing. I learn that many guests are married or in rela-
tionships with men (they’re here with their partner’s consent).
Surprisingly,asasingleI’mintheminority.Theline-upincludes
a yoga instructor, a sexual health worker, a paralegal and sever-
al MA students.

Fast-forward 90 minutes, and the fact I’m wearing opaque
tights and you can’t see my underwear (which, incidentally, has
only cleanliness to recommend it) makes me conspicuous. The
others have stripped off to reveal that, underneath their smart
layers, they’re kitted out like they’re walking in the Victoria’s
Secret show – two even have wings on. I’m overdressed in the
most literal sense. Post coital-gaze instruction, volunteers are
encouraged to try it. They do, enthusiastically, and it’s as if a
switch has been flicked. Yes, this is a sex party – there’s a display
of motorised dildos (all for sale) and latex underthings (‘Great ›

CONFESSION:
I likewomen’sbreasts.

Bigones, small ones – it’s anall-inclusive
fascination. I’d like to seeyours, braless.

If itwasn’t inappropriate, I’d ask to touch them:
get toknowtheir size andswell,where they sit,what the
nipples look like. So far, it’s a fairly anatomical enthusiasm
–more structural, less carnal –but it packs eroticpotential.
Sometimeswomenwander intomy fantasies – Iwelcome them.

Theprospect of kissing someoneof the samesexasanadult
(not anaive 12-year-oldwhosupposes tamponscangive youorgasms)

INTRIGUESME
WordsGeorgiaSimmonds
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colours,andwipeable!’).Thiscrowdismore
than curious: they’re rampant. Turns out
there’s not much small talk at sex parties,
just lots of sex.

Soon, an American who’s studying
forensic psychology tries to persuade me
to take my top off. I respond by asking if
she’s ever watched True Detective. A guest
is lying on the dining table being licked all
over by two new friends. A bare-chested
woman bounces over and leads with:
‘Hello, these are my breasts and they’re as
pleased to meet you as I am.’ I’m into this,
because silliness appeals to me and she
has invited me to look at her boobs. But
I’m reluctant to join in with the nudity. At
this stage, I imagined I’d still be plucking
up courage for a kiss, but things are getting distinctly more
Roman around me. Chit-chat segues swiftly into heavy petting.
I’m not ready. The sofa is now out of bounds. Where there once
stood six dildos, only four remain.

When signing up to the Skirt Club, prospective members are
asked to take the Kinsey test: a series of psychological questions
developedbyDrAlfredKinseyin1948,designedtoplaceyouon
asexualspectrum,zerobeingexclusivelyheterosexual,sixexclu-
sively homosexual. Right now, I am a one: mostly heterosexual,
but bicurious. I think sexuality is fluid and my number is sub-
ject to change. I’m just not sure it’s going to change in the next
five minutes, though that seems to be the timescale I’m work-
ing with.

At the Skirt Club, I behave like someone off the spectrum; a
person who wants no sexual contact.The otherguests are laser-
focusedwhileI’mmorphingintoatentativesextortoise, retreat-
ing in to my shell as the evening’s entertainment accelerates.
There’s a cunnilingus caterpillar of bodies writhing around the
livingroom.Igointothebedroom,whereI’mgreetedbyafleshy,
throbbing tangle. There’s six women in the bed – butt-grabbing,
hair-tugging and diving crotchwards. Some of my preconcep-
tionsareconfounded:this isnot1967andsexually liberatedpeo-
ple do not sport a fuller bush. I go bald as often as I have birth-
daysandonlyeverforthebeach.Officially,meandmychichiare
both overdressed. ALL OF MY CLOTHES ARE STAYING ON.

What’s my problem? I’m a rookie looking for gentle experi-
mentation. Perhaps the sort of toe-dippping I envisaged is just
too mainstream. After all, you see it at the pub on a Friday –
maybeitdoesn’trequirethesecretsocietyenvironmenttheSkirt

Club provides. However, the experience
has not shut down my interest. Just
because I’m not willing to go all the way
tonight doesn’t mean my curiosity is any
less serious or legitimate – I’m just resign-
ingmyself toithappeningmoreorganical-
ly, if and when.

So why don’t I leave? I’m mesmerised.
There are five women in a normal-sized
bath, and they’re not washing each other.
By midnight, the apartment is filled by a
chorus of pleasure-fuelled moans – inter-
rupted by the occasional shriek (one

woman in a corset is armed with a whip). It’s liberating to watch
themrelishingeachother:glossy,blow-driedheadsbobbetween
soft thighs; there’s squeezing and spanking, kissing and rub-
bing, kneading and needing. They’re confidently splayed too,
withnoembarrassmentabouthowtheylookorwhattheywant.
I’mhavingwarmfeelings,notarousalassuch,butadefinitestir-
ring. Frankly, I feel full of the joys of sisterhood: these women
areself-assuredlypursuingsexualfulfilment.Forwomeningen-
eral, there remains a skewed culture of guilt, shame and vulner-
abilityaroundsex.There’snoevidenceofthathere.Thewomen
arrive solo, determined to satisfy complicated desires. I may be
an inappropriately dressed voyeur in the corner, but I begin to
feel liberated by association.

That said, I can’t commit to putting my tongue on or in any-
one tonight. The fact is, there’s a difference between being curi-
ous about sexual experiences with women, and wanting to par-
ticipate in multiple sexual acts with multiple people who’ve just
exchangedfluidswithseveralnewacquaintances.It’snotthegen-
der composition of a multi-person romp affecting my decision,
it’s just that I think some people are, er, overeating: moving from
persontoperson,highonadrenaline.I’dfeelasimilarmixofawe,
envy and concern watching people binge on food or shopping.

Thepartyhostemphasisesherbeliefinthelinkbetweenhigh
riskandhighintelligence–soisthissmartsex?Smartsexrequires
honesty: feeling able to express sexual preference and manage
the tension between control and risk. For some, that means no-
stringssexinasafeenvironment:straightforwardfantasy,phys-
icalsatisfactionunmuddiedbyemotionalbaggage.Thisiswhat
theSkirtCluboffers.Smartsexisalsoaboutbeingabletobankon
a level of trust and respect from your partner. All the guests seem
graciousandintuitive,anddiscretioniskeytotheevent’sappeal.

I’ve decided to draw up a 2015 bucket list so that I can tick
‘attend sex club’ off it. It makes me feel radical. I did not feel rad-
ical at the party (and, if there’s ever a next time, I will be wearing
excellent underwear). But it was an education: an interactive
showcase starring a cast of sexually empowered women that
promptedmetoexaminemyownappetitesandembarrassments
aroundsex.Femaledesirehasmyriadmercurialforms,andwho
better to help you unpack your own than other women? ●

@GEORGIASIMMONDS

READ IT Hear what Skirt Club
founder Geneviève LeJeune
has to say about experimenting
at elleuk.com/now-trending
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BOOK IT
For tickets to Vodafone London
Fashion Weekend, visit
londonfashionweekend.co.uk

GET YOUR DESIGNER BAG
Buy a ticket and
you’ll get this season’s
exclusive Vodafone
London Fashion
Weekend tote,
designed by
Pringle. Don’t
miss out on
yours, book
a place now.

JOIN THE FRONT ROW
Get into the action at
the exclusive catwalk
shows by booking a Luxe
ticket – it guarantees you
a front row seat. Go to
londonfashionweekend.
co.uk for info.

SEE THE TRENDS
See the best of the
s/s 2015 trends at
the Trend Catwalk
Show. Plus, designers
including SIBLING
and Fyodor Golan will
exclusively show their
latest collections.

BUY YOUR TICKET
When: 26 February to
1 March
Where: Somerset House,
London WC2
Tickets: From £20;
londonfashion
weekend.co.uk
Also: Get 25% off (except
Luxe tickets). Just quote
‘ELLE’ when you buy
your tickets.

London’s
most stylish
weekend
Wantanexclusiveglimpseintotheheartof
fashion?Here’syourchance,withELLEand
VodafoneLondonFashionWeekend

http://londonfashionweekend.co.uk
http://londonfashionweekend.co.uk
http://londonfashinweekend.co.uk
http://londonfashionweekend.co.uk
http://ELLEUK.COM
http://londonfashionweekend.co.uk
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KATHMAINLANDCBE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE EDINBURGH
FESTIVAL FRINGE SOCIETY

Some people think it’s necessary to
be outspoken in meetings but, for me,
it’s more productive to be listening,
and hearing different perspectives.
We have a system at our staff meetings
that allows various people to have a go
at chairing them and, although they
may feel nervous, it’s important to hear
different voices. I’m actually quite shy,
but stubborn in that I’m not afraid to
speak up about something I believe in.
I’m persuasive at work, but I don’t bully;
I’m a consensus builder. If someone
doesn’t fall in line with my thinking,
then I ask them why that is: I explore
their anxieties about my proposal and
see whether there is an alternative.
I think sometimes women are portrayed
as bossy or aggressive, even though
they’re just communicating as men
would, but I’m lucky that I’ve never
encountered this in my work. In my
career, I’ve known a lot of very articulate
and strong women. My first job out
of university was at the Fringe and, at
the time, there was a very confident,
capable woman at the helm. She was
fearless, yet empathetic and caring.
Her mentality was instilled in me, which
definitely helped me to find my voice in
the workplace. It meant that I never had
a problem with asking for responsibility;
I had a real bravery because of my first
boss and, now, I always tell people
starting out in their careers that the best
way to convince somebody that you can
do something is to just do it. I believe
that no one ever reached a responsible
job if they didn’t speak up. Be assertive
and appropriate, but remember that
there’s never any need to be aggressive.

CHLOEMACINTOSH
CO-FOUNDER AND CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT
ONLINE FURNITURE STORE MADE.COM

Our team is relatively young, and
a lot of my inspiration comes from
them, so it’s important for them to
feel comfortable enough to voice their
opinion. I try not to have meetings
in formal environments; I don’t think
it’s constructive, especially for
younger people who may not have the
confidence to speak up. Whether it’s
when we’re shooting in the studio, or
as we’re moving around, I’ll grab a
word with them – I think it makes
a massive difference. My own
confidence grew gradually but
significantly in proportion to my
achievements and the recognition
I received from my peers. I’ve
always viewed being a woman as an
advantage. In the office, men have
that natural confidence, whereas
I think women have a need to reassure
themselves that they are doing the
right thing. It means that they go over
their decisions more thoroughly,
which means, when challenged, they
have a full case. For me, by the time
I’ve made a decision, it’s matured
because I’ve wanted to make sure it’s
the right thing, and this preparation
gives me confidence in my abilities.
It’s certainly not about always
knowing all the answers. When we
pitched made.com to people, we
hadn’t actually created it yet – it just
goes to show that your conviction is
what people are going to put their
money against. In terms of getting
what I want, I’m very forceful. I always
ask, and I respect people who fight to
get a better title, better salary and
more responsibility. It’s usually a
great sign that people are keen to
evolve in the company. Importantly,
though, every time I’ve asked, I’ve
truly felt I deserved it. It was about
communicating that I had done
certain things, and also to explore
whether there was an opportunity to
grow within the company. Always
start with the idea of growth: tell your
boss, ‘I want to do more and achieve
more.’ The better money, responsibility
and title will come with that.

@CHLOEMACINTOSH

@EDFRINGE

Compiled by
GeorgiaSimmonds
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HOLLYTUCKERMBE
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF ONLINE
RETAILER NOTONTHEHIGHSTREET.COM

In my experience, men and women
will come into a meeting and know the
answer as much as each other, but
men are far more at peace with their
abilities and tend not to be nervous,
whereas women are more likely to
need assurance and acceptance.
I’ve had a varying relationship with
confidence throughout my career, but
I now know that when speaking up
at work, confidence is key, and it’s
something you have to continually
cultivate. Have faith in what you’re
doing and understand that your gut is
usually always right. Any time I’ve felt
a bit shaky, I reassure myself that I
know what I’m doing. As a good leader,
it’s important to reassure others too,
and give them the confidence to be
able to tell you what they really think;
I try to prompt my female members
of staff. When it comes to asking for
things, make sure that you’re prepared,
and that you’ve really visualised the
situation. I’m a firm believer in
visualisation; it’s such a powerful tool.
Picture what you want from your
future, and how you’re going to get
it. In the past, when I’ve asked for
a pay rise, I’ve made sure that I’m fully
prepared. I visualise every possible
situation, every outcome, every
potential objection, and I think how
I will counteract it. The same goes for
making people listen to you; try to
figure out what kind of person you’re
speaking to, and then use this to tailor
the way you speak to them, as well as
what stimuli you’re going to use to
engage them. That’s how you make
people listen to you. I call feedback
the ‘F’ word, as some will use it as an
opportunity to be rude. Often, what
isn’t understood is that feedback is
a gift if done in the right way. I try to
mentor, and ask people how they feel
everything is going; I then ease into
any criticism in a calm way, so it’s not
a complete shock. Earlier in my career,
I didn’t deal with criticism as well. But
now, I’m far more comfortable with
being wrong and accepting my faults;
that’s what cultivating confidence does.

MOYAGREENE
CEO OF THE ROYAL MAIL

Having a voice in meetings means – first
and foremost – making a contribution.
It’s very important to feel confident
speaking up and that comes down
to having a network of supporters that
can be your advocates and boosters in
the workplace. If you think there is a risk
that a subject matter is not going to
get fully explored in a meeting, let
whomever is convening that meeting
know beforehand that you have a
particular point to make. I’m in a good
position, because I’m usually chairing.
As a chair, you need to recognise that
you have different personalities around
the table and part of your job is to make
space for everybody to contribute. I go
directly to people who I know have things
to say but may be less forthright. I want
to hear all points of view. I’m a person
who wants my best critics around the
table so that by the time we get to
decision point, I feel comfortable that
we’ve looked at all angles. I’m also direct
and people feel comfortable being
direct with me. When it comes to asking

PROFESSORNAZNEENRAHMAN
HEAD OF GENETICS RESEARCH AT THE INSTITUTE OF CANCER RESEARCH,
AND HEAD OF THE CLINICAL GENETICS UNIT AT THE ROYAL MARSDEN HOSPITAL

In the workplace, I’ve definitely noticed different labels for men and
women, even if they’re exhibiting the same behaviour. I’ve been
described as ‘feisty’, which I think is a patronising and gendered word
– what’s worse is that it has no male equivalent. But I don’t let it bother
me; to me, being ‘feisty’ means that I always say what I believe in,
and that I speak up when it’s necessary. It’s important to ignore these
stereotypes as if you have something useful to say and it’s correct and
adding value to the meeting, speak up. That’s how you can be true to
yourself and, at the end of the day, that’s all that anyone can do. In this
way, I’m usually quite successful with getting people to listen to me.
I think it’s down to the fact that when you have a firm belief in what
you’re talking about, people sense that authenticity and passion,
and are more likely to be engaged and enthused. However, like most
people, there are often times when I lack in confidence, or it can
take me a while to feel confident in a subject area. Again, there’s a
difference between women and men here: men are happier to speak
up, even if they have gaps in their knowledge, whereas women are less
likely to. Don’t make the assumption that other people must know
more than you do; no matter what, you can always bring something
to the table. Over the last couple of years, I’ve started engaging more –
you have learn to get over that fear, nobody cares if you stumble.

@HOLLYLTUCKER

@ROYALMAIL

@RAHMAN_NAZNEEN

for anything – for help, or a salary increase
– preparing is an important part of
success. Have facts and comparatives in
your mind along with actual words you
are going to use that don’t sound jarring
or whining. Be clear, say: ‘This is what
I think my contribution is worth and this
is what I would like you to bear in mind
when you’re assigning compensation.’
At certain times, you have to say: ‘This is
not right.’ We’re fallible, us human beings;
we only see things through one set of
eyes, and so it’s important if you’re
receiving criticism to know the critic
doesn’t have the full story. Help expand
the horizons by saying: ‘I accept that, but
you know there was this, this and this.’
I don’t think it’s fair to say women are too
emotional at work. Women tend to look
at a wider array of factors that can affect
performance, and take a broader view of
risk. ‘Emotional’ has become a loaded
word. We are all of us – men and women
– emotional, social beings. I don’t know
why we need to hide it.

READ IT Formoreadvicefrom
successfulwomen,seetheELLE
InspireListatelleuk.com/now-trending

http://NOTONTHEHIGHSTREET.COM
http://ELLEUK.COM
http://elleuk.com/now-trending
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INTERVIEW

Oh,it’sameantrick,but whenever my job involves eating
with famous people, I always order chips to see if it sways
them from their seafood, because they always order
seafood. And so it goes with Colin Firth, who looks at the
shellfish that has been placed in front of him in the
private members’ club where we meet, near his West
London home, and then looks at my potato-based
delicacies. And then mutters: ‘Someone else’s chips are
always the most appealing thing,’ before extending
a surreptitious hand to my plate. He only takes one or two,
though, which makes me think that perhaps what he
actually meant was that I am the most appealing woman
he has ever met. It’s hard to know for sure.

Because the thing about Colin Firth is that everybody
loves and admires him so much that they want him to love
and admire them back. And that includes me. Even if stiff-
upper-lip drama doesn’t do it for you. Even if you can’t
stand Jane Austen or you think Bridget Jones is an idiot,
whether you admire his Oscar-winning acting skills, or
just think he looks nice emerging dripping from a lake, it
seems impossible to dislike the man. I’ve spoken to screen-
writers who have worked with him; people who organise
the red carpet at awards shows; people who know his wife.
Everyone says good things about Colin. Although, all of
that was before he was trained to kill.

Yes, the 54-year-old actor, who won an Oscar for his role
in The King’s Speech and who is indeed as charming in the
fleshasyoucouldpossiblyhopefor,hasspent monthsdeep
in training for his new film, action comedy Kingsman: The
Secret Service, in which he plays a gentleman spy who can
dispatch a room full of thugs with his bare hands and a
broken pint glass. Long-standing fans may be somewhat

InterviewSophieHeawood
PhotographyRobertHarper
FashionMichelleDuguid

shocked to see Mr Darcy engaging in such graphic, albeit
comic-bookstyle,violence,butthenapparentlythatwasthe
director’spoint.MatthewVaughnalsodirectedKick-Ass and
Stardust, ‘And one of the reasons he wanted to cast me in
this was that he wanted the least probable person in the
world to fight,’ explains Firth. ‘I can bring all the expected
stuff of playing a buttoned-up gentleman, but the surprise
comes when I do the moves,’ he says. ‘It’s that idea of, “Get
out of the way, Grandad, or you’re going to get hurt.”’

The man certainly doesn’t look like a grandad when we
meet, nor a trained killer – his legs are so long that every
time he tries to make a point, he bashes his knee against
the fashionably low-slung table. Ouch. Mr Firth does not
complain or even wince, though – he keeps calm and
carries on; his charms as measured and diplomatic as you
might expect from his acclaimed performances in Pride
And Prejudice, A Single Man and Tinker Tailor Soldier
Spy. He also keeps raising a polite arm to wave hello to
people he knows, this being his local. Having just seen a ›

Romantichero, tortured
scholar,vulnerablemonarch
andwearerofTHATwet
shirt.Nomatterwhohe is,we
loveColinFirth.ELLEmeets
amanwhocandonowrong

mostmanWANTED

A
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for one reason or another. Drama school felt like a world
more tolerant of oddities.’

And, once again, he found an inspirational teacher.
‘My drama teacher would talk in paradoxes. She would
talk about the search for truthfulness – and then absolute-
ly remind us that what we were doing was totally false.
Somebody would protest, “But you said we had to find the
truth!”, but I remember being exhilarated by it. By the com-
plete and utter contradiction of it all.’

However, the big surprise waiting for him was not fame,
so much as the nature of his
fame: that posh, repressed
English gentlemen character
wehavegrowntolovehimfor,
andwhomheplaysagainand
again, while somehow mak-
ing them all unique. It some-
times feels that Firth’s acting
is more about what is held
back than what is revealed.

screening of his new film, I ruin this calm demeanour by
asking if it was really him doing all that fighting. ‘All of it!’
he says, slightly aghast. ‘Do you not believe me?’ I mean,
it looks exactly like you, I add. It all looks real, it’s just…
‘I didn’t go through all that pain,’ he grimaces, ‘to not have
it established that it was me.’

And then begins the story of the six months he spent
learning to fight, which started in his own garden. ‘All of
these guys came around,’ he says, adding that one had
trained Jackie Chan, another was a six-time Thai kick-
boxing champion, another an Olympic gymnast, and
another a gun specialist. ‘And I was a bit… scared. The
training would be trying to get bits of me moving that
hadn’t moved in years. Just to get the hinges going, you
know. Because no one was more aware than I am that I am
not 20 years old. And I wasn’t even doing this stuff when
I was 20 – I had no history of it. They were able to do these
extraordinary things and I just felt embarrassed that our
lives had taken such different paths.’ He laughs.

But didn’t you just keep saying to yourself: ‘They must
envy my Oscar, they must envy my Oscar’?

‘My what?’ he asks. It is at this point I realise that I have
put too many chips in my mouth at once to be audible.

Your Oscar! The one that you’ve let your sons take to
school for Show And Tell. Don’t you remind yourself
about it in these times of masculinity crisis? ‘They didn’t
look like the sort of people who would envy Oscars,’ he
replies. ‘I mean, these were people with Olympic gold med-
als and things. I just thought, I hope I can stand up again
after this squat.’

Colin Firth was born in Hampshire, the eldest of three
children, to teacher parents whose own parents had
travelled, and who, in turn, moved their own young
family to Nigeria, the US and back to Hampshire. There,
he attended a secondary school that didn’t thrill him much
andasixth-formcollegethatdid,thankstoaninspirational
English teacher called Penny Edwards. Coincidentally,
David Nicholls, author of bestselling novel One Day, was
also taught by her some years later, and remembers the
atmosphere at college: ‘[It was] just as Colin was becom-
ing well-known, and he was still remembered in hushed
tones. The teachers would talk about him obsessively,
sometimes instead of teaching.’

Firth himself says he never really fitted in at school –
‘Partly because we travelled a lot. Changing schools,
changing countries’ – until he went to study at Drama Cen-
tre London, ‘Where I found myself surrounded by people
who had also stood out uncomfortably in their classroom

‘IWASABIT…
SCARED. [I HAD
TO]GETBITS
OFMEMOVING
THATHADN’T
MOVED
INYEARS’

Navy merino
wool cardigan and
blue denim jeans,

both Tom Ford.
White cotton

top, James Perse.
Glasses, Colin’s own
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INTERVIEW

‘I had no idea that I was
going to end up with this sort
of blue-blood thing, because
it’s not what my family came
from. My family’s quite a mix.
And suddenly I had this Lord
Brideshead thing going on,’
he explains. ‘Having been to
a secondary modern, I didn’t
realise that was the archetype
that was coming my way. And I embraced it because I was
just so excited to get employed. Another Country [a 1980s
West End play by Julian Mitchell] was my first role, based
on Eton, and I was no closer to Eton than I was
[to council estates] – in fact, in the schools I went to, the
kids were mostly from council estates.’ He was then
nominated for a BAFTA for playing a soldier who was
disabled in the Falklands War, in Tumbledown. In 1995
came the big breakthrough role of the wet-shirted Mr Darcy
in the BBC adaptation of Pride And Prejudice, leading to
the fictional character Bridget Jones falling in love with
him. He then played her slightly less fictional love inter-
est in the films. It was complicated. But every woman in
the country seemed to get it.

By this point, though, Firth himself was off the market,
having had one son with his actress partner Meg Tilly,
before later splitting from her and marrying the Italian
film producer Livia Giuggioli, with whom he has a further
two sons, and for whom he has learned Italian. He talks
about the country’s language and the culture, as well
as his voracious interest in politics and human rights.
We discuss his work with asylum seekers, prison reform,
and his frustration with the Liberal Democrats, who he
used to support. He does not know who he will vote for in
this year’s General Election. I discover later, from some-
one else, that he once read an article in The Guardian about
a refugee stuck in Oxford, and so phoned the newspaper
to speak to the journalist, who had no idea who he
was, and asked if he could help the poor man. Someone
ended up taking a brown envelope full of Firth’s cash to
the refugee himself.

We also discuss Tom Ford, the fashion designer who
surprised many by directing the film A Single Man, in
which Firth played the lead role of a gay professor griev-
ing for his dead partner. I tell Firth that it is my favourite
of all his films. ‘Oh good,’ he says. ‘It’s mine, too.’ Some
criticised it for being too beautiful, too stylish, as if they
couldn’t quite get their heads round a gay designer in the
director’s chair. This bothers him.

‘Obviously, because I love the film, you’re going to get
a lot of special pleading from me. But I was there. I have
been visually micromanaged by a lot of directors in my
life. I’ve had directors telling me to turn my chin to the left,
to the right, spending hours on whatever effect. But he was

‘TOMFORD
PUTACAMERA
ONATRIPOD
ANDLET
PEOPLEACT.HE
ESTABLISHED
AUTHORITY
QUIETLY’

not one of those. Tom [Ford] put a camera on a tripod and
let people act. He established his authority very quietly
and his interventions were so minimal. It was a very low-
budget film and we shot the whole thing in 21 days. Most
of the furniture and props had come straight offMad Men,
and you don’t hear that being described as ‘just a fashion
film’. And we did one bit in black and white because it was
from a photo, and then people went: ‘Ooh! Black and white!
Must be fashion! Gay! Bruce Weber!’

Listening to him talk about this role is a good reminder
that there’s much more to Colin than ‘posh English bloke’.
But even if this is a role he’s cornered the market in,
that surely just a sign of his success, not a failure of
imagination on the part of casting directors. Put Colin
Firth in a film – even better, put in him in a film sporting
a well-cut suit and a clipped English accent – and you
create a sense that all is right with the world, because
somewhere he’s off just being really good at his job.
Whether you prefer him as king or spy, playing it for laughs
or straight, as a lover or a fighter… Everybody loves Colin.
I mean, you don’t even mind when he steals your chips. ●
Kingsman: The Secret Service is out now

Grey wool jacket
and white cotton

shirt, both Tom Ford

http://ELLEUK.COM
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Wild,young,free ›Leatherand
lace. Suede and florals. The
newtakeontheSeventiesknows
no rules – and now, neither
do you New shapes › Modern
tailoring,Easternsoul.Embrace
strong, monochrome shapes
Yournew spring coat › Is soft,
light and endlessly versatile. Be

e l l e

inspired Historyclass › Time-
honoured fabrics meet new-
season styling. This is history,
rewrittenThehigh-streetedit
›Thetrendsthatwillshapeyour
s/s2015lookKeiraKnightley ›
From teenage stardom to
motherhood, in her ownwords
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YOUNG

This is theSeventies, reborn.
High-impact textures, easycolours.

Awearablerebellion

Lucky (left) wears: Leather
and suede jacket, £85,
Mint Vintage. Denim jeans
(worn throughout), £310,
Saint Laurent by Hedi
Slimane. Chaun (right)
wears: Denim and
shearling jacket, £2,195,
and silk-organza skirt,
£2,495, both Burberry.
Beaded silver necklace,
£139, Jessie Western.
Vintage badges (on
jacket), stylist’s own

PhotographyKai ZFeng
FashionAnne-MarieCurtis

ModelsDarbyStephens,
ChaunandLuckyBlue

WILD
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Kai Z Feng
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This page:Darby (right)
wears: Silk-mix top,
£840, and matching
skirt, £910, both Sacai
Opposite: Lucky (left)
wears: Black velvet
jacket, £3,985, pink floral
cotton-mix shirt, £490,
and black felt hat, £580,
all Saint Laurent by Hedi
Slimane. Darby (centre)
wears: Black wool jacket,
£2,265, cream and black
silk dress, £2,035, black
felt hat, £580, and red and
black silk scarf, £175, all
Saint Laurent by Hedi
Slimane. Chaun (right)
wears: Black velvet jacket,
£3,275, white and red
wool-mix jumper, £615,
and black leather skirt,
£3,100, all Saint Laurent
by Hedi Slimane. Black felt
hat, £45, Beyond Retro



Kai Z Feng

Darby (left) wears:
Polyester shirt, £24,
Beyond Retro. Silk-
georgette dress, £4,920,
Roberto Cavalli. Chaun
(right) wears: Viscose
top, £738, silk shirt
(worn underneath),
£422.20, and cotton-mix
shorts, £251.70, all Dries
Van Noten. Leather
boots (worn throughout),
£124.95, Minnetonka
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Kai Z Feng

Darby (left) wears:
Green cotton-linen dress,
£1,730, Gucci. Tan leather
shoes, £600, Casadei.
Multicoloured stone
necklace, £69, Jessie
Western. Rhodium-plated
bracelets, £150 each,
Maria Francesca Pepe.
Lucky (centre) wears:
Green camouflage cotton
jacket, £170, Zadig &
Voltaire. Tan suede boots,
£620, Saint Laurent by
Hedi Slimane. Necklaces,
from top: Black and
turquoise wood and silver,
£139, Jessie Western.
Dark ebony and gold, and
light ebony and white
gold, £7,610 each, both
Shamballa Jewels at
Harrods. Chaun (right)
wears: Red suede jacket,
£1,570, and blue denim
jeans, £455, both Gucci.
Necklaces, from top:
Beaded silver, £139, silver
and turquoise, £349, and
turquoise, £49, all Jessie
Western. Silver bracelet,
£169, and silver and
turquoise bracelet,
£36, both Jessie Western
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Kai Z Feng

Chaun (left) wears: Denim
shirt, £515, and suede

shorts, £1,125, both Chloé.
Vintage badges, as before.

Darby (centre) wears:
Suede top, £473, MM6.

Denim skirt, £515, Chloé.
Lucky (right) wears:

Leather jacket, £575, John
Varvatos Star USA.

Leather trousers, £1,077,
Costume National.

Leather boots, £295,
The Frye Company
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This page:Chaun (left)
wears: Cotton jacket, £109,

Guess. Beaded viscose
and leather dress, £6,490,
Etro. Boots, model’s own.

Lucky (right) wears:
Cotton coat, £700, Toga.

Cotton shorts (with
braces), £225, Comme
des Garçons. Leather

boots, as before
Opposite:Chaun (left)
wears: Viscose dress,
£3,220, Louis Vuitton.

Lucky (right) wears:
Leather trousers, as

before. Bag, stylist’s own



Kai Z Feng



Kai Z Feng266

Lucky (left) wears: Cotton
coat and cotton shorts,

both as before. Darby
(centre) wears: Cotton

dress, £360, Paul & Joe.
Leather bracelet, as

before. All other jewellery,
stylist’s own. Chaun (right)

wears: Embroidered
silk-mix top, £2,515, and

cotton shorts, £365,
both Emilio Pucci



Darby (left) wears: Denim
dungarees, £325, Frame.
Felt hat, as before. Chaun
(centre) wears: Suede
dress, £8,530, Valentino.
Suede boots (just seen),
£885, Saint Laurent by
Hedi Slimane. Silver and
turquoise necklace, silver
bracelet and silver and
turquoise bracelet, all as
before. Leather bracelet,
£12, Jessie Western. Lucky
(right) wears: Leather
and suede jacket and
necklaces, all as before



Kai Z Feng

Chaun (left) wears:
Cotton-mix poncho,
£1,815, Alberta Ferretti.
Silver necklace, £139,
Jessie Western. Darby
(right) wears: Suede
coat, £518, Belstaff.
For shopping details,
see Address Book.
Hair: Romina Manenti at
See Management using
Oribe Hair Care. Make-up:
Naoko Scintu at Saint
Luke Artists using
Nars. Manicure: Carla
Kay at Cloutier Remix.
Producer: Barbie Duarte at
3 Star Productions. Props:
David Ross. Models: Darby
Stephens at Unite Unite,
Chaun and Lucky Blue,
both at Next LA. With
thanks to: Canyon Ranch
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NEW
PhotographyKerryHallihan Fashion JoanneBladesModelManuelaFrey

AND OBI BELTS. WEAR IN MONOCHROME. EMPOWERMENT WILL FOLLOW
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Kerry Hallihan
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SPRING
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MarkPillai
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PhotographyBjarne Jonasson
FashionAnne-MarieCurtis

ModelLi XiaoXing

H I STORY

C LA S S

Evokeeraspast inrichbrocades,delicatesilkand
sumptuous jewel shades.Wear it the2015way



Bjarne Jonasson
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Bjarne Jonasson
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THE
HIGH
STREET
EDIT

neverbeen
better

new
collections

excited

RIVER ISLAND



ALLSAINTS

MANGO



Daniel Nadel

THE
HIGH
STREET
EDIT

KAREN MILLEN
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COS



HOBBS

H&M
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THE
HIGH
STREET
EDIT

Daniel Nadel

NEXT



J.CREW

CLAUDIE PIERLOT



308 Daniel Nadel

TOPSHOP UNIQUE
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COVER STAR

PhotographyMarianoVivanco FashionAnne-MarieCurtis InterviewMarkSmith

KEIRA
AGE?30,NEXTMONTH. YEARSONTHEA-LIST? 12. NUMBEROFELLECOVERS

INTHATTIME?7. IT’SALREADYBEENQUITEARIDE.NEXTONTHELIST?MOTHERHOOD.
KEIRAKNIGHTLEYTELLSUSWHATFUELSHERLIFELESSORDINARY

THENEXTCHAPTER
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This page:Cotton
shirt dress and leather

shoes, both Chanel.
Chanel Rouge Coco

Hydrating Crème Lip
Colour in Gabrielle
Opposite:White

cotton shirt, Chanel.
Black leather hat,

J.W. Anderson. Chanel
Rouge Coco Hydrating

Crème Lip Colour
in Suzanne

314
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I
spend the evening with Keira Knightley in a low-key
private bar in London, exactly two weeks before she
officially confirms that, in her 30th year, she will
become a mother for the first time. The confirmation
comes as no surprise: Keira married musician James
Righton, 31, of the Klaxons, in May 2013; the pair are

blissfully happy (‘He’s one of the sweetest men in the
entire world’) and, in recent weeks, she has taken to
wearing significantly looser clothing. But more to the
point, while not actively discussing her baby, Keira
makes no effort to disguise the signs, either. She is happy
and relaxed, cracking smutty jokes about a flower
arrangement she’s been sent (‘You’re going to have to
navigate my extravagant bush’) – but she also spends the
best part of our conversation with one hand resting
protectively on her midriff. What’s more, it’s Friday night
after a long, glamorous shoot involving a lot of Chanel,
and the only French fizz on our table is Perrier water.

The closest we get to the subject of impending
motherhood is her uninhibited assessment of Channel
4’s labour ward documentary One Born Every Minute.
When I suggest that it’s nice that so many people are
comfortable with giving birth on camera, her eyes widen
in terror. ‘Is that nice, though? As a woman you watch
that and you think: “Oh my god, NOOOO!”’ Fair point.

Over the past decade, Keira has starred on seven
British ELLE covers – more than anyone else in that
period.Keira’sprogressionfromteenstartoaccomplished
woman has been charted on the pages of ELLE. It’s
not going too far to say we feel like we’ve watched her
grow up. Visually, her ELLE shoots encapsulate her
progression from the demure, waifish breakout star
of Bend It Like Beckham and Pirates Of The Caribbean
through the smouldering, angular vixen of 2011’s
Tom Ford shoot, to last summer’s compellingly eccentric
images by Thomas Whiteside, which depicted Keira
with bedraggled hair and pout. ‘I especially like that
one,’ she says, laughing at the memory.

And the ELLE team have seen how, behind the
scenes, she’s evolved from shy teen to content, confident
woman. She is comfortable in her own skin and is
almost absurdly approachable for someone who has,
in the past, been caricatured as glacial and standoffish.
She chuckles and kindly consoles me when I fear –
wrongly, thank god – that my dictaphone has broken:
‘It’ll be fine, I promise. Just make it up!’

But, in fact, Keira has always had something to say.
She’s been unapologetically vocal in identifying herself
as a feminist, starring for free in a 2009 anti-domestic
violence campaign ad for Women’s Aid that culminated
with the tagline: ‘Isn’t it time someone called cut?’ She
has also talked frankly and disarmingly about the
insecurities that have, at times, threatened to derail her
confidence and her career: ‘Everything frightened me
until the age of 25,’ she told ELLE last year.

When I ask what it was like to be nominated for an

Oscar aged 19 (for Joe Wright’s Pride & Prejudice), she
says that she honestly can’t remember: ‘I was on night
shoots at the time and I think I just rolled over and
went to sleep. It was just a relentless bubble of work.’

At her own behest, those days are gone. For the
first time in ages, she’s cleared her diary of filming
commitments and has set about renovating the north
London home that she and James acquired last year;
her niggles are now about the speed of construction work
rather than call times and set politics. Although the
scripts continue to pile up, of course. ‘My principle in
terms of work has always been simple: it’s whatever I’m
interested in. I think if I’m interested in something, then
I can’t be the only one. I’ve been wrong several times,
actually.’ But for now, home – and baby – take priority.

A full 38 minutes into our post-shoot interview, Keira
realises that her wedding ring is missing. It has left the
building in an assistant’s wallet, having been stowed
there for safekeeping. Ironically, Keira discovers this as
I’m asking her – the actress whose fortune is thought to be
somewhere around £30m – whether she’s much attached
to the material world. ‘There’s your answer,’ she laughs,
before making the requisite phone calls to get it back.

An hour or so later, when the assistant emerges
from a London bus bearing Keira’s elegant gold band
in a scene that’s just a snow flurry away from Love
Actually territory, Keira is full of gratitude: ‘You’ve
saved my marriage!’

I imagine her upcoming birthday in March will be
similarly untouched by diva histrionics. ‘Turning 30 is
sold as a really big thing, as if you’re going to wake up
a completely different person, but I’ve never bought
into that,’ she says. But as she celebrates the end of her
third decade – and ELLE celebrates 10 years of following
Keira’s story – she shares the people, places and events
that have shaped and inspired her, in her own words.

Wejustdon’t takechildbirthseriously,dramatically,
andthat’sashame. I think it’s an extraordinary
thing that half of the population goes through
something that is such an enormous thing – the
biggest thing in most people’s lives – and yet there’s
very little drama around it. I can’t think of a film
that’s been made about childbirth; there’s way more
stuff about death and angst.

Itneveroccurredtomethatmymumearningmore
thanmydadcouldbeseenasstrange. I mean, why
would that be an issue? Their relationship has always
been a partnership. For a long time, my mum [playwright
and screenwriter Sharman Macdonald] was the main
breadwinner. My dad [actor Will Knightley]was always
totally secure about that and endlessly supportive.

Iwasmeant tobenamed ‘Kiera’, after a Russian ice
skater who was on the TV one day. My dad fancied
her and nicked her name for me. But it was my mum ›



MarianoVivanco
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This page:Cotton
jacket, matching trousers
and pearl necklace,
all Chanel. Chanel Rouge
Coco Hydrating Crème
Lip Colour in Adrienne
Opposite:Black leather
jacket, Maje. White cotton
top, gold chain necklace
and pearl necklace, all
Chanel. Chanel Rouge
Coco Hydrating Crème
Lip Colour in Suzanne
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who went to register my birth, and she accidentally
spelled ‘ei’ instead of ‘ie’ because my mum’s crap at
spelling. Apparently, when she came back he said:
‘WHAT THE F*CK? You’ve spelt her name wrong!’
What were they going to do, though? Once it’s on the
piece of paper, it’s on the piece of paper. And that’s
me. A spelling error.

Mybrother,Caleb, is suchaweirdo. I love him. He’s
a Foley artist [someone who recreates everyday sound
effects for film, TV and radio] and does a lot for BBC
Radio Four. He’s musical and was always in bands;
he was a math-rock drummer. My husband is very
impressed by that – apparently it’s really difficult.
Caleb’s brain works in a totally different way to mine
– I don’t understand what he does and he doesn’t get
what I do. We’re the perfect match as a brother and
sister because it’s like, ‘That’s your area, and this is mine.’

Klaxonsarebrilliant live.The energy they throw out,
night after night, is incredible. They’re constantly
moving. Having worked on stage, I’m always interested
in how performance is affected by different audiences,
and that’s the same for live musicians on tour.

Therewillalwaysbepeople thatdon’t thinkthatyou
candoitand don’t think you’re good enough. Whether
it’s personal or professional, you are going to have
setbacks and negativity around you. The world is a
f*cking weird place and you learn as you go along. You
can be on the floor crawling and that’s when you learn
that it’s possible to get back up and survive. It’s always a
good thing to remember, when you’re down on the floor.

JoanClarke, thecryptanalyst Iplayed inThe
ImitationGame, is an inspiration.She was so quiet
and gentle, yet totally persistent in what she wanted.
It wasn’t a question of screaming and shouting and
trying to knock walls down; it was more recognising
that, to get into a room nobody wanted you in, people
had to like you, like being around you and enjoy you
being part of the process. That’s very, very clever.

Breaktherules. I’ve always hated the idea that you
should be wearing this or that, because it makes me feel
like I’m getting everything wrong. I hated it at school,
and I don’t want it as an adult. If you want to wear a
f*cking flowerpot on your head and that makes you
happy, then wear a f*cking flowerpot on your head.

WhenIwasstrugglingtoread,mymumrewardedme
withacting jobs. I was only allowed to go for auditions
if my grades went up or stayed the same. If they went
down, I wasn’t allowed to audition. Given that acting
is all I ever wanted to do, it was a genius method.

Lipstickisanarmourtotheworld.My mum had a thing
when we were growing up, if she’d had a sh*t day or if
something had gone wrong, she’d put her red lipstick on.
I still abide by that. If you’re doing something hard, a

really vibrant colour is a good thing. Lips are the easiest
thing to put colour on. The nose doesn’t work so well – it’s
a tricky look. Lips, however: quite good. [Keira is the face
of the new Chanel Rouge Coco lipstick line.]

KarlLagerfeld is lovely, actually.Amazing. I mean
the fact that he’s – erm, however old he is! – and that
he’s still so passionate about what he does, is really
inspiring. He’s all about moving forward and the
idea that you can have the energy to do – what is it,
six collections a year, for Chanel? And then he does
Fendi and then he’s got his own line as well. It’s insane.

Propertyporn? I love it. I’m always on the internet,
looking at houses. I blame my parents, because they
bought me a dolls’ house when I was a child. I never stay
in one place for very long. I think space, where you live,
really affects you. It’s the actress in me: “Who will I be if
I live in that place? How will it change me if I go here?’”

Youknowthatscene inShakespeareInLove,where it’s
all going wrong and they’ve closed down the theatre?
And then it reopens by some last-minute decree? That
feels like the whole of my career. You have to trust that
it’s going to be all right and, actually, it might not be all
right, but even then it’ll still be fine.

CocoChanelwasa survivor,which makes her a very
interesting character, because survivors are never
completely moral. I always find that very interesting,
particularly given the time period through which she
lived. Apparently she was left in an orphanage and
went on to working on the streets singing and then
working in cafes. The drive that it must have taken
for her to end up where she did is fascinating, not to
mention the men that she went for along the way.

Myoneandahalf-year-oldnephewis incredible.He
can’t talk yet, but loves nothing more than to get hold of
my phone, unlock it and take pictures of himself. There
are more selfies of him on there than anything else. ●
Chanel Rouge Coco lipsticks are available from 13 March

EXCLUSIVE VIDEO

Keira shows you how to
wear Chanel’s new Rouge Coco lipstick
exclusively at elleuk.com/now-trending

WATCH IT

http://elleuk.com/now-trending
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Dearreader,may I present themost stylish charityT-shirts
youwill everbuy.ELLEhas teamedupwithfiveof your favourite
designers to produce the iconic ComicRelief T-shirt forRedNose
Day on 13 March. Anya Hindmarch, Henry Holland,
Matthew Williamson, Diane von Furstenberg and Karl
Lagerfeld (yes, King Karl!) have all generously donated their
time and creativity to design five fashionably funny T-shirts
that I know you’ll love. Each one features a playful quote, and
they will all be on sale inTKMaxx stores around the UK and at
tkmaxx.com, priced from £9.99*. We have also created five
special celebrity ELLE covers to collect to celebrate our
RedNoseDayT-shirt project (also available inTKMaxx stores).

So, now it’s over to you – help us make a difference to the
life-changing projects supported by Comic Relief, both here and
around the world, by buying one of these tees. And to help you
choose, I asked some very special friends to style them for you…

Editor-in-Chief

LORRAINE CANDY

#RND15

http://tkmaxx.com


KEIRA KNIGHTLEY WEARS KARL LAGERFELD

#RND15

Keirawears herswith:
Silk jacket, £3,610, Chanel.

Denim jeans, £190,
7 For All Mankind

Photography
Mariano Vivanco

Styled by
Anne-Marie Curtis
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KATE UPTON WEARS
DIANE VON FURSTENBERG
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THE RISING STARS WEAR IT THEIR WAY
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PIXIE GELDOF WEARS HENRY HOLLAND

Pixie wears herswith:
Right: Denim jeans and

jewellery, all her own.
Below: Silk-crepe dress

(worn underneath),
£370, House of Holland.
Henrywears his with:
Shirt, jeans, jewellery

and watch, all his own

Photography
Bella Howard
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ABBEY CLANCY WEARS ANYA HINDMARCH
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DAISY LOWE WEARS MATTHEW WILLIAMSON

Daisy, picturedwith
Matthew, wears hers
with:Silk-crepe skirt,
£325, Matthew Williamson

Photography
Bella Howard A
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Sohowwillyou
wearyours?
Getting your Comic Relief T-shirt
couldn’t be easier: just go to tkmaxx.com
or head to one of TK Maxx’s 284 UK
stores. Prices for adult T-shirts start at
£9.99, but the full range also includes
a Henry Holland onesie, £24.99, and
kids’ versions by Anya Hindmarch
and Henry Holland, from £5.99 each.
TK Maxx will also be exclusively selling
our limited-edition celebrity Red Nose
Day issues of ELLE, which include a
donation to Comic Relief in the price.
What are you waiting for?

#RND15

Collect all five ELLE Red Nose
Day covers – get them at TK Maxx
for the special price of £2.99 each

BONNIE WRIGHT WEARS KARL LAGERFELD

Bonniewears hers
with:Silk-organza
skirt, £663, Tibi.
Sinamay bows, £290
each, Bernstock Speirs
for Sibling. Wright &
Teague jewellery,
all Bonnie’s own

Photography
Robert Harper
Styled by
Michelle Duguid

SEE ITWe’ll be doing
something fashionably
funny for money, so follow
us on Twitter @ELLEUK

SHOP IT

http://tkmaxx.com


T
he Bayswater you carried in the mid-2000s, that was
him. And the Emmy – oh, how we all lusted after the
Emmy. And don’t forget the Gisele! That was the
one he designed with Luella Bartley that sparked all
those waiting lists at Mulberry. And the Amazona,
Flamenco and Calle that we drooled over in the win-

dow at Loewe – all him, too.
It’s safe to say that we would not be sitting here in Coach’s

impressivelyvastManhattanshowroomwereitnotforVevers’
pastbagperformances.Heisthego-todesignerwhenitcomes
toresettingstoriedluxurybagbrands,butCoach,the73-year-
old American leather goods label, with its broad customer
base and democratic pricing (bags start around £325) is a
different proposition altogether. Last year, the brand turned
over a staggering $4.8bn (£3bn), which puts Vevers on a new
plain entirely: now his bags are even more accessible.

Veverslooksremarkablyfresh,despitethisbeingthemorn-
ing after showing his second womenswear collection for
Coach. Dressed in the typical designer-at-work uniform –
navy sweater, indigo jeans and white trainers – he’s laid-back
andsmart inequal measure.That’sanaptdescriptionforthe
man himself, but Vevers’ easygoing charm belies laser-like
focus. As well as running his specialist teams like a military
operation in order to produce and deliver a whopping 24 col-
lections a year (there are six drops a season for both men and
women, each with their own product lines), Vevers is also
chargedwiththe jobofvisionary; taskedwithreinventingthe
Coach image on a global scale.

Theshifthasbeenseismic.Injusttwo
seasons, Vevers has taken Coach from
classic, everyday all-American label to
wear-it-everyday fashion brand. So
where,Iask,didhestart? ‘Itwasallabout
the girl,’ he says, ‘I had to nail her first,
who I wanted the Coach girl to be. And
she had to be bold. It didn’t feel like a
momentto justmakethingsabitbetter;
Iwasbroughtintoresetthebrand,that’s
what appealed to me.’MEETTHE ‘IT’ BAG

INTERVIEW

SUPERHERO
STUARTVEVERSDESIGNEDYOURDREAMBAG. At his debut show last February, the

first time Coach had ever been present-
ed at New York Fashion Week, he told
me: ‘Thisbrandresonateswitheveryone
in America. People remember their
grandmother’sCoachbags,theirfather’s
Coach briefcase. It’s every girl’s college
graduation bag. I want to do right by
that.’ And he did. Editors raved about
how they wanted one of his shearling
coatsandacross-bodyDakotahsatchel.

Thisspring/summer,he’srampedup
the youth-cool even further: cartoon
characters are splashed across sweat-
shirts, parkas are made from synthetic
furfluff.There’saleopard-printpeacoat,
candy-coloured micro skirts, sharp
flares,sportypoolslides, frostedleather
clogsand,ofcourse,ahugecollectionof
bags – the aptly titled Drifter, Swagger
and Mini Swagger come in rainbow
shades,displayedonawall intheshow-
room like sweets in a candy store.

TheCoachgirlisevidentlyyoungand
ballsy, she practically vibrates with the
energy of something new, so what
inspired her? ‘I’m obsessed with youth
culture and the next big thing, that’s
what I look at,’ he explains. ‘And I love ›

NOW,ASCREATIVEDIRECTOROFCOACH,

WordsRebeccaLowthorpe

HE’SCOMINGFORYOURWARDROBETOO

332332332
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a brand with a heritage and a story – so
it’s that combination that interests me,
the clash of those two worlds.’

There’salsoalotofLondoninVevers’
Coach – maybe it’s that, an American
brand seen through the eyes of an expat
Brit, that gives it its unique flavour? ‘It’s
verymuchmelookingatNewYorkCity,
that’s a constant source of inspiration.
[The city is about] the next generation
and it’s always moving, so I thought
Coach should represent that – music,
skate,surf,boyish-femininity–butwith
a real ease and a familiarity, like, “Oh
I know what that is but I haven’t seen it
done like that before.”’

Looking back, Vevers has always
been a rule breaker. I first came across
him in 2001 in the Bottega Veneta stu-
dioinMilan,wherehehaddesignedbig,
boxyLPrecordcasesinblackandorange
lacquered leather. Alongside designer
Giles Deacon and stylist Katie Grand,
hehadbeendraftedintoreroutetheItal-
ianhouse,thenbestknownforitsunder-
stated woven leather handbags. To say
theseco-conspiratorsmetthischallenge
with a roaring rebel London vibe would
be something of an understatement.
The next day, another member of their
gang, Luella Bartley, showed her Luel-
lacollectionintheBottegaVenetashow-
space.Itwastitled‘LookingHardInThe
Yard’and featured models as skinheads
incirculation-stoppingstripedjeansand
Dr. Martens boots, carrying Vevers’
siren-yellowsatchelsslungsolowacross
the body they bounced off the models’
shins as they stomped.

Afterthatmoment,therewasnostop-
ping him. He went on to work in Paris,

first at Givenchy, then at Louis Vuitton with Marc Jacobs. In
2005, he was recruited by Mulberry as Creative Director, and
dulytransformedthedustyBritishheritagelabel intoaglobal
‘It’ bag fashion force with the Bayswater, Emmy and Gisele
(the latter designed with Luella, with whom he continued to
collaborateforthenextdecade).Threeyearslater,LVMH,the
world’s most powerful luxury supergroup, poached him to
reboottheSpanishleathergoodslabel,Loewe,sohemovedto
Madridandreinventedthebrand’sclassicAmazona,Flamen-
co and Calle bags, as well as stamping his mark on Loewe’s
ready-to-wear, which the company showed on the catwalk in
Paris for the first time in its history.

It’s a mighty career trajectory for sure, made even more
remarkable by the fact that every job required a relocation –
Milan, Paris, London, Madrid and now New York. So where
does that kind of adaptability come from?

‘Well, I’m from a working class Northern family. I’ve got
that fear, it makes me strive to do my best, I guess that’s in my
upbringing,’ he says in his soft, ever-present Yorkshire lilt.
Born in Doncaster, his parents moved to Carlisle when he
was 13, his mum a childminder and cleaner, his dad, now a
gardener, made tractors and later worked as a probation
officer. He has one younger brother, a science teacher, and
step-siblings – his parents both remarried but remained
friends. ‘I wanted a different life. But it’s funny how you get
to an age’ – he is now 41 – ‘and you want to go back to your
roots.’ He is referring to the house he bought, close to his par-
ents in Patterdale in the Lake District. ‘My parents are so
proud, you know, they won’t accept anything from me, but I
just wanted them to have somewhere beautiful to go. Dad

‘I LOVEYOUTHCULTUREAND
I LOVEABRANDWITHA
HERITAGE. THECLASHOFTHOSE
TWOWORLDS INTERESTSME’
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1.Cotton jacket,
£645. Cotton top,
£130. Cotton
trousers, £355.
Leather bag, £425
2.Cotton coat, £1,195,
Leather bag, from a
selection. All Coach
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comes to the house to mend things and chop things down.
Buthewon’tgoandstaythere,soI’mnotquitesureitworked.’

Howeverglamoroushislifeisnow,speakingtoVevers,you
sensehowdeeplyconnectedheisto his roots. It’snot just that
he’s as comfortable talking business as artistic vision, it’s his
tacitrespectforthefashionconsumer. ‘Istillhavethatconnec-
tion when someone spends money on fashion, I have a huge
respect for that. Of course, I want people to fall in love with a
product,butif theybuyitIwantthemtobeabletoaffordtogo
out and enjoy it! That’s how I define American luxury: it’s not
out of reach. That feels modern to me, I feel liberated by it.’

You can see why New York suits him. His lifestyle here is
typical of any fashion industry high-flyer. He often clocks in
at 7.30am and his working day ends – well, it never ends, as
socialising and work are intertwined. ‘It’s a tough schedule,
but work is fun – it’s not like I’m down a mine,’ he says. He
managedtotakeaweekofflastsummer,andrecallsapacked
power vacation – Charleston for a bit of American history,
Universal Studios (he loves HarryPotter) and Turks and Cai-
cosforrelaxation.HealsomarriedinNewYorkinDecember.

‘AMERICANLUXURY ISN’T
OUTOFREACH. THAT

FEELSMODERNTOME
– I FEELLIBERATEDBY IT’

Sowhatdoesittaketodrivea$4.8bnbrand?‘I’mquiteobses-
siveaboutmywork;IworkhardbecauseIlovemyjob,’hesays.
A workaholic? ‘I can’t let things go, if something isn’t right, I
can’tleaveit;youhavetobelikethattoseeabigchangethrough.
And get the team around you so you’re all obsessing about it,
thatrequiresahugeeffort.’It’srefreshingtohearadesignersay
theythinkworkshouldalsobefun: ‘Iftheprocessisenjoyable,
youattractgoodpeople,whichmeansyoucangetthingsgoing
fast; you can’t do any of it alone, it’s teamwork.’

And with that, he leaps up to show me the new collection.
Thesweet-shopdisplayofbags,theclogswithametallicsheen,
theclothesthatnodtothe1960s–allcrisp,cuteandaffordable.
So has the king of the reset found his dream job, then,
I ask? We both laugh at the cheesiness of my question and he
smiles, ‘I’m definitely living the American dream.’ ●
Coach has stores on London’s Regent Street and Bond Street

INTERVIEW

3.Faux-fur coat, £925.
Cotton top, £130.
Acetate sunglasses,
from a selection.
Silver necklace (worn
throughout), £755.
Leather bag, £545
4.Faux-fur coat, £1,300.
Cotton top, £130.
Leather skirt, £595.
Leather bag, £395.
Leather sandals, £245.
All Coach

5.Leather jacket,
£1,495. Cotton top,
£130. Faux-fur skirt,
£325. Leather
sandals, £295.
Acetate sunglasses,
from a selection.
Leather bag, £325.
All Coach
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THE197 IT

NOWTRENDING

@HANNAH_MURRAY1

BYHANNAHMURRAY
FORTOPSHOP

Getthelook: ‘Optforsoftedgesandblurredcolourstooffsetthe
bold clothes. Forgoing mascara also gives the look an easy feel.
First, use your fingers to pat on lipstick and then to apply cream
shadowontotheeyelid,upintothesocketandunderthebottom
lashes. Finish with silver kohl at the inner corners to brighten.’
Nail to wear:Maybelline Color Show in Bare It All, £3.99

WeaskedfiveFashionWeekmake-upartists tocreatebespokebeauty looks tomatch
thekey fashion trendsof s/s2015.This ishowyoudo itand the toolsyouneed

1970s
Topsh

Eyes in Naked, £7

Topshop Magic
Liner in Engraved,

£6.50; Topshop
Double-Ended

in We’re

Topshop
Concealer in

Light, £10

Topshop Cheek
Jelly in Sibling, £7

Topshop Lips in
Rio Rio, £8

BeautySophieBeresinerWords JoelyWalkerPhotographyDavidVasiljevicFashionMichelleDuguid

Silk top, Gucci
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SCAN IT • WATCH IT
Hold your phone over this symbol to
see our make-up artists’ face chartss

SCANWITH

http://ELLEUK.COM
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@JUSTBOBBIBROWN

THEORIENTALKI

BYBOBBIBROWN
FORBOBBIBROWN

Get the look: ‘I always love the juxtaposition of a clean, glossy
face with a bold, intricate outfit. Layer a touch of clear lipgloss
over a neutral, long-wearing cream eyeshadow and use extra
gloss to dab over your cheeks as a fresh alternative to your
regular highlighting and contouring kit.’
Nail to wear:Essie Nail Polish in Fishnet Stockings, £7.99 ›

Oriental

Bobbi Brown Skin
Foundation Stick,
£29

Bobbi Brown
Crystal Lip Gloss,
£15

Bobbi Brown
Long-Wear
Cream
Shadow
in Bone, £19

Bobbi Brown
Intensifying Long-
Wear Mascara,
£19.50

Bobbi Brown
Creamy Matte
Lip Color in
Heart, £19.50
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BYTERRYBARBER
FORMAC

Get the look: ‘This is a modern take on 1970s luxury. It’s sun-
kissedskinwithchocolatebrownsmokyeyeshadowinwhatIcall
a “blend and stretch”shape on the eye, as it’s blended around the
socket with a buffing brush and elongated at the edge. Don’t
skimp on mascara, though, as this ties everything together.’
Nail to wear:Maybelline Color Show in Blackout, £2.99

@MAC_TERRY_B

shadow
rown

£13

THESEXKIT

Mac In Extreme
Dimension 3D

Black Lash, £19

Mac Lipstick in
Honeylove, £15.50

Mac Eye Pencil
in Coffee, £14

Mac Mineralize
Skinfinish Natural

in Give Me
Sun!, £23

Sex
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BYGUCCIWESTMAN
FORREVLON

Get the look: ‘Much like the denim trend, the simplicity of a
smudgy black liner is effortless and cool. Trace your water and
lashlineswithblackkohl,digginginbetweenthelashesandthen
softly smudging the edges with a small brush. Use a brow pencil
to draw a smattering of freckles over the bridge of your nose to
add freshness and stop the look from feeling too grungy.’
Nailtowear:NailsInc.GelEffectinOldBurlingtonStreet,£14●

Revlon ColorStay
Liquid Liner
in Blackest

Black, £7.99

THEDEN

Revlon ColorBurst
Matte Balm in
Elusive, £7.99.

Revlon
ColorStay

Eyeliner in Black
and Brown,
£6.29 each

Revlon
PhotoReady Prime

+ Anti-Shine,
£9.99

@GUCCIWESTMAN

BEAUTY TREND REPORT

SEE IT • WATCH IT
Watch our beauty
trend how-to videos
at elleuk.com/beauty

Denim
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Revlon
Highlighting

Palette in Rose
Glow, £8.99

http://elleuk.com/beauty
http://ELLEUK.COM
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Substitutionsandadditions =swap +=add

Theingredients Thedirections
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SHOP IT Find the best new
buys at elleuk.com/beauty

FAIR SKIN

+ADD Leave on the self-tan
mousse for an extra hour (two
in total) to get a deeper shade.
SWAP Body Oil for Prtty

Peaushun Skin Tight Body
Lotion in Light, £18.50.

SENSITIVE SKIN

SWAP Body scrub for the
gentler Olay Daily Exfoliating
Body Wash, £6.99.
+ADD James Read Express
Mask Tan Face, £22.50, and
skip step six.

DRY SKIN

+ADD Aromatherapy
Associates Polishing Body
Brush, £15, for deep exfoliation.
SWAP Body milk for Garnier

Intensive 7 Days Ultra-
Replenishing Lotion, £3.14.

1 Exfoliating beforehand will prevent
your tan going patchy and make it last
longer. Before showering, rub exfoliator
all over your body to remove dry skin.
2 Post-shower,pat your body dry with

a towel (don’t rub) and apply a light layer
of body milk, letting it soak in fully. It
acts as a primer, preventing streaking
and giving a more even application.
3 Useamitt. It stops staining on hands

and nails, and distributes the tan evenly.
4 Using twopumps of self-tan mousse

on your mitt, work down your body in
sections (arms, chest, stomach, legs).
Use small, circular motions to buff
any areas that need extra blending.
5 Toapply tanon your back, bend over

and apply from the base of your back
upwards, then alternate arms to work
from the top of your shoulders down.
Lastly, do your sides and underarms.

6 Foramorenatural tanonyour face,
mix a small amount of moisturiser with
self-tan mousse and apply over your
face and neck. Gently swipe a face
wipe over your eyebrows and along
your hairline to remove any excess.
7 Takeextra carewithhandsand feet:

swipe down from wrists to fingertips,
and from ankles to toes, for a natural
effect. Use the back of the mitt to blend.
8 Goover yourfinger and toenails

with a face wipe to prevent staining.
9 Waitanhour for the quick-developing

tan to set, before rinsing in a lukewarm
(not hot, as this affects the tan) shower.
10 Whenyou’redry, apply a few drops
of body oil to your shins, forearms and
chest to give skin a healthy glow.
11 Dust thebodybrush inbronzer

and sweep over cheek and collarbones
to add definition.

Body scrub
Soap & Glory
Flake Away
Body Scrub, £8

Bodymilk
Decléor Aroma
Moisturising
Body Milk, £31.50

Tanningmitt
He-Shi Tanning
Mitt, £4.50

False tan
St.Tropez Self Tan
Express Advanced
Bronzing Mousse, £33

Facemoisturiser
L’Oréal Paris Skin
Perfection Day
Moisturiser, £9.99

Facewipes
Simple Cleansing
Facial Wipes, £3.49

Bodyoil
Moroccanoil
Shimmering
Body Oil, £37

Body brush
The Body Shop
Bronzing Brush, £16

Bronzer
Rimmel Natural
Bronzer, £5.99

Whocares that it’s cold?Wewantsun-kissedskin,
andwewant itnow.Fortunately, there isaway

T INTER TAN
N

TEAR

AND

WEAR
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EXCLUSIVE

Whathappenswhenmilliner
PhilipTreacy joins forceswith

Mac?Make-upmagic, that’swhat

Hatsoff

LOVE IT
Read our full interview
with Philip Treacy OBE
at elleuk.com/beauty

Over the past 20 years, milliner
Philip Treacy OBE has created
headpieces for everyone from
McQueen to Chanel. But his new
12-piece collection with Mac,
using his archives as muse, is his
first foray into beauty. ‘Make-up
is an extremely important part
of the female constitution,’ he
says. ‘[The collection] is about
colour, exuberance and beauty.’
We love the Art Deco-inspired
Highlight Powders, £24 each,
and the False Lashes Extreme
Black mascara, £19. Add to
basket, now. The Philip Treacy
x Mac collection is available from
16 April. Prices start at £15.50
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For years, I’ve livedwith a little excess
weight, skin that could be better and
energylevelsthatleavealottobedesired.
Ihitsnoozewhenmyalarmgoesoff,yetat
bedtimeI’mwired.Theseissuesmaysound
familiar – the product of a busy lifestyle.
You can’t have it all… But now, maybe you
can. You just need to know which of your
body’s systems need tweaking.

To find out mine, I’ve flown to San
Francisco, home of Silicon Valley and
birthplace of GeneSolve. It’s a long way to
goforbloodtests,amedicalandalifestyle
analysis.Sowhatmakesitworthtravelling
5,350 miles for? The clue is in the name:
GeneSolve investigates your DNA to
discover problems and create a unique
prescription of supplements, diet and
exercise–perfectforyouandonlyyou.The
result?Bodyoptimisation–somuchso,I’m
told, that it could get me, a keen runner,
downtoathree-hour,20-minutemarathon.

The start-up is the brainchild of Jon
Orban, a American maths whizz who
went to university aged 16. Seven years
ago, Orban – then 38 – was hit by a car, and
his life changed. A keen competitive
cyclist, he wanted to get back in the sad-
dle, as it were. But once he’d recovered
and started training again, it was clear his
performance had deteriorated. He had
mood swings, aches and pains. His doc-
tor had no solution; blood tests showed
that he was within normal ranges for
everything, but he was convinced some-
thing wasn’t right.

It’s not an unusual complaint: just go
throughdailynicetieswithfriendstoknow

thatmanyaren’tsleepingwell,arestressed
and generally not feeling their best.

Friends suggested Orban visitDr Rich-
ardLee,adoctorinSiliconValley–anarea
knownforstressedhigh-flyersatFacebook
and Google. Investigating his DNA and
medical history, Dr Lee saw that while
Orban’s tests came back ‘normal’, his

levels of certain hormones, nutrients and
enzymes were lower than they could be.
Dr Lee felt he could optimise them with
personalised supplements and, within
two days, Orban felt great.

With Orban’s mathematical mind and
Dr Lee’s experience of developing com-
puter programs that help doctors deter-
minethebestcourseofactionforapatient,
the pair started working on an artificial
intelligence expert system for GeneSolve.
It understands the effects and interplay
between hundreds of health data points,
including: a swab test for DNA; blood
analysis to determine the body’s chemis-
try; a detailed lifestyle questionnaire; ›

THEFUTURE
OFYOU

Atest that reveals tthhe iideal exercise,dietaann uu plementplan foryou– too
goodtobe true? IIt’ssnot.ELLE’sAmyLawrensonnttrraavels toSanFrancisco
tobethefirstBBrriitishwomantotryarevolutionaryymeeddicalconciergeservice

1

http://ELLEUK.COM
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and an analysis of your medical history.
GeneSolve then assesses what your body
needs to work at its best. Think of it as the
difference between a Honda and a
Porsche: they both get you around, but
they’renotthesamecar.GeneSolveclaims
to help your body be that Porsche.

Our genes, made of DNA, are what
make us who we are. Less than 1% of our
total genes differ from person to person,
but this 1% sets us apart. Of course, that’s
not the whole story. DNA is like the blue-
print of a house: it might give you an idea
of what the building will look like, but it
can’t tell you how it will be maintained.
That’s down to you. For ethical reasons,
GeneSolve only tests for genes that can
be affected by lifestyle changes; they won’t
reveal life expectancy or genetic markers
(GMs) for diseases like cancer.

And so I find myself in Dr Lee’s San
Mateo practice. Within moments of dis-
cussing my results, I know more about
myself thanIhaveinmyprevious29years.
GeneSolvetestsforaround1,000GMsthat
can reveal important information about
fitness, diet and body functions. Three
GMs reveal that I’m best suited to endur-
ance training (like distance running),
while one proved that I see a benefit from
strength training. The diet I respond to
best is a balance of carbs, protein and fat.
I have a GM linked to weight-loss regain
(so I need to think long-term healthy life-
style, not short-term diet) and that’s cou-
pled with another GM linked with eating
disinhibition – a tendency to eat more in
response to stimulus such as stress, or in
social situations. So that’s why I’ll always
have that extra glass of red on nights out.
It’s not lack of willpower, it’s genetics. Or
at least, that’s what I can tell myself.

Patients are given 50 pages of results,
with recommendations and a customised
supplementblend–GeneSolve workswith
a pharmaceutical firm that manufactures
a one-a-day pill to its ‘recipe’ for you.

My optimisation comes in the form of

reducing stress levels. My levels of cortisol
(astresshormone)aretoolowinthemorn-
ing, when they should be high to help me
getup–explainingwhyIhitsnooze.Come
evening,mylevelssky-rocket,whichiswhy
I can’t get to sleep. Lee prescribes Phos-
phatidylserine(anaturallyoccurringnutri-
ent) – if boosted, it will help lower excess
evening cortisol, which is also thought to
cause fat storage around the middle.

Lee tells me I have adrenal
fatigue (my adrenal glands,
which produce cortisol, are
functioning below average);
my level of DHEA (dehydro-
epiandrosterone), a precursor
to the production of hor-
mones including oestrogen
and testosterone, is low and
needs supplementing; appar-
ently this is all stress-related.
Bizarrely, I’m producing a
high level of sex hormone-
binding globulin (SHBG),
which is holding my repro-
ductive hormones hostage
and causing my body to nat-
urally work as a contracep-
tive; I’d be unlikely to get preg-
nant if I tried. He prescribes
a nettle extract to bring down
the SHBG.

DIM (3,3’-Diindolylmeth-
ane), a compound found
in Brussels sprouts and broc-
coli, is also in my tablets and
will,accordingtoLee,giveme
more mental and romantic
energy. With extra vitamin D,
it should clear up my linger-
ing acne, too.

It all leaves me excited that
I can tweak my body and get
it to work optimally. I want to
feel energised on waking and
train for my next marathon, knowing
I’m not doing any damage to my body or
its longevity.

Body optimisation is still a grey area,
though. Some professional athletes do go
through the programme, but they’re more
limited in the prescription they can use.
While it raises the question of where nat-
uralabilityendsandenhancementbegins,
GeneSolve is very clear that it abides by
World Anti-Doping Agency rules.

Of course, I understand that some peo-
ple might not feel comfortable playing
with their hormone levels. But everything
GeneSolve does is based on established
science and published medical research.

And the bespoke supplements are certi-
fied by two governing bodies to ensure cli-
ents get what they expect (not always the
case with supplements bought online).

And then there’s the price: to many, the
service may seem very expensive – the ini-
tial consultation and tests cost from £130,
with the monthly membership (includ-
ing the prescription) from £190.

However, it has only been 12 years
since the Human Genome
Project, which first mapped
human DNA. Since 2003, we
have come a long way –surely
it’s only a matter of time
before this genetic approach
becomes part of mainstream
healthcare, leading to a more
holistic, in-depthand‘bottom
up’ approach to medicine.

Today we’re at a stage
where we can fine tune our
bodies, optimise brain func-
tion and feel more alert – and
that’s exciting. I know what
my body needs, and the type
of exercise that works for me.
I’m one step closer to becom-
ing ‘optimised’ and I feel
focused on the future – I no
longer have to play trial and
error with my lifestyle. Many
of us coast along, but don’t
reach our full potential. With
a few body systems out of
sync for long enough, it’s lit-
tle wonder why we’re ‘fine’ for
years, then start to fall apart.
GeneSolve can’t guarantee
that by following its pro-
gramme you’ll live a disease-
free life, but you’re likely to be
increasing your chances of
doing so. By understanding
what your body needs to work

efficiently, you’re giving yourself the best
chance. Interestingly, what I noticed
about everyone I met on the GeneSolve
programme was energy: a happy glow,
great skin, shiny hair and the ability to
manage stress.

Tailor-made forms of prevention, rath-
er than cure, are increasingly looking
more attainable; science could in future
cultivate a civilisation of super humans.
In Dr Lee’s office, he tells me that in 20
years I could be even fitter and healthier
than I am now. That sounds very much
like a challenge I want to take on. ●

TRY IT Read the results of
other medical concierge
services at elleuk.com/beauty

medical

TRY THESE
While GeneSolve is
only available in the
US at the moment,

here are three
UK-based tests you
can try right now…

DNAFit has
collaborated with

The Pure Package to
offer a genetics test,
then a personal diet

delivery based on
your results. From
£245, dnafit.com

Geneu skincare
tests for two genetic
markers – collagen

metabolism and
antioxidant

protection – to create
a specific serum duo
for you. £600 for the
test and a two-week

supply of product,
geneu.com

CuroSeven offers
tests that measure
blood markers for

nutrient deficiencies
and hormone levels

that can affect
your day-to-day

wellbeing and fitness
performance. From

£299, curoseven.com

http://dnafit.com
http://geneu.com
http://www.curoseven.com
http://elleuk.com/beauty
http://ELLEUK.COM
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I really like Whole Foods
for natural skincare.
I think it’s important to
start your routine with a lot
of moisturiser and facial
oil. I’m currently using
Antipodes Divine Face
Oil Organic Avocado Oil
& Rosehip, £18.99.

My mum taught me that you should put
your finger in your mouth after applying
red lipstick to stop it smudging on to
your teeth. I love one by Rimmel London
Lasting Finish Matte by Kate Moss [shade
110], £5.49. It’s matt but not at all drying
– quite revolutionary for me.

I use bareMinerals foundation [ELLE
loves its Original SPF15 Foundation, £25],
then either cream blush or a bronzer. My
go-to is Rimmel London Stay Blushed!
Liquid Cheek Tint, £4.49, and Nars does
some good ones too [ELLE recommends
Nars The Multiple in Portofino, £30].

Thierry Mugler’s Angel
EDP, £65 for 50ml, is
my signature scent. It
represents all the women
in my family: it’s my
mum’s [Jerry Hall] era.
I love being a bit over the
top, and this fragrance is
so fun and glamorous.

I swear by Bumble and
bumble Surf Spray, £9.50,
for texture, and Philip
Kingsley’s Elasticizer, £28.
I’m always looking for new
organic conditioners, too
[ELLE loves Neal’s Yard
Remedies Nurturing Rose
Conditioner, £11.50].

I’ve discovered a place in
the East Village, New York:
Live Live & Organic. I’ve
introduced my mum and
Cara Delevingne to it –
we’re obsessed! Its Simply
Divine Botanicals Peel
Me A Papaya exfoliator,
£12.80, is great.

GeorgiaMayJagger

#ELLEBEAUTYCUPBOARD

SEE IT
BeinspiredbyGeorgiaMay’s
bestfashionmomentsat
elleuk.com/fashion

http://elleuk.com/fashion
http://ELLEUK.COM






y treasured neon yellow Valentino
Rockstud sandals have had two wears
in one year because they’re too pretty
to scuff. I have so many piles of
untouched limited-edition blushers

and lipsticks stashed all over my home, it’s
almost divorce-inducing. I take them to ‘try’
(i.e. put on a shelf and gaze at), but can’t bring
myself to ruin them. So they stack up until they
go out of date, while I reuse and rebuy the same
four or five staples. Though I have access to
every beauty product in the world, I appear to
have an unintentional capsule make-up kit.

ASK IT Got a beauty question?
We can help. Tweet #AskELLEBeauty
@ELLEBeautyTeam every Friday

BASE: 1. Charlotte Tilbury Filmstar Bronze & Glow, £49. 2. Bobbi Brown Skin Foundation Stick in Warm Beige, £29. EYES: 3. Eyeko Me &
My Shadow Waterproof Liner in Taupe, £15. 4. Hourglass Arch Brow Sculpting Pencil in Dark Brunette, £26. 5. Benefit Roller Lash Mascara,
free trial size with ELLE.LIPS:6.Chanel Rouge Coco Lipstick in L’Amoureuse, £26.7.Giorgio Armani Smooth Silk Lip Pencil in 5, £18.

I am in denial about it, though. I know this because,
when it comes to packing for a trip abroad, I agonise
over make-up. If I used my sense, I’d have a replica
of my daily kit ready to go. But an out-of-character
pink lipstick will sneak in and a trusted liquid liner
will be left at home, and I’ll end up in [cosmetics
store] Sephora to rebuy all my essentials. However,
my last trip to New York gave me an opportunity to
finally apply some rules and pack efficiently, not
idiotically. I think I’ve got it down:

Know your signature look – and stick to it
Mine is a statement lip, so I don’t need the smoky
eye trio or the coloured eyeliner. First, I will do a day
lip. This will need to endure coffees, meetings and
meals, so lip liner (outline and colour in lips, blot,
repeat) is essential for longevity. This also is the
perfect base upon which to layer a ‘night lip’. Deep
red with a long-wear lip-liner base is foolproof.

Keep it simple The perfect taupe shadow pencil
that can be scribbled on and blended for a subtle
eye-defining trick, or layered up for daytime smoke,
is the Holy Grail. I’ve found it: Eyeko Me & My
Shadow Waterproof Shadow Liner in Taupe, £15.

Multitask The golden rule to simplify your life,
and your make-up kit. A creamy foundation stick
will do it all, from concealer to coverage, plus it’s
compact. A quality contour palette will also contain
shimmer for a dewy glow, so it can act as both
a sculpting tool or a hint of health on lazy days.

Mascara rules It sounds straightforward, but the
trick to keeping it simple is finding one that you
can layer on without clogging lashes, which is no
mean feat. Day lashes should be spidery and long.
Apply just one more coat of mascara to give yourself
dramatic night lashes. Easy. Now, can I apply this
condensed logic to my wardrobe? Forget it.

M
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Acapsulemake-upkitequals
acalmermind,asignature

lookandaheavierwallet
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SHOP IT
Formust-trystylesfrom
thes/s2015shows,go
toelleuk.com/beauty
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1Give it a go I love a fishtail braid – it may look modern, fresh and simple, but it’s intricate at the same time.

It’s totally wearable, but it does take some prep and practice.2UnlikelyhairheroUse beer to make hair really

shiny. It’s made from wheat and so contains a lot of protein, which is good for the hair. It conditions, creates

luminosity and sets the style in place. After shampooing, rinse with a

pint of beer, then rinse again with plenty of cold water to seal the follicles.

3 Do your prepMist Wella Professionals Ocean Spritz Beach Texture Spray, £8.50, on to towel-dried hair.

It absorbs excess oil, creating a ‘raw’ feel that will guarantee your braid stays put all day. 4 Back to basics

A good blow-dry is essential before styling hair into a braid, especially if you’ve got

naturally curly hair, which is more difficult to manage. Blow-dry it as straight as possible

[ELLE recommends the ghd Aura Professional Hair Dryer, £145]. 5Texture iskey

Once dry, spritz over Wella Professionals Shimmer Delight Shine Spray, £8.35, to flatten

hair and minimise flyaways. Using product thickens the follicle, making it easier to style.

6 The styleMake your fishtail modern by slicking your hair into a neat, minimal ponytail; pulled-back hair

will make for a soft and interesting contrast to the braid. 7Themethod Split the ponytail into two sections.

Take a small piece from the outside of the right section and fold it across to meet

the left section, then take a small piece from the left section and bring it to

the right section. Continue the process until you’re two inches from the bottom

and secure with a band [ELLE recommends Popbands, £5 each]. 8 Rough iittWWhheenn yyoouu’vvee fifinniisshheedd, tteeaassee

the braid apart with your fingers, working from the bottom up, to exaggerate the shape and get a soft, worn-in

look. Spray around your hairline with a dry texturising spray to add to the easy, soft feel [ELLE loves Oribe Dry

TTextuuriiziing SSSpray, ££39]]. 999 FFiinnishing touch For a unique finish, tie a ribbon or silk scarf around the top or

boottom of your braid, or try adding a hair accessory that’s personal to your style.
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EugeneSouleiman,GlobalCreativeDirector forWellaProfessionals,
helpsyourecreate thefishtail braid. It’s easier thanyou think

ATEXTUREDBRAID

http://ELLEUK.COM
http://elleuk.com/beauty
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T
his year’s biggest workout is free, and
it lets you be your own gym. Body-
weight training isn’t new, but it has
topped the 2015 Worldwide Survey
of Fitness Trends by the American
College of Sports Medicine. This is
exciting! Body-weight training is just

what it sounds like: exercises using your own
weight as resistance (eg planks and squats),
which means no costly kit. It’s also a good
way to get an athletic physique (think Kate
Hudson or Jennifer Lawrence).

Mark Lauren, a body-weight training
expert, sums up why you should try it:
It’s convenient: ‘You can do body-weight
exercises anywhere, any time. You only need
floor space, a bit of guidance and 20 minutes
to get a thorough, total body workout.’
It’saccessible: ‘Rather than relying on gym
machines and gadgets, you’ll become
proficient at using your own body. Plus,
these exercises use many muscles at once,
so you get maximum toning and fat burning.’
It’s free: ‘No explanation necessary!’

Start today with this exercise sequence,
holding each move for 30 seconds, then
resting for 30 seconds. Repeat four times.
Body-weightsquat:Stand with feet shoulder-
width apart and hold your arms out in front.
Sit down into a squat as far as you can, aiming
to get your thighs parallel with the floor.
Plankingscissorkicks: In plank position,
pick one foot 3in off the floor, bring it in to
meet your other foot, then back to the ground.
Repeat with the other foot.
Back lunge:Hold your arms straight up and
take a big step back with your left foot. Lower
your hips so your right thigh is parallel to the
floor, lifting your left heel as you lower. Return
to standing, then repeat on the other side.
Download the app Bodyweight Training: You
AreYourOwnGym,£1.99,marklauren.com

Frombody-weightexercisesto
workoutapps, thebest things in
life–andfitness–reallyarefree

FIT NOTES

Fashionmeetsfitness…We’re too excited about the collaboration between designerRichardNicolland SweatyBetty. With a

colour palette of grey, lilac and shimmering reflective panelling, not to mention the playful prints, the nine pieces will slip easily

into any workout wardrobe. The collection is available from 19 February, from £105. To see it now, go to elleuk.com/beauty

Post-workout, it’s important to
rehydrate and take on protein
(which helps you build lean muscle),
so I’ve been swigging Cocotein
Coconut Water, £32.99 for 12
bottles. It has all the electrolyte
benefits of traditional coconut
water, plus 20g protein per bottle.
Alternatively, try Twist, £14.64
for six, the Espresso Protein Drink
you mix with water – it has 17g
protein per bottle.

A new take on porridge, The Chia
Co. Oats+Chia, £5 for five, comes in
three flavours (I love Mixed Berry).
It’s low GI, high fibre and contains
coconut oil – the ‘good’ kind of fat.

Themost advanced Jawbone
fitness tracker yet, Up3, £150,
monitors resting heart rate
(a key indicator of overall health),
has in-depth sleep monitoring,
and recognises and logs your
workouts. It then crunches
your data to offer personalised
recommendations to keep you
progressing. Clever.

EAAT THIS

DRRINKUUP

TRRACK IT

DO IT
Try weekly training exercises
from Barry’s Bootcamp
at instagram.com/elleuk

THE #ELLEFIT EDIT
CIockwise from top left:

Polyester-mix leggings, £235,
We Are Handsome. Nylon bag,

£17, American Apparel.
Cotton-mix bra top, £105,

Rabens Saloner. Rubber-mix
trainers, £130, adidas

@AMYLAWRENSON
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WordsAmyLawrenson

http://marklauren.com
http://instagram.com/elleuk
http://elleuk.com/beauty
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The

T
he walls here are made of vinyl,
and they are white and puffy,
not unlike a padded cell. It is two
weeks into this NASA isolation
experiment that I finally make this

connection. Would it take me, a person
of sound mind, the next three and a
half months to go crazy from sheer,
oppressive boredom?

I’m living inside a dome about the size
of a two-bedroom apartment (1,650 sq ft)
with five other volunteers. We’re here for
a four-month NASA mission to investi-
gate a critical question for human space
travel: what type of food might stop astro-
nauts on a mission to Mars from getting
bored? It might sound an insignificant
concern, but get this answer wrong and
any manned mission to the planet could
end in tragedy (psychological studies have
found boredom leads to poor perfor-
mance and accidents).

Boredom, you see, is key. The rocket
will takeeightmonthstotravel the225mil-
lion kilometres to Mars. That’s eight
months in a small capsule with little in the
wayof sceneryas Earth recedes from view.
Studies show that astronauts on the Inter-
national Space Station eat less over time.
Fewer calories means poorer health and
higher susceptibility to illness, and poten-
tially lower morale. Researchers worry
that boredom could doom Mars missions.

I wondered: could I survive in near iso-
lation? What impact would the monoto-
ny have on my life? Could a stimulation
deficit be a good thing? Could it induce a
focused awareness similar to meditation?

As a kid, I fantasised about being an
astronaut. When I became I writer,

POWER of
BOREDOM

http://ELLEUK.COM
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INNER YOU

HAVE YOUR SAYWhat do
you think about boredom?
Tweet us @ELLEUK

I focused on technology. Reading the call
for applicants for a simulated Mars mis-
sion, I knew I had to apply.

For the experiment, researchers have
built a simulated ‘Mars’ based on the
Hawaiian volcano ofMauna Loa. It’s red
rock as far as the eye can see. While we are
allowed to venture beyond the walls of our
artificially constructed space station, we
must wear spacesuit-like gear – just like
on Mars. We can explore our surround-
ings, but only as far as we can walk in the
stiff, oversized suits, and only if we have
to have a research reason to go that far.
Our days begin at 8am, and lights-out in
our closet-sized rooms is at 11pm – with
most of our time spent in the 1,000 sq ft
shared living area, which has high
ceilings so it doesn’t feel too cramped. We
are in frequent contact with Mission Sup-
port, but there’s a 20-minute email delay
to mimic the amount of time it takes to
contact Earth.

Despite our limited resources, we are
busy.Wehaveahardtimekeepingupwith
the surveys – we complete dozens a day,
about how hungry and sleepy we are,
whether we have headaches, how well we
communicate with other crew members
(three men, two other
women, all in our 30s and
40s–luckilywealllikeeach
other,andIenjoychatting
tothem).Thenthere’sour
own work to do, as well as
films to watch, board
gamestoplayandexercise
equipment to use. But the
issue of boredom keeps
coming up.

Whenyou’rebored,you’reslowtoreact,
you lose your motivation to dothings, and
you’re unhappy and most likely unpleas-
ant to be around. This is not a recipe for a
successful space mission, where reaction
timesandcrewcohesionaremattersof life
and death. But nor is it a great combina-
tion for normal life back down on Earth.

Everyone gets bored. It can strike not
only when you have nothing to do, but
also when you have too much to do. Too
many things to think about mean that we
can’t fix on one thing – we might interpret
our failure to concentrate as boredom, but
it means we need to strip out the chatter.

That novel you’re struggling with might
be less dull if you’re not distracted by the
music in the background or the pinging
of your phone.

On the other hand, even the best stim-
ulusbecomesmundaneandordinaryover
time. Think about how you can become
desensitised to wonderful fragrance,
music or even people over time. Your
brain is designed to pay attention to what
is new in your environment; it edits to
keep the clutter down. If your life recent-
ly seems to lack colour, it may be your
brain saying you need a new focus.

We all seem to agree boredom is bad:
the world abounds with leisure pursuits
to prevent it. And if you’re bored, you
might be less likely to react fast in an
emergency, or even notice there’s an emer-
gency at all. But boredom can be a posi-
tive: it can be the motivating force behind
trying something creative and new.

Boredom itself requires an element of
arousal: being alert enough to know that
you’re dissatisfied. It’s a useful sign that
you have energy that you want to deploy
that isn’t being used. In my life on Earth,
I am rarely bored – there are people to
meet, things to learn, places to go. That’s
partly how I ended up on Mars. As we pre-
pared, the lead researcher for the project,
Kim Binsted, a professor at the Universi-
ty of Hawaii, listed astronauts’ ideal char-
acteristics. They should be easily enter-
tained, she said. Check.

Over three months into the mission,
with only weeks left, things change,

though.Somewouldsay
we’reoverthehumpand
the rest is coasting. But
there’s evidence for
‘thirdquartersyndrome’,
which has been docu-
mentedonpolarexpedi-
tions. The novelty of an
expedition wears off;
you’re almost done, but
not quite. This is when

crew members start to bicker. It’s when
quiet grievances finally come out in the
open, sometimes to blows. Luckily, my
crew gets on well, but it’s harder to focus
on my tasks, and my blog about Mars has
ceased to excite me.

I’m finding myself dreaming about

trips I will take once I’m
back on Earth, like
there’s a grain of sand
in my shoe that I can’t

get out. I might not even have noticed any
of this except for one incident. A crew
member walked past my room after
having just shaved his beard – I didn’t rec-
ognise him and my heart raced. He spoke
and I identified him, but that instant
of panic made me realise I was living in a
state of low-grade boredom. I was lucky I
didn’t have to dial in a flight path to Mars.

On Mars, as in life, adults have an
aversion to discussing their boredom.
‘Only boring people get bored,’ you may
have heard. But on Mars, I realised that
boredom has to be embraced. Even
though I had built an identity as someone
who was never bored, it’s actually because
I’m often bored that I look for new things
to do. A sense of discontent can be the
uncomfortable itch that gets us thinking
differently.

As for as the results of the experiment?
We lucked into some great chefs on the
mission, and switching between tradi-
tional ready meals and more varied meals
cooked from rehydrated store cupboard
ingredients (eg broccoli, carrots, onions)
meant I was not bored of the food.

And the results of my own, personal
experiment? I saw the chance to live
on a different planet, to launch myself
into a different frame of mind. From
that perspective, my mission to Mars was
a success.

‘Boredomis
ausefulsignyou
haveenergyto
deploythat isn’t
beingused’

ADAY IN
THELIFEOF
BOREDOM
8amWake up
8.30amBreakfast
9.15Morning
crew meeting
10.10am
Go outside
11.15amWorkout
1pm-2pmLunch
2pm-6pmChores,
correspondence,
complete surveys
6.20pm-7.30pm
Dinner
8pm-10pm
Complete day’s
research
10pmFree time
11pmBedtime
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Pool suites
Share a pool? No thanks, we’d rather
have our very own. Fancy a dip in one of
these? 1SixSensesConDao,Vietnam
(sixsenses.com);2PointYamubyComo,
Phuket (comohotels.com);3TheDatai,
Langkawi,Malaysia (thedatai.com);
4 Rahimoana, New Zealand (eagles
nest.co.nz); 5 Fregate Island Private
Reserve, Seychelles (oetkercollection.
com). Also in ELLE Travel this month:
we find out how to holiday solo, and the
best urban weekends.

Dream it › see it › book it

4

3

2

1

5e l l e

http://sixsenses.com
http://comohotels.com
http://thedatai.com
http://eaglesnest.co.nz
http://oetkercollection.com
http://oetkercollection.com
http://www.eaglesnest.co.nz
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It’sholiday seasonandmy
relationship status is ‘complicated’.
Great. I try to rally friends, but budgets/
schedules/tastes never match. I fancy
somewhere Mediterranean – for the
weather and the food. No one else does.
But I’d always planned to go to Sicily
with an ex and, in spite of the break-up,
my heart is set on it. I have a ‘f*ck it’
moment and decide to do it anyway.

My first thought is a cookery course,
so I’ll have some kind of purpose (ideal
for solos) and meet like-minded souls,
but the rest of the world is more
organised and courses are booked up.
Would it be so scary to explore on my
own? No. It’s only a week, and I have
a friend’s 30th to go to in Seville at the
end of it. If I survive, I’ll never have to
rely on other people’s schedules again.

So I choose a pretty boutique hotel
on i-escape.com (which specialises
in small, characterful properties). The
one I pick is called La Moresca – it’s
situated in the southern Sicilian town of
Marina di Ragusa, which has a square,
a few shops and lovely beach just three
minutes’ walk away. The hotel has a
no-kids policy, so that’s another box
ticked. After the frisson of setting off on
my own, the arrival at Comiso airport is
an anticlimax: it’s so tiny that the queue

Travellingalone i
of themost lib

cando,but it cana
daunting.Threew

theirdifferen

THE BEACH HOLIDAY: SICILY
Claire Sibbick, ELLE Sub-Editor

GOINGsolo

http://i-escape.com
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for passport control is by the runway.
It all feels a bit last outpost-ish. At least
my taxi is waiting (pre-booked, as it’s
about 35 minutes to the hotel), and we
set off across the rugged landscape,
which is much more North African-
looking than the lush vistas of my
imagination. It’s remote, and I have
a wobble about loneliness; but that
is soon quelled by a warm La Moresca
welcome. After being led through the
honeysuckle-filled courtyard to my
large room, my mood lifts and I starfish
excitedly on the king-sized bed.

Then it’s time for the first main
hurdle: ‘Table for one, please.’ I walk
along the seafront to find Quattro
Quarti (quattroquarti.it/en), a little bar/
cafe. With nothing to do (I’ve forgotten
my book), and on a table with no view,
I’m bored – not a good start. I eat half
my pizza and leave for the beach. But
when I get there, I realise it feels good
to meander, enjoying my own space
and the water lapping at my toes. Later,
as the sun wanes, I find Donna Lina
(trattoriadipescedonnalina.com), a
pretty trattoria. With no other diners,
I get the full attention of the waiter,
thrilled to have a female to flirt with,
and impervious to notebook-scribbling,
Kindle-reading or other polite rejection.
This becomes a theme for the week.

Sicily is flooded with holidaying
Italians in July/August, which I wanted
to avoid; but June feels a little too quiet.
The town has a not-quite-open feel, and
only two other rooms in the hotel are
taken. (First note to self: pick a busier
place next time.) Luckily, there are
two Brits to chat to over the gorgeous
breakfasts of Sicilian oranges and
ricotta cheese with honey and pastries,

which gives my pidgin Italian a break.
Determined to explore, I book a taxi

to the Baroque town of Ragusa Ibla, 40
minutes away. I get a gelato from Gelati
DiVini (gelatidivini.it) and wander
around the ornamental gardens. I’m
enjoying it until I somehow disturb a
swarm of bees. Spooked, I retreat to
a bar for a glass of wine, thinking that
having a friend there would have made
the incident hilarious rather than scary.

One thing I hadn’t thought about is
how to get around. Unable to drive, and
with a complex bus system, taxis are
the only option. Luckily, hotel owner
Carlomaria takes me under his wing
and whizzes me around to the towns of
Scicli, Modica and Camarina. By day
three, I’ve fallen into the classic British
politeness trap. Carlomaria wants to be
a generous host, and I don’t know how
to get out of long days of sightseeing
when what I’m really after are brief trips,
followed by a couple of hours on the
beach. In retrospect, I should have been
clearer about what I wanted – much
trickier when you’re on your own.

Evenings are difficult: the hotel
doesn’t have a restaurant and sitting in
bars would invite unwanted attention.
When I finish dinner at 9pm, I read
or text friends, so I’m not exactly
embracing the ethos of holidaying solo.

By day four, I’ve established a better
sightseeing/chill-out time balance. I’ve
learnt to take as little as possible to the
beach, so I don’t have to swim while
keeping an eye on my things: having
only sunscreen and a paperback to
worry about makes for stress-free dips.

By my fifth and final day, I think I’ve
got a handle on it and take a bus instead
of a pricey cab to Catania airport. Big
mistake: the bus breaks down halfway
into the 90-minute trip – cue a hot wait
at a petrol station. When we reach

the airport, my Vueling flight is very
delayed. I am seriously stressing about
missing my connection in Rome for
Seville when the plane finally arrives
and an attractive Italian pilot sits next
to me. Every cloud…

We land in Rome two hours late. The
Seville plane has left. And my luggage is
lost. Of course it is. And I have to stay
overnight in an airport hotel, where
there is no running water. Twelve hours
later, I take off, still wearing yesterday’s
clothes (final note to self: pack clothes in
hand luggage), then arrive in Seville,
having missed half the celebrations.

What did I learn? Cute hideaways
with little to do nearby aren’t ideal.
Plan activities, and be guarded about
invitations. And, while I loved La
Moresca and its staff, I’d pick a busier
hotel with a bar to make evenings fun.
Would I holiday solo again? Definitely.
I know just what I’d do next time. ›

Right:
The grand
exterior of

La Moresca
Below: The
living room

‘It feelsgoodmeandering
along thebeach, enjoying
myownspaceandthe
water lappingatmytoes’

HIGHS
● The quiet beach – perfect for running
along and swimming
● My lovely room, delicious breakfasts
and the pretty outdoor terrace
● A real sense of pride that I did it
● Even though I don’t speak Italian,
I loved trying, and would have been
a bit reluctant to do so with friends
● OK, so it was only Italy, not
Afghanistan, but the trip still felt
like a survival challenge and
I realised I cope well in a crisis

LOWS
● The isolation. I realised I talk a lot and
am dependent on my phone for contact,
so I didn’t like being off Wifi and unable
to text for such long periods
● Feeling trapped into arrangements
that I couldn’t politely get out of

GETTINGTHERE
La Moresca, Via Dandolo, Marina di
Ragusa; +39 09 3223 9495; i-escape.
com/la-moresca. Doubles from £241,
B&B. Ryanair (ryanair.com) flies
to Comiso from London Stansted,
from around £150 return

Right: This
beach is a

mere three
minutes from

the hotel
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taking a boat to some of the nearby
islands in the sunshine, going vinyl
and vintage shopping, and stopping
off for coffee at quirky places such as
the hipster cafe Mellqvist Kaffebar
on Rörstrandsgatan 4. Then, before
I know it, I’m back in the airport.
I even make a new friend on the
plane home – and we’re still in touch.

Solo travel is empowering, and if
you’re open and friendly, you will meet
people. I would absolutely do it again.
It’s good to take a few days out on your
own, to challenge yourself and see
places in a new light.

I’mquite impetuousand love to travel
on awhim, so when I spot an online
offer of return flights from London
to Stockholm for £22.99, I can’t resist.
An autumnal long weekend in Sweden?
Yes, please. But given the fact I’d have
to leave the following Friday or lose
the deal, I can’t waste time trying
to get a friend to come. I backpacked
solo around Australia seven years
ago, which had its highs and lows,
but I like to think I’m more confident
nowadays – plus, even if it’s awful, it’s
only three days.

I want a cheap room where I might
meet people, and Old Town Hostel is

perfect. Located on one of
the main streets of the
trendy Gamla Stan district,
it’s set in a 17th century
building complete with
vaulted ceilings, and costs
just £19 per night. The
caveat? All the rooms are
mixed and shared between

four to six people. On the first night,
backpacking memories come flooding
back, and as people stumble in late
and the snoring starts, I find myself
longing for a private hotel room (and
my own bathroom).

Back out on the lively streets of
Gamla Stan for lunch the next day,
meatballs are top of my agenda. Two
doors down from my hostel, I find
pretty Slingerbulten (slingerbulten.
com); it’s so much easier to be decisive
when there’s no one else to consider.

After getting over the initial
embarrassment of asking for a table
for one, I plump for a window seat
where I can watch the world go by, then
order a glass of wine and a two-course

meal, feeling strangely confident.
The (beautiful) waiters are particularly
attentive because I’m alone, and two
other solo female diners smile at me
conspiratorially. Even though I’d
brought a book along with me,
I don’t need it. Then I head off to
potter around the Old Town, with
its cobbled streets, higgledy-piggeldy
houses and friendly vibe.

Evenings feel trickier, but just across
from the hostel I spot a cosy Irish pub,
O’Connells (oconnells.se), with live folk
music. At first it feels weird ordering
a drink alone, and I sit and write in my
journal, vowing to leave after one. But
all of the teeny tables are pushed closely
together and people soon start chatting
to me, asking why I was there and how
I like Stockholm. It’s easy after that,
and I end up talking to all kinds of
people and having a fun night.

The hostel kitchen seems the place
to make friends. I’m relieved that many
guests are the same age as me (29) or
older – not all gap-year backpackers.
As we chat over mugs of tea, I discover
that people are there for all sorts
of reasons: one is flat-hunting,
two are running marathons and
a couple of others are on holiday.
People are intrigued about why I’m
taking an impromptu – and relatively
unplanned –
trip by myself.

The next day,
I end up going for
breakfast with
two Dutch guys
from the hostel,
but afterwards we
go our separate
ways, as we want to see different things.
Although it feels liberating to be able
to do whatever I want, the Skansen
Open-Air Museum, the 155m-high
Kaknäs Television Tower and the
brilliant Fotografiska photography
gallery aren’t as much fun as they
would have been with a friend.

On my last day, I’m quite happy

THEMINIBREAK: STOCKHOLM
SaraD’Souza, travelwriter

Anticlockwise,
from left:
Riddarholmen
at dusk; Sara’s
hostel room;
the quirky
streets of
Stockholm

‘The teenybar tablesare
pushed togetherandpeople
start chatting tome,asking
howI like thecity’

ELLEUK.COM

HIGHS
● Talking to people I would
never normally meet, of all ages
and professions
● Gaining confidence that I could
navigate a city alone – and enjoy it
● Even just eating alone felt
quite liberating

LOWS
● Not having someone to share that
great sight, Swedish pastry or funny
anecdote with
● Having to constantly justify travelling
alone to other people

GETTINGTHERE
Old Town Hostel, Stora Nygatan 22, 111
10 Stockholm, Sweden; +46 8 207 717;
oldtownhostel-stockholm.com. Shared
accommodation in a mixed dormitory
costs from £19, room only. Ryanair
(ryanair.com) has return flights
from London Stansted to Stockholm
starting at £22.99
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Whatdoyoudowhenyou’re single,
need a holiday, and everyone is either
loved-up or broke? In my case, you turn a
problem into an opportunity. I’ve always
wanted to learn to surf, but none of my
friends are interested. So why not now?

Excited, I sign up to The Cali Camp
(thecalicamp.com), a surf-guiding
experience in coastal Orange County –
but somewhere on my 11-hour flight to
LA, I get cold feet. Will everyone be in
couples or groups? Will I fit in?

I needn’t have worried. When I meet
Dave Cinquini, owner of The Cali Camp,
at the airport, he instantly puts me at
ease, and the hour-long drive from LA to
Dana Point (between LA and San Diego)
flies by. Dave founded The Cali Camp
(the only surf camp in California) in
2012. He is a zen dude whose positivity
and easy-going nature forms the heart
and soul of the camp. He keeps
everything low-key, choosing the best
breaks and the best times to surf and
never taking more than five people to

any beach.
When we

arrive at the
Dana Point
Marina Inn,
there’s no time

for shyness as I meet Chantal, my
31-year-old Swiss roommate. She is also
here alone (apparently true of pretty
much everyone who books The Cali
Camp). I’m glad I decided to try
room-sharing: travelling solo can be
lonely and sharing the highs and lows
of the day is really important. Although
the rooms aren’t The Ritz, they are
clean and spacious, so we don’t feel we
are crowding each other. With an 8am
surf call, I fall, jet-lagged, into bed.

We wake to rain. I’m nervous, but
excited, and 30 minutes later, we reach
Oceanside, a sweet surf spot halfway
between Dana Point and San Diego.
I grab my board and my guide, Regan,
gets me practising the jump that will take
me from lying on my board to my feet.
After a few tries, I get the hang of it. We
paddle out, I catch a wave, try to stand…
and fall off. No matter. I’m pumped –

THE LEARNING HOLIDAY: SURF CAMP, CALIFORNIA

HIGHS
● Learned a new skill
● Made new friends
● Discovered inner strength

LOWS
● None! I loved the sense of freedom
travelling solo gave me, along with
knowing that I was ready to face
whatever came my way (and there
was no one to consider but myself)

GETTINGTHERE
The Cali Camp, San Clemente; +1 949
289 8274; thecalicamp.com; dave@
thecalicamp.com. Prices start from
£636 a week, including transfers,
shared accommodation, breakfast,
Wifi, equipment, and two guided surf
sessions daily (Monday-Friday) in
summer, one during winter. Board
insurance is an additional £25, and
an optional beginner’s surf lesson
is priced £126. British Airways
(ba.com), has return flights from
London Heathrow to LAX from £549

BOOK IT
Find more holiday inspiration
at elleuk.com/travel

and I get my first taste of what surfing
might feel like. I paddle out again, get a
second wave… and fall off. This happens
six times. But on the seventh, everything
clicks and I’m standing. ON MY
BOARD! It’s the most magical feeling,
like I’m flying… And then I fall off. But
I don’t care. I’m hooked.

The next day is cold and rainy. And
it’s tough: push through waves. Get
dumped. Fin to the face. Come up for air.
Get dumped again. Rolling. Turning.
Spinning. Disorientated. Finally come
up for air. Cough… You get the picture.

By day five, I really miss not having
a close friend to moan to, but Chantal
helps boost my mood when, at 5.30am,
feeling low about constantly falling off,
we jump into Dave’s SUV. I feel a bit of
the magic of day two returning as Regan
and I paddle out. This time, I sensea
good wave before I see it. I turn my
board around and start paddling fast,
and then I feel the wave underneath me,
a soaring feeling that propels me to its
crest. Instinctively, I get to my feet and
(unbelievably) ride all the way to shore.
It’s the most exhilarating moment of my
life! Dave, on shore, throws his arms up
with joy. I don’t know if I’ve ever felt so
happy and it feels great to have the
support of someone who was a stranger,
but now is a friend. I feel proud of what
I’ve achieved and am so happy I didn’t
let the lack of a travel buddy stop me
from ticking this off my bucket list.

Imagine meeting up with the coolest
surf dudes, going to the gnarliest breaks
and then hanging out with them
afterwards. Little wonder The Cali
Camp’s motto is ‘surfing
with friends’– in all my
time there, not once did
I feel alone. ●

MichelleMargherita, writer and editor

Right:
Michelle and

her surfboard.
Below:

Heading to
find a wave

@MISHMARGHERITA@

mailto:dave@thecalicamp.com
mailto:dave@thecalicamp.com
http://elleuk.com/travel
http://thecalicamp.com
http://thecalicamp.com
http://ba.com
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DOIT
Find ELLE’s city guides
at elleuk.com/travel

Main image, left
and below: Berlin’s

Soho House boasts
stylish interiors
and panoramic

city views
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Whysaveholidays forsummer?
Theseurbanhotspotsare

super-coolall yearround
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SOHOHOUSE, BERLIN
In Berlin’s Prenzlauer Berg
district, private members’
network Soho House has
pulled out all the stops with
this venue. Even those
of us still waiting for our
membership card to arrive
can hire one of the vintage-
styled serviced apartments,
where Fifties charm meets
smart TVs and ghd stylers.
A booking gives you access
to the club itself, including
its seventh-floor bar, where
the trendy crowd drink under
crystal chandeliers and swim
in the rooftop pool, which
has panoramic city views.
Torstrasse 1, 10119; +49 304 050 440;
sohohouseberlin.com. Doubles
from around £150, room only.
British Airways (ba.com) flies
from London Heathrow to
Berlin from £102 return

BERLIN

http://sohohouseberlin.com
http://ba.com
http://elleuk.com/travel
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ISTANBUL

LONDON

Far left and left:
Designer dining
and living at
Mama Shelter,
Istanbul

LOS ANGELES

GOTHENBURG

MAMA SHELTER, ISTANBUL
Head to Istanbul’s hip
European quarter and, above
a store on the city’s answer
to Oxford Street, you’ll find
the eccentric, Philippe Starck-
designed Mama Shelter.
Everything here smacks of
confidence and vim, from the
graffitied ceiling to the moreish
Franco-Turkish cuisine. Great
views from the roof terrace
and stylish rooms are boons
for the price.
Huseyin Aga Mahallesi, Istiklal
Caddesi No 50-54; +90 212
252 0100, mamashelter.com. Doubles
from £62, room only. British Airways
(ba.com) flies from Heathrow to
Istanbul from £150 return

THE CLARION HOTEL
POST, GOTHENBURG
Housed in a 1920s post office,
redesigned by renowned
architect Magnus Månsson,
The Clarion Post has a ‘wow’
of an entrance, complete with
oak pillars, stone flooring and
the flattened shell of an old
post office van above the lifts.
Upstairs, a small rooftop pool
looks out over the city, plus
ultra-modern rooms. The
Norda Bar & Grill serves
American/Swedish cuisine,
with some serious seafood.
Drottningtorget 10, 411 03;
+46 3161 9000; clarionpost.se.
Doubles from £100, room only. BA
(ba.com) flies from Heathrow to
Gothenburg from £123 return

K WEST HOTEL & SPA, LONDON
Party animals and rock ’n’
rollers will love K West, the
sleek glass and steel west
London hotel. The lively bar
hosts DJ nights and the
decadence continues in the
spacious bedrooms with
heavenly 2m x 2m beds – you
could fit a lot of people into one
of those (we won’t judge). If
you’re not too partied out,
Westfield London shopping
mall, with its 300 stores, is just
a five-minute stroll. And
if it all gets too much, K West’s
chic subterranean spa has an
extensive range of treatments.
We recommend lolling in the
warm hydrotherapy pool,
with its twinkly overhead lights
– a blissful way to balance out
the hedonism.
Richmond Way W14 0AX;
020 8008 6600; k-west.co.uk.
Doubles from £105, room only

Above and top: The
Clarion Hotel Post’s
modern rooms and

rooftop pool

THE LINE HOTEL, LOS ANGELES
At The Line Hotel, the view
is surreal: automatic curtains
rise to reveal the Hollywood
sign high up in the hills.
The vibe is urban chic, with
stripped-down walls offset by
colourful objets d’art and
footstools covered in Mexican
textiles. Marshmallow beds are
divine, and Baxter of California
lime and pomegranate
toiletries smell good enough
to eat. Even better are the
steamed dumplings and
barbecue ribs at the hotel’s
buzzing Korean restaurant, Pot.
3515 Wilshire Blvd, 90010;
+1 213 381 7411; thelinehotel.com.
Doubles from £145, room only.
Virgin Atlantic (virgin-atlantic.com)
flies from London Heathrow to
LA from around £550 return

http://thelinehotel.com
http://virgin-atlantic.com
http://mamashelter.com
http://ba.com
http://ba.com
http://k-west.co.uk
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TREAT
YOURSELF

DARLING CHÉRIE JEWELLERY
IS THE AFFORDABLE LUXURY
DCJ offers Old Hollywood and ceramic styles from
rings to necklaces all made with precious metals,
the highest quality cubic zirconias and with respect
for the environment.
Prices range from £37 to £175.
Visit www.darlingcheriejewellery.com or email
info@darlingcheriejewellery.com

LOOK YOUNGER LONGERTM
Regentiv’s The
Specialist Serum
(With Retinol)
Reviewed as “one of
skincare’s best kept
secrets”. A luxurious
rich texture of Retinol
Palmitate, Vitamin
E, Aloe Vera and
Sunscreen. So in
demand as it does so
much. Lines, wrinkles,
crepey eyes, crows feet,

lip lines, acne-scarring, open pores, sun and skin
damage, uneven pigmentation. Our customers say,
“My skin has never been better”.
The Specialist Serum can be exclusively yours within 24hours.
30ml £29.95, 50ml £44.95, 100ml £79.95, 200ml £149, FREE
P&P. Tel. 01923 212555. REGENTIV, PO BOX 400, Herts,
WD17 3ZW or www.regentiv.co.uk

GRAND PALLADIUM WHITE
ISLAND RESORT & SPA
Grand Palladium
White Island Resort
& Spa is the newest
luxury retreat to open
on the White Isle,
sitting in a privileged
beachfront location
on Ibiza’s Playa d’en Bossa and just steps from
popular party spots like Ushuaia and Hard Rock
Hotel Ibiza. Ideal for groups and couples, the
five-star all-inclusive resort’s facilities include a
freshwater pool at the heart of the hotel, Balinese
sun loungers, tennis courts and ultra-modern
suites. Its Zentropia Palladium Spa & Wellness
centre is one of the best places to relax on the island
while dining options are unrivalled.
www.palladiumhotelgroup.com

THE LONDON BUNION CLINIC
A procedure developed
by Milly Ng, a London
based Physiotherapist
practices using a
special Microcurrent
technique to correct
Joint Deformity. Milly has
corrected over 400 pairs of bunions so far. The most
non-invasive method that has proved to work, with
no surgery, no medication and no strapping, most
of the bunions are corrected within 10 days! All you
need is the will power to get better. You can walk,
run, dance, and exercise right after the procedure.
The only thing we have to discard is flip flops.
For more information, call: +44 (0)7918528880.
Email: ngmilly@gmail.com or visit
www. centralphysio.com
www.youtube/user/centralphysio
Download the free H K physio app.

BEFORE

AAFFTTEERR

http://www.regentiv.co.uk
http://www.palladiumhotelgroup.com
http://www.darlingcheriejewellery.com
mailto:info@darlingcheriejewellery.com
mailto:ngmilly@gmail.com
http://www.centralphysio.com
http://www.youtube.com/user/centralphysio
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ELLE COLLECTIONS

Its all about the Jew sl .
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THE MARKETPLACE FOR PROFESSIONAL JEWELLERY - JEWELSTREET.COM

®

ss is ci
Styt ly el !

Roco kc ‘n’ RoR lol
Br

VVintage style

Lovo ev oo
Bridesma :

EEvev ne in ni gn
Glal ma !

FROM TOP LEFT: NONA Rhodium plated Sterling Silver necklace with a freshwater pearl drop and CZ stones £125, use code NONA20 for 20%
off all boutique items. DANILA TARCINALE Keys to my heart necklace £590, use code DANILA10 for 10% off all boutique items. LONDON ROAD
JEWELLERY Pimlico Rose Gold Diamond and Moonstone Bubble Pendant £850. WILL BISHOP 9ct white gold, blue topaz and diamond ring £1350,
use code BISHOP15 for 15% off all boutique items. CHRYSALIS 14 Carat Gold Plate & Rhodium Plate expandable Charm Bangles from £25. NORDIC
GEMS Stunning Silver Heart Drop Earrings with Crystals on Silver posts £155. HIHO SILVER Pearl and Sterling Silver Knot Bracelet £79, use code
HIHOSILVER10 for 10% off all boutique items. CHARLOTTE CORNELIUS Solid 9ct Rose Gold London Hallmarked Mini-Bubbles Wedding Ring £349.
Discount codes can be applied at the checkout, apply to all items within the listed designers’ boutique, and are valid until 30th April 2015.

Maia di ofo
Honon uo ru

http://JEWELSTREET.COM
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ELLE COLLECTIONS

Valentine Necklace
From £59

www.bycarolinebc.com

Handcrafted and Bespoke Jewellery
Occassional/Everyday wear

and Wedding Jewellery.

www.prettytwistedonline.co.uk

weareprettytwisted www.sushilla.co.uk

http://www.bycarolinebc.com
http://www.prettytwistedonline.co.uk
http://www.sushilla.co.uk
http://fiorellijewellery.com
http://www.mercimamanboutique.com
http://www.alexisdove.com
http://www.tiararama.co.uk
mailto:info@tiararama.co.uk
http://www.hendrikkawaage.com
http://www.arimasjewelrybox.com


ELLE BOUTIQUES

To advertise here please call the ELLE team on 020 3728 6260

.

Simply register to receive 5% off your first purchase.
Use the code ELLE at Checkout

I • • É • N OO • AND
ISAB L M AN RGIO A NT • U IS I T R IST IAN L

“ T H E MO S T E XC I T I N G WAY TO BUY & SELL L U X U R Y D E S I GN E R I T EM S ”

http://WWW.HARDLYEVERWORNIT.COM/ELLE
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To advertise here please call the ELLE team on 020 3728 6260

Power your fashion statement with SNOWMAN’s water resistant rainwear this spring!
Use ELLE20 for exclusive 20% off. www.snowmannewyork.com

www.npnbags.co.uk
Discover the finest selection of new and preloved authentic

luxury, recycle your collection and enjoy Customer service at its bes

el _

quemondo.co.uk

http://www.snowmannewyork.com
http://quemondo.co.uk
http://www.bohemianfashion.net
http://www.eleven-elevenuk.co.uk
http://asos.mp/eleven-eleven
http://www.npnbags.co.uk
http://www.xperimentalshoes.com
http://www.olena-dats.com
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http://www.styligion.com
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To advertise here please call the ELLE team on 020 3728 6260

Before After

• HANDBAG RESTORATION OR COLOUR CHANGE
• REPLACE ZIPS & LINING

• REPAIR SCUFFS, SCRATCHES, BURNS & TEARS
• REMOVE LIQUID & ALL OTHER STAINS

web: www.handbagclinic.co.uk
4 (0)1207 279963 / email: enquiries@handbagclinic

HANDBAG CARE & REPAIR
SPECIALISTS

Nationwide handbag renovation service for leather & fabric bagsjustsloggi.co.uk
or call 01332 811 732

AVAILABLE IN TWO SHADES OF GREY

http://www.handbagclinic.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@handbagclinic.co.uk
http://justsloggi.co.uk


ELLE BOUTIQUES

To advertise here please call the ELLE team on 020 3728 6260

GUEMA BARNABA
www.guemabarnaba.com
info@guemabarnaba.com

Guema Barnaba’s
handbags are a
luxurious product

conceived in London
and made in Italy,
characterised by

bespoke and unique
craftsmanship.

http://www.guemabarnaba.com
mailto:info@guemabarnaba.com


http://www.cheekychompers.com
mailto:info@cheekychompers.com
http://www.RyanAndRose.co
http://www.sologel.com
http://rorocare.com
mailto:roro@rorocare.com
http://www.sweetmommy.eu
mailto:info@mamamoosh.co.uk
mailto:www.mamamoosh.co.uk
http://www.iltutto.co.uk
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ELLE HEALTH & BEAUTY

THEULTIMATEDETOX
&WEIGHT CONTROL
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Save 10%with Code
LYFE10 at .

Sniffy
Wiffy

Homemade body products designed to
help ladies and gents sniff out early
signs of breast/testicular cancer
using their innovative labels.

www.sniffywiffy.com

Cosmetics | Skincare | Subscription Bags
Themed Bags

COUPON CODE ELLE10 FOR
10% OFF YOUR ORDER AT

beauteque.com

BE
ACUPRESSURE TREATMENT

Ease stress, tension, headaches, back pain, mus-
cle aches, insomnia etc. Trigger your body’s innate
way to heal and flush out toxins. Release oxytocin
and endorphins to induce a state of well being.
FREE Shipping code: ELLE14 at bedofnails.org

FREE
SHIPPING

www.skullsugarcosmetics.co.uk

We offer a wide range of high performance pigments for the
makeup artist, fashionista or makeup diva! Our formulas consist
of all-natural powders, which are made of 100% pureminerals.

Photo by Foto Door photography

leaflightltd.co.uk
01424 457725 | info@leaf light.co.uk

LeafLight Purely Organic and Natural Skincare;
a new and innovative beginning combining

organic and natural ingredients with
powerful healing energies

Qualified mobile hair extension
business based in West Sussex
and surrounding areas.

For more information visit
www.facebook.com/kbhair

www.twitter.com/kbhairextension
kbhairextensions@outlook.com

http://bedofnails.org
http://www.sniffywiffy.com
http://beauteque.com
http://www.skullsugarcosmetics.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/kbhair
http://www.twitter.com/kbhairextension
mailto:kbhairextensions@outlook.com
http://leaflightltd.co.uk
mailto:info@leaflight.co.uk
http://www.littlebutterflyorganic.com
http://lyfetea.com
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ELLE GIFTS FOR HIM

®

handcrafted in Berlin

wooden accessories
for the devices you love

woodup.de

If your man hhas decided to embrace the gentleman
within and grow a beard, yet he likes to keep a close
eye on his appearance then he needs Percy Nobleman.
Percy’s Essential Bundle includes a beard oil to help
soften and tame, a wash to keep his beard clean and
in check and a wax for those fly-away hairs!

For more information visit
www.percynobleman.com

Dick Beau
Nautical cotton
‘Double Dickie’

£25.00

Handmade in North Yorkshire

www.etsy.com/shop/DickBeau
Tel: 07507321433

AN EPIC ADVENTURE
through Spain, France & Italy

FOR CYCLISTS
WHO WANT MORE

than to get from

A B

HANNIBAL EXPEDITION CYCLING TOUR

www.rideandseek.com

AikiCrafts offers a range of stylish handcrafted
wooden gifts for your home and office, including
various stands for mobile devices, business card

holders and more:

https://www.etsy.com/shop/AikiCrafts
https://twitter.com/AikiCrafts

BaldyBeardy beard balms, oils, soaps and
moustache waxes ensure that your beard is silky

soft, strong, healthy, nourished, hydrated and shiny.

Created using natural ingredients such as beeswax
and carrier oils, all products are completely chemical

free and scented using unique blends of essential oils.

Good beard care need not cost the earth.

www.baldybeardy.com
Enter coupon code ELLEUK for 10% off.

http://www.etsy.com/shop/DickBeau
http://www.baldybeardy.com
https://www.etsy.com/shop/AikiCrafts
https://twitter.com/AikiCrafts
http://www.percynobleman.com
http://www.rideandseek.com
http://blowties.com
http://obviously.com.au
http://www.officeofminordetails.com
http://woodup.de


http://www.podencoeivissa.com
http://etsy.com/uk/shop/MarbleHillStudio
http://www.theaudaciousbeardco.com
http://www.pullmaneditions.com
http://www.charliewatch.com
mailto:hello@charliewatch.com
http://www.beaubowties.etsy.com
http://www.instagram.com/beautiebowties
http://www.knotbytiffa.com
http://motorstreetcarrygoods.com
http://www.wbthamm.com
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

http://www.pranamat.co.uk
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

Are you bothered by a saggy jawline and neck or droopy brow? Has
your skin started to lose its youthful resilience and bounce? If you feel
as if you look older and more tired, but you don’t want the risks of
surgery, then it could be the right time of year to also give yourself the
best present ever from your Valentine and try this truly revolutionary
and completely non-invasive treatment…. the new and amazingly
exciting Double Lif t that everyone is talking about and taking to their
hearts !

What you will really truly deeply love about it is that it takes just an
hour to perform but the beauty benefits will last up to an incredible
5 years!

Produced exclusively to the UK by top cosmetic doctor George Roman
the Double Lif t makes use of a really amazing technique comprising
a total non-invasive treatment that uses the power of High Intensity
Focussed Ultrasound (HIFU) to lif t both the skin and the deep SMAS
muscle layer that has previously only been reached by surgical
facelif ts. During the Double Lif t procedure, warm pulses of HIFU
energy are delivered deep under the skin, causing the muscle layer
to contract, while the gentle heat also stimulates fresh new collagen
close to the surface, making skin firmer, brighter and more elastic.
Immediately jowls and double chins seem tauter, cheeks appear
plumper, eyes look more open, and results continue to improve for

up to three months. Roman says, “This is a true breakthrough, For
the first time I can offer my patients a truly ef fective and amazing new
treatment that lif ts both the deep structure of the face, and treats
superficial sagging at the same time. I can treat the face from the
brow to the neck and décolletage. You may have heard that other
types of ultrasound face lif ting treatments are extremely painful but
this advanced, second-generation technology delivers energy over
a wider area so it feels far more gentle. The ef fects of the Double
Lif t are noticeable, but also subtle. You just start to look amazingly
younger and fresher.”

Ultrasound has been used in medicine for many years, including in
pregnancy scans and, says Dr. Roman, “As part of the Double Lif t,
high quality Ultrasound images on a computer screen allow me to
see inside the skin so that I can precisely tailor each treatment to the
individual patient to the best possible ef fect. Most of my patients have
nothing more than a little temporary redness afterwards, and return to
work or daily life straightway.

Dr. Roman is in high demand for this new revolutionary technique and
in particular at this time of year when we all want to look incredible
and to help Cupid work his magic in our lives, so to find out if the
Double Lif t, is right for you please contact the clinic and book your
consultation. Treatment cost £2,800 to £3,400.

VALENTINE’S DAY IS NEARLY HERE AGAIN AND SO IS DR. ROMAN’S INCREDIBLE REVOLUTIONARY

NON-SURGICAL LIFTING TECHNIQUE TO MAKE YOU TOTALLY GORGEOUS AND GIVE YOU THE DREAM

LOOK YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED JUST IN TIME FOR THE SEASON OF LOVE AND ROMANCE!
Go for it and make yourself shine with a really young, fresh and glowing complete new look in less than an hour just in time to wow that special

someone you have been wanting to get to know better or as the perfect Valentine’s gift to yourself which will also be loved by your beloved!

Everyone will want to know how they too can get this amazing sparkling new look which is guaranteed to set hearts a flutter !

http://www.double-lifting.com
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

www.hairdivasdistributor.com

Synthetic Human Hair or
100% Virgin Indian Temple Human Hair?

If you feel hair extensions are for you and that you want to try it out, the next step is
to decide if you will be going for synthetic human hair extensions or 100% Virgin Indian

Temple human hair extensions. Synthetic hairs are nothing but fibers, which are created
to resemble natural hair. Since synthetic human hair extensions are man made, they have
an illusion of a natural feel and a unnatural sheen. Although you won’t have any problem

attaching them to your own hair, the downside is that they have a wear life of 1-9 months.
Therefore, it’s always advised that you try and avoid synthetic human hair extensions

and instead go for the real thing, i.e. 100% Virgin Indian Temple hair.

Blending your 100% Virgin Temple Human Hair with human hair is easy, which allows
you to achieve the right balance and perfect texture. The best part about real hair is they

don’t look fake in any way and feel like your own hair, giving you the freedom to style
them the way you want. If you do decide to go for human hair extensions, there are many

options available, out of which 100% Virgin Human Temple hair is the best for weaves
when it comes to results.

@HairDivasUSAHair Divas hair_divas Hair Divas Hair Diva’s Distributor

Sppecialising in 100% Virgin Indian Temple Hair

Special Gift for
ELLE readers,

£10 off your next
purchase.

Discount code
ELLE10

Your number one choice for luxury hair extensions

www.thejessicarange.com

At the Jessica Range we pride ourselves on offering exceptional, flawless hair extensions as we believe elegance, beauty and luxury
is every woman’s right. We supply luxury Virgin and Remy hair extensions to stylists, salons and women who want the best.

Trade accounts are also available exclusively.

http://www.thejessicarange.com
http://www.hairdivasdistributor.com
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HEALTH, BEAUTY & PERSONAL

DATE CHAT
WOMEN CALL FREE*
0800 075 9373

*0800 = Free from BT Landline

18+. H/desk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 10p per min.
Network extras apply. Live calls recorded. SP: 4D.

0871 908 1074
0871 908 1094

MEN:
GAY:

Let Your Spirit
Be Your Guide
0905 295 0248

0800 075 8644

71
p

pe
rm
in

CREDIT
CARD ONLY

FOR
15 MIN
READING

£9.99

ras appl re
men witchboar .

Live Spiritual and Tarot Readings

18+. 09 = 77p per min, network extras apply.
Calls recorded. For entertainment purposes only.

SP: Psychic Switchboard Ltd. Helpdesk 0207 966 9626.

Debit/Credit Card
0800 075 8708
£14 for 20 mins or £27 for 40 mins

0906 758 0067
77p

per min

CHAT
&DATE
Women chat
for free*

08000757853

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. *0800 = Free from
BT landline. Network extras apply. SP: 4D.

Have a day!MOOD

-F
O

T

HRI Good Mood tablets – St. John’s Wort – for slightly low mood and mild anxiety.
HRI Good Mood is a traditional herbal medicinal product used to relieve the symptoms of slightly low mood and
mild anxiety, based on traditional use only. Available from leading Boots stores and Holland & Barrett.

.telfaeldnalebalkcapehtdaersyawlA www.HRIHerbalMedicine.co.uk

SUBSCRIBE TO ONE OF OUR
TOP-SELLING MAGAZINES

Whether you are looking for fashion and beauty tips, ideas,

gossip or wanting easy and delicious recipes – look no further!

Your magazine subscription will keep you busy for the entire year –

a great gift for family and friends – or simply a treat for yourself!

visit
www.hearstmagazines.co.uk

or call

0844 848 1601

Planning a holiday to Orlando?
I am a Personal Travel Planner with

DreamFinder Travel;
Authorized Disney Vacation Planners

Email penny@dreamfindertravel.net
or find me on Facebook as
Penny’s Magical Vacations
with DreamFinder Travel

For details of classified
advertising call
020 3728 6260

To donate
please call:

01725 514 130
or by

mobile: Text
‘Hero’ to 70900
to donate £5*

Registered charity number 1120920
*You will be charged £5 plus your standard network rate.

£5 goes directly to helping our heroes Telephone Helpline: 01494 750 500

http://FOTOLIA.COM
http://www.HRIHerbalMedicine.co.uk
http://www.hearstmagazines.co.uk
mailto:penny@dreamfindertravel.net
http://www.cocoaloco.co.uk
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*Terms and conditions apply to all offers, please go to elleuk.com/insider. Hotel offer is valid at Pennyhill Park, Lainston House, South Lodge and The Manor House, and some
exclusions apply. Nails Inc. offer applies Sunday-Wednesday. Lookfantastic.com offer has some brand exclusions. ELLE Insider is available to all existing and new ELLE
subscribers free of charge. You must register at elleuk.com/insider to access these special offers. To do this, you will need your 12-digit unique subscriber number (on the back
of your card). For some offers, you will need to present your ELLE Insider card. **Terms and conditions apply. See p49 for details.

THISMONTH’STOPOFFERS*

clariceprice
thomas.com

EXCLUSIVESUBSCRIBER-ONLYOFFER
Treata friend toahalf-price subscription toELLE– justaone-off
paymentof£24 for 12 issues.Plusyouwill receive twoFREE

BenefitCosmetics gifts,wortha total of£47.Go to elleuk.com/marchinsider**

INSIDER
BECOME AN

How?Subscribe toELLEnow.
Visitelleuk.com/marchinsider

Toni & Guy

25%
OFF

lookfantastic.com

398 ELLEUK.COM

2015

YOUR HAIRCUT &
COLOUR AT YOUURRR OONNLLIINNEE SSSHHOOPP AATT

OOOONNNNLLLLIII EEEE PPP TTTT

SERVICES AT

http://elleuk.com/marchinsider
http://elleuk.com/marchinsider
http://elleuk.com/insider
http://Lookfantastic.com
http://elleuk.com/insider
http://ELLEUK.COM
http://claricepricethomas.com
http://lookfantastic.com
http://claricepricethomas.com


1. Fill brows
where needed
with Gimme
Brow, £17.50,
and brush
upwards.
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ROLLERLASH:

ROLLWITH IT
ONE MASCARA THREE LOOKS

1.Choose aa sheer
lippggloss liike
Ultra PPlluush
Lip Gloss in Ice
Breaker, £14.50,
and blend across
the eyelid.

2.Despite its
transparent
look, blend
the gloss
at the edges
for a seamless
finish.

3.Balance
the sheer eye
with a just-
bitten lip, using
Benetint, £24.50.

4.Apply
Roller Lash to
the upper and
lower lashes.

1.Prep lids with
Stay Don’t Stray
primer, £20.50,
and apply High
Brow highlighter
pencil, £15.50, at
the inner corners.

2.Use a brush to
apply Creaseless
Cream Shadow
in Always A
Bridesmaid,
£15.50, under the
lower lashline.

3.Don’t take the
shadow right to
the inner corner;
blend it along the
lashes and create
a slight wing at
the edges.

4. Finish the
look with Roller
Lash mascara
on the upper
lashes only.

2.Using a
brush, buff
Hoola bronzing
powder, £23.50,
across the
eyelid, blending
out and up.

3.Take a
little bronzer
under the
lower lashline
for a subtle
smoky effect.

4. Finish
with Roller
Lash on the
upper and
lower lashes.

Benefit’snewmascara,RollerLash, has launched
onthecoverofELLE. Itwill leaveyoureyelashcurlers
redundantandyour lashes looking longer.Team
ELLEshowyou threeeyelooks towear itwith…
Roller Lash is Benefit’s biggest mascara launch since
They’re Real!. Old-school Velcro hair rollers were the
inspiration for the latest addition to the Benefit mascara
line-up; the flexible wand has small rubber hooks that
gently grab your lashes and curl them as you go.

SEE IT Watch Team ELLE’s
step-by-step tutorials
at elleuk.com/beauty

Without

With

Without
With

Without
With

GET THE LOOK: UNDERSMOKE
AmyLawrensonAssociate Health & Beauty Editor

GET THE LOOK: PARTY GLOSS
JoelyWalkerBeauty Assistant

GET THE LOOK: NUDE EYE
SophieBeresinerBeauty Director

All products
by Benefit

http://elleuk.com/beauty
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ELLEcompetition terms&conditionsOnly one entry per reader. Entrants must be 18 or older. Open to residents of the UK and the Republic of Ireland only. Photocopied, incomplete, defaced or damaged
entries will not be accepted. Hearst Magazines UK accepts no responsibility for the loss of any entries. Proof of postage is not proof of entry. An independently supervised draw will be made on your behalf
by an impartial third party one week after the competition closing date. The winner will be notified within four weeks of the closing date. Entries will not be accepted from employees of Hearst Magazines
UK or their families (or those of the participating third party). The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. No purchase necessary. Should you wish to enter a promotion without
buying a copy of ELLE, print your name, address and the name of the competition, plus any other information requested, clearly on a card and send it to ELLE, Hearst Magazines UK, 72 Broadwick Street,
London W1F 9EP, by the closing date. No cash alternative. Prize is as stated, subject to availability. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.

ADDRESS BOOK
Track down the latest looks. For more inspiration, go to elleuk.com/fashion

SUBSCRIBE To receive
collectors’ editions, visit
elleuk.com/subscribe
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&OtherStories stories.com
• 3.1PhillipLim 31philliplim.
com •7ForAllMankind
7forallmankind.co.uk

A Accessorizeaccessorize.com
•adidasoffice.co.uk
•AgentProvocateur
agentprovocateur.com;
lookfantastic.com •Alberta
Ferrettialbertaferretti.com
•Aldoaldoshoes.com
•AlexanderMcQueen
alexandermcqueen.com
•AllSaintsallsaints.com
•Altuzarramytheresa.com
•AmericanApparel
americanapparel.co.uk
•Amrapali020 7584 4433
•AnneliseMichelson
annelisemichelson.com
•Antipodesantipodesnature.
com •ArmentaatTalisman
Gallery 020 7201 8582
•AromatherapyAssociates
aromatherapyassociates.com
•Asosasos.com •Assembly
xUrbanOutfittersurban
outfitters.com •Aurélie
Bidermannmatchesfashion.
com •AutographatMarks&
Spencermarksandspencer.
com •Avedaaveda.co.uk

B Balenciagabalenciaga.com
•bareMineralsbareminerals.
co.uk •Belstaffbelstaff.co.uk
•BenefitCosmeticsbenefit
cosmetics.co.uk •Beyond
Retrobeyondretro.com •Bibba
atHouseofFraserhouseof
fraser.co.uk •BimbaYLola
bimbaylola.com •BlkDnm
selfridges.com•BlissAnd
Mischiefmatchesfashion.comm
•BobbiBrownbobbibrown.
co.uk •Bosshugoboss.com
•BottegaVenetabottega
veneta.com •Bumbleand
bumblebumbleandbumble.
co.uk •BurberryProrsum
burberry.com

C CalvinKlein calvinklein.com
•CandiceSwanepoelxMother
020 7580 8644 •Casadei
casadei.com •CFconcept
cfconcept.com •Chanel
chanel.com •Charlotte
Tilbury charlottetilbury.com
•Chloé chloe.com •Christian
Louboutin christian
louboutin.com •Christopher
Raeburnchristopherraeburn.
co.uk •Clarks clarks.co.uk
•ClaudiePierlot claudie
pierlot.com •Coachuk.coach.
com •CommedesGarçons
doverstreetmarket.com •Cos
cosstores.com •Costume
National costumenational.
com •CuroSeven curoseven.
com •CutlerAndGross
cutlerandgross.com

D DanielSandler lookfantastic.
com •DanielleRomeril
avenue32.com •Deborah
Lippmann lookfantastic.com
•Decléordecleor.co.uk •Dior
dior.com •Dolce&Gabbana

dolcegabbana.com •Donna
KaranNewYorkdonna
karan.com •DorothyPerkins
dorothyperkins.com •Dr.
Martensdrmartens.com •
DriesVanNoten020 7235 5000
•Dsquared2dsquared2.com

E EmilioPucci 020 7201 8171
•EmporioArmaniarmani.
com •Erdemdoverstreet
market.com •Eresnet-a-
porter.com •ÊtreCécile etre
cecile.com •Etro etro.com
•EveLom lookfantastic.com
•Eyeko eyeko.com

F F-Troupe f-troupe.com
•Falke falke.com •Fendi
fendi.com •FineryLondon
finerylondon.com •Fleet Ilya
fleetilya.com •FrameDenim
frame-denim.com; matcchheess
fashion.com •FreeeePPeople
freepeople.coo.uk •Freedom
atTopshhoop topshop.com
•Frye tthhefryecompany.com

G Gannniganni.com •Gareth
Puugh selfridges.com •Garnier
garnier.co.uk •Geneugeneu.
com •ghd lookfantastic.com
•GiambattistaValli
giambattistavalli.com
•GiambattistaValli xJBrand
jbrandjeans.com •Giorgio
Armani giorgioarmani.
com; armanibeauty.co.uk
•GiuseppeZanottigiuseppe
zanottidesign.com •Givenchy
byRiccardoTiscigivenchy.
com •Guccigucci.com
•Guess020 7292 2830

H H&Mhm.com •Haider
Ackermann farfetch.com
•HDBrows lookfantastic m
•He-Shihe-shi.eu •Herm s
hermes.com •Hobbshob s.
co.uk •Hourglass liberty.
co.uk • HouseofHollan
houseofholland.co.uk
•Hunterhunterboots.com

I Intimissimi intimissimi.com
• IsabelMarant isabelmarant.
com • Isharya isharya.com

J J.Crew jcrew.com •J.W.
AAnnderson j-w-anderson.com
•JacckWills jackwills.com
•JameesPerse jamesperse.
co.uk •JJaammesRead james
readtan.comm •Jawbone
jawbone.com •JJéérrôôme
Dreyfuss jerome-dreyffussss.
com •JessieWestern
jessiewestern.com
•Jigsaw jigsaw-online.com
•Jil Sander jilsander.com
•JimmyChoo jimmychoo.
com • JohnVarvatosStar
USA johnvarvatos.com
•JonathanSaunders
matchesfashion.com;
theshopatbluebird.com

K KarenMillenkarenmillen.
com •KatrineKristensen
katrinekristensen.com
•Kenzokenzo.com
•Konplottkonplott.com
•Koonhor koonhor.com

L L.K.Bennett lkbennett.com

•L’OréalParisboots.com
•Lancôme lancome.co.uk
•Lanvin lanvin.com
•LaurenceDacade laurence-
dacade.com •Laurence
Doligé laurencedolige.com
•Levi’s levi.com •Linda
Farrow lindafarrow.com
•LiveLive&Organic
live-live.com •Loewe
loewe.com •LouisVuitton
louisvuitton.co.uk •LunaDi
Seta rigbyandpeller.co.uk

M Macmaccosmetics.co.uk
•MaisonMartinMargiela
maisonmartinmargiela.com
•Majemaje.com •Mango
mango.com •MarcCain
marc-cain.com •MarcJacobs
marcjacobs.com •Margaret
oowellmargarethowell.co.

uk •MariiaaFrancescaPepe
mfpepe.com •MMarks&
Spencermarksanddspencer.
com •Marnimarni.coom
•MatchesFashion
matchesfashion.com
•MatthewWilliamson
matthewwilliamson.com
•MaxMaramaxmara.com
•MeliMelomelimelo.com
•Messikaharrods.com
•MichaelKorsmichaelkors.

m •MiHJeansmih-jeans.
com •Minnetonka the
n turalshoestore.co.uk
• intVintagemintvintage.
co.uk •MishaNonoo
AldoRisealdoshoes.

com •MiuMiumiumiu.com
•MM6maisonmartin
margiela.com •Moncler
moncler.com •Monsoon
monsoon.co.uk •Moroccanoil
urbanretreat.co.uk
•Motherdonnaida.com
Mulberrymulberry.com
Narsnarscosmetics.co.uk
•Neal’sYardRemediesneals
yardremedies.com •New
Looknewlook.com •Next
next.co.uk •Nikenike.com
•NoirKeiNinomiyaat
DoverStreetMarket
doverstreetmarket.com

O Oasisoasis-stores.comm
•Officeoffice.co.uukk •Olay
boots.com •Osscarde la
Renta02200 7493 0422

PP PPaaiigepaige.com •Paul&Joe
harrods.com •Paul Smith
paulsmith.co.uk •Perricone
MD lookfantastic.com
•PhilipKingsleyphilip
kingsley.co.uk •Philosophy
philosophyskincare.co.uk
•PhoebeColemanphoebe
coleman.com •Pinkopinko.it
•PopBands thisisbeauty
mart.com •Pradaprada.com
•PrttyPeaushun thisis
beautymart.com

R Raeymatchesfashion.com
•Ren lookfantastic.com
•Revlonboots.com •Rimmel
Londonboots.com •River
Island riverisland.com

•RobertoCavalli
robertocavalli.com
•Russell&Bromley
russellandbromley.co.uk

S Sacaidoverstreetmarket.
com; selfridges.com •Saint
LaurentbyHedi Slimaneysl.
com •SalvatoreFerragamo
ferragamo.com •Sandro
sandro-paris.com •Second
Female secondfemale.com
•Shamballa Jewels at
Harrods020 7730 1234
•SimoneRochadoverstreet
market.com •Simpleboots.
com •Smashbox smashbox.
co.uk •Soap&Gloryboots.
com •SophiaWebster
sophiawebster.com
•St.Tropez sttropeztan.co.uk
•StellaMcCartney stella
mccartney.com •Stila
lookfantastic.com •Superdry
superdry.com •SweatyBetty
sweatybetty.com •Sweaty
Betty xRichardNicoll
sweatybetty.com

T Thakoon intermixonline.
com •TheBodyShop
thebodyshop.co.uk •The
Kooples thekooples.co.uk
•ThePurePackage
purepackage.com •Thierry
Muglermugler.co.uk •This
Works lookfantastic.com
•ThomasTaitmatches
fashion.com •TKMaxx
tkmaxx.com•Tod’s tods.com
•Toga toga.jp •TomFord
020 3141 7800 •TooFaced
lookfantastic.com •Topshop
topshop.com •Tresemmé
boots.com •Triumph
triumph.com

UU Urbanearsurbanears.com
•UrbanRenewal at
UrbanOutfitters
urbanoutfitters.com

V Valentinovalentino.com
•VanessaBruno
matchesfashion.com
•Versaceversace.com
•Vickisargevickisarge.com

WWacoalwacoal.co.uk
•Warehousewarehouse.
co.uk • Wåvenwaven.co.uk
•Weleda lookfantastic.com
•WellaProfessionalswella.
co.uk •Whistleswhistles.com

Y YohjiYamamoto yohji
yamamoto.jp •YouAreYour
OwnGymmarklauren.com

Z Zadig&Voltaire zadig-et-
voltaire.com

Prices and availability
were checked at time of
going to press. ELLE cannot
guarantee prices will not
change or that items
will be in stock at time
of publication.

JIMMY CHOO
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See it ›click it › shop it ›
SHOPELLEBEAUTY

THE ELLE BEAUTY
TEAM TRIAL THE
HOTTEST S/S 2015
CATWALK LOOKS,

USING OUR FAVOURITE
NEW PRODUCTS, AT
ELLEUK.COM/BEAUTY.
WATCH IT, THEN SHOP
THE KIT DIRECT…

FREE DELIVERY
DON’T MISS AN ISSUE. GET YOUR NEXT COPY OF ELLE
DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR AT LOOKFANTASTIC.COM

Perricone MD
No Foundation

Foundation, £48

‘Powerful yet gentle,
when it comes to hair tools,

ghd is simply the best.
Dry and style with this

must-have set.’

BeautyDirectorSophie
Beresinerselectsyourmust-try

products,delivereddirect toyouby
lookfantastic.com

Rimmel London
Lipstick by Kate

Moss in Red Nose
Red, £5.49 (£1.67

goes to Comic Relief)
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Agent Provocateur
Fatale EDP, £62 15% OFF

FOR ELLE

INSIDERS

(SEE
p39

8)

Stila One Step
Correct, £24

ghd Rose Gold
Deluxe Set, £130

REN Guérande
Salt Exfoliating
Body Balm, £20

Weleda
Nourishing
Hair Oil, £8.95

Deborah
Lippmann

Nail Color in
Naked, £18

This Works
Perfect Heels
Rescue Balm, £16

HD Brows Brow
Colourfix, £22

Eve Lom
Eye Lift, £48

ELLE SHOP

Daniel Sandler
Watercolour

Fluid Blusher in
So Pretty, £14.50

http://lookfantastic.com
http://LOOKFANTASTIC.COM
http://ELLEUK.COM/BEAUTY
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13. WHAT WAS THE LAST
TEXT YOU SENT?

‘WOW! ��� ’

19. WHAT DO
YOU DO WHEN

YOU ARE
BORED? SKETCH
AND LISTEN TO MUSIC
WHILE LOOKING FOR
ANCIENT CLASSIC

GREEK AND ROMAN ART.

TheSicilian fashion
designer, 38, givesusan
insight intohis lifewith

aquick-fireQ&A

10. WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR?

ALL THE SHADES OF THE S IC I L IAN SEA .
ANDBRIGHTBLUE the colour of swimming pools in LA.

1. WHAT IS THE FIRST THING YOU DO EVERY
MORNING? I go to the gym with my personal trainer.
Have breakfast with my dogs, Giulia and Emma. I never
begin without a coffee and checking the newspapers.
2. AND THE LAST THING YOU DOAT NIGHT? I read
a book and kiss my dogs goodnight! 3. ARE YOUA
GOOD BOSS? I am so demanding, as I give 200%
to my job. I do not expect less.

4. WHAT IS YOUR INTERNET HOMEPAGE? Google:
I am always open to something new. 5. DESCRIBE
YOUR PERFECT NIGHT OUT. A dinner at Ivy At The
Shore in Santa Monica with the people I love. 6. WHAT’S
OUR BOOK RECOMMENDATION? Gomorrah by

Roberto Saviano.

7. IF YOU COULD ONLYWEARONE DESIGNER,
WHOWOULD IT BE? Dolce & Gabbana.

8. WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT? Creating the next
collection and the very best products. I’m a dreamer:
each of my sketches is a personal dream. 9. WHAT IS
THE VIEW FROMYOUROFFICE? Beautiful Palazzo
Serbelloni, an ancient palace in the heart of Milano.

11. DO YOU READ REVIEWSOF YOUR SHOWS? I read
ust the reviews of the people I admire and respect.

I despise so many frustrated people in fashion.
12. WHO DID YOU LOOK UP TOWHEN YOUWERE
GROWING UP?My grandfather, Giuseppe, has always
been a reference for his great style and soulful
teachings. I also grew up with a real passion for Gianni
Versace’s bravery and controversial creativity.

14. WHAT QUALITIES DO YOU LOOK FOR IN A
FRIEND? Loyalty and intellectual honesty. 15. WHAT
IS YOURWORST HABIT? Smoking.

16. WHENWAS THE LAST TIME YOU CRIED? I don’t cry
very often. I always manage to turn bad vibes into good
energy. 17. IF YOUWEREARRESTED,WHATWOULD IT
BE FOR? Stealing the Laocoön Group statue. It is at the
Vatican Museum and pretty heavy, but I would love to
have it in my office. I’m obsessed with classic Greek
and Roman art. 18. ARE YOUA BETTER SINGER OR
BETTER DANCER? Definitely a better dancer!

20. WHATWOULD YOUR TOMBSTONE READ?
Any news?

F INAL SAY

FAUSTOPUGLISI

at
015
at

http://elleuk.com/catwalk


http://g-star.com


http://www.chloe.com

